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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Professor Gordon Krauss of the University of Michigan Mechanical Engineering Department has 
challenged our team to design and manufacture a tribometer device.  The functionality required for Prof. 
Krauss’ research is not available in any existing commercial products and the lab’s budget does not allow 
for the purchase of any of these devices for modification. The tribometer must perform standard pin-on-
disk and linear reciprocating tests in compliance with the ASTM G99 and G133 standards, respectively, 
as well as tests of complex two dimensional wear paths in order to investigate path dependence of wear.  
It will test metal, ceramic, and polymer materials in pin, disk, and plate geometries with or without 
coatings and lubricants.  It must test specific ranges of normal loads, and linear and rotational velocities, 
allow control of temperature and humidity, and measure the resulting lateral force, the contact resistance 
across the sample interface, and the depth of material wear.  A summary of the customer requirements can 
be found in Table 2 on page 15 of this report. 
 
We have performed benchmarking of commercially available tribometers and relevant patents in order to 
gain an understanding of the difficulties involved in wear testing. Based upon this research and the 
customer requirements we have developed specifications for the engineering characteristics of the 
tribometer that we will optimize to meet those requirements. These engineering specifications can be 
found in Table 3 on page 16. We have evaluated working principles developed concept designs, and 
selected and developed “alpha design”. Based upon this work we have finalized a product design that will 
meet the engineering specifications, as well as a reduced cost prototype that may be used for validation 
purposes and later upgraded to the full final proposed design. These designs do not include an 
environmental control system, but use an open structure to allow for implementation of a modular 
chamber at a later date. 
 
 The proposed design enables both standard and 2D tests to be performed at speeds of up to 1 m/s under a 
maximum normal force of 200 N. Normal force is applied between pin and plate samples using a screw 
driven by a DC stepper motor to lower the pin holder. The pin holder and forcing device are mounted on a 
linear stage that translates along a sliding rod gantry. This system is driven by a ball screw and dc servo 
motor to achieve linear reciprocating motion. Rotational motion is achieved through a rotating disk on 
which the plate sample is mounted using clamps. The plate is driven by a stepper motor and spur gears. 
Strain gauges mounted to the pin sample enable measurement of frictional and normal force, providing 
feedback for control of the applied normal force. The drivers for the three motors will be controlled in 
real time using logic compiled on an Arduino board. Temperature and humidity are measured using a 
relative humidity sensor and all data is recorded using a   LabVIEW-based DAQ.  
  
We have fabricated a proof-of concept prototype modeled after the proposed design with two major 
exceptions. First, the ball screw system that we proposed for driving the linear stage has been replaced by 
the timing belt drive used by the previous team. This change was necessary for our prototype because we 
could not procure a ball screw system within Prof. Krauss’s budget. The DC servo motor has been chosen 
such that it can be used to power a ball screw system should such an upgrade be desired at a later date. 
The cost to do so will be $3150. The second major exception to the proposed final design is that for our 
prototype, we will mount the strain gauges to the pin ourselves. For the final design, we recommend that 
they be professionally installed to ensure reliability and precision. The total cost to fabricate the prototype 
was $2910. We have completed preliminary validation testing of the force measurement and application, 
linear velocity, and rotational velocity, however due to noise in the DAQ measurements additional testing 
will be needed once a filter has been installed. The mechanical aspects of the system are sufficient for the 
sponsor’s requirements; however, due to the limited processing power of the Arduino board, an upgrade 
will be required before all three motor systems may be run at once for the 2D wear path tests. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Friction and wear properties of many material combinations are becoming increasingly important as 
engineers look to create more durable and reduced-friction materials. Currently, there is no tribometer 
which can measure real world complex 2D wear patterns at speeds required by our sponsor.  
 
Because of this, our team has been asked to design a tribometer which will measure friction and wear in 
complex two-dimensional wear patterns to better model and test real world applications. Key design 
characteristics will include both closed-loop environmental control and closed-loop normal force 
application. A successful prototype must have each of the aforementioned functionalities among others.  
 
 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
The investigation of the wear and friction properties of materials, known as tribology, is often conducted 
using a device known as a tribometer, which creates relative motion between two contacting test samples. 
The nature of the friction and material removal induced is quantified and used to predict the behavior of 
the materials in real world applications. The accuracy with which laboratory test results may be applied to 
actual applications depends greatly upon the ability to replicate the conditions of the actual application 
during the test. Wear properties are highly dependent upon kinematic conditions, such as path of travel, 
normal force at the material interface, and relative velocity of the surfaces, as well as environmental 
factors, such as temperature and humidity. These parameters must be closely monitored and controlled in 
order to produce meaningful results. Tribological research in the past has generally been limited to 
relatively simple test configurations, such as linear reciprocating motion of a pin on a flat plate, or a 
stationary pin on a rotating disk. However, the wear properties for such simplified wear paths have been 
found to correlate poorly to the material behavior under the more complicated conditions experienced in 
actual applications.  
Our sponsor, Professor Gordon Krauss of the University of Michigan, requires a tribometer capable of 
performing standard linear reciprocating and pin-on-disk tests, as well as custom two-dimensional wear 
path tests under a wide range of environmental and loading conditions for a variety of specimen sizes. 
Commercially available tribometers tend to be limited to single test configuration, thus requiring the 
purchase of several devices to meet all of the lab’s needs. Those that do provide multiple test 
configurations are expensive, often include modules for tests that will not be required, and generally lack 
custom path generation capability. Furthermore, none of the devices can accommodate the range of 
testing speeds, normal loads and sample sizes required. The objective of this project is therefore to design 
and prototype a tribometer that will provide the functionality required for Professor Krauss’ research at a 
reduced cost. The device will include systems to control the temperature and humidity of the test 
environment, secure both planar and pin type test specimens, control the relative motion of the two 
samples for both standard and custom test configurations, and apply and maintain constant normal force 
between the specimens. It will also measure and record the normal and lateral forces, relative velocity of 
the samples to each other, contact resistance across the samples, the temperature and humidity of the test 
environment, as well as the specimen wear. 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In this section we present an overview of tribological testing methods and the standards governing them. 
We also discuss the current state of tribometer technology, including commercially available devices, 
proprietary devices in use in private industry, and related patents. 
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ASTM Standards 
During the literature search, a review was performed of the current American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM) standards for tribology testing relating to the pin-on-disk and linear reciprocating 
methods. This section summarizes the finding of that review. 
 
Pin-on-disk wear testing (ASTM G99): ASTM standard G99 [1] defines a pin-on-disk wear testing 
apparatus as one which revolves a sample with a spherically-tipped pin about the center of another sample 
in the form of a disk (Fig. 1). The pin is held at a constant radius on the disk, such that the wear path is a 
circle, with the pin traveling through the same track during each revolution. 
 
 
Figure 1: ASTM schematic of pin-on-disk wear test system [1] 
 
A force is applied to the pin to push it into the disk during the test. Typical pin on disk systems have a 
method for measuring both the applied force and the resulting lateral force on the disk, from which a 
coefficient of friction can be calculated. The apparatus must be constructed such that these lateral forces 
do not compromise the orientation of the pin. The pin must remain within ± 1º of perpendicular relative to 
the disk. 
 
The apparatus is to have a variable speed motor. This motor must be able to provide a rotational velocity 
that is constant to within ± 1% of the rated full load motor speed. These tests are typically performed 
within the range of 60 to 600 RPM. The apparatus is also to have a means of keeping track of the number 
of revolutions, as well as the ability to terminate the test after a specified number of revolutions. 
 
The ASTM standard reports on a benchmark test conducted to determine the repeatability of the pin-on-
disk wear test. The 95% repeatability limit for steel vs. steel ball wear scar diameter was found to be 0.37 
mm for within-lab tests and 0.81 mm for between-lab tests. 
 
Linear reciprocating wear testing (ASTM G133): ASTM standard G133 [2] defines a linear 
reciprocating wear testing apparatus as one which slides a sample with a spherically-shaped tip back and 
forth along a linear path along a flat plate sample. A typical set-up can be seen in Figure 2. 
 
As with the pin-on-disk test, a force is to be applied to the pin sample to push it into the flat sample. 
Typical apparatuses have a mechanism for measuring the resulting lateral forces, from which the 
coefficient of friction is calculated.  
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Figure 2: ASTM schematic of a typical linear reciprocating test apparatus [2] 
 
The ball specimen is to be driven in a smooth manner. The ASTM standard suggests implementing a 
drive mechanism which would allow for the ball specimen to follow a reciprocating motion without the 
need for the drive motor to stop and reverse direction between each stroke. Additionally, the apparatus 
must be fitted with either a timer or a mechanism to count the number of cycles, such that the test may be 
automatically terminated after a specified time or number of cycles. 
 
The ASTM standard dictates that the atmospheric conditions under which the test is conducted are 
accounted for. The relative humidity must be measured to an accuracy of ± 3%. Tests are typically 
conducted in the range of 40 % to 60 % relative humidity. Temperature must be measured to an accuracy 
of ± 2º C. 
 
There are two sets of system parameters under which a linear reciprocating test can be considered “in 
compliance” with the ASTM standards. Those parameters are listed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: ASTM-compliant test parameters [2] 
 
 Values 
System Parameter Procedure A Procedure B 
Pin tip radius 4.76 mm 4.76 mm 
Normal force 25.0 N 200.0 N 
Stroke length 10.0 mm 10.0 mm 
Oscillating frequency 5.0 Hz 10.0 Hz 
Test duration 16 min 40 s 33 min 20 s 
Temperature 22º C 150º C 
Relative humidity 40 to 60 % 40 to 60 % 
Lubrication None Fully immersed 
 
The ASTM standard reports on a benchmark test conducted to determine the repeatability of the linear 
reciprocating wear test. It was found that using Procedure A (Table 1) with samples of silicon nitride 
sliding on silicon nitride produces within-laboratory variations of ± 34.7 % on wear volume and ± 1.8 % 
on coefficient of friction. Between-laboratory variations using Procedure B are reported as ± 48.6 % for 
wear volume and ± 5.29 % for coefficient of friction. 
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Measuring friction coefficients (ASTM G115): This ASTM standard [3] lists a few guidelines for 
devices used to measure the coefficient of friction between sliding objects. Most relevant is the stipulation 
that any coefficient of friction calculation is only valid if the normal and lateral forces were measured 
while the two objects were sliding across each other smoothly. If the system experiences stick/slip 
behavior, the resulting force measurements will not allow for a valid calculation of friction. This stick/slip 
behavior will be more likely to occur in elastic systems (for example, if the pin in a pin-on-disk system is 
made from a material with too low of a Young’s modulus). The ASTM standard warns, however, that 
making a system too rigid (by using a chain drive, for example) will not allow for adequately measuring 
the breakaway force needed to calculate static friction. 
 
Measuring electrical contact resistance (ASTM B539): This ASTM standard [4] provides for 
finding the contact resistance between two objects. It should be noted that this standard only covers 
measurements of static conditions. Any measurement made of the resistance between sliding contacts will 
not be considered to be ASTM compliant.  
 
The ASTM standard details a method of measuring contact resistance using a four-wire system. A four 
wire system is utilized in order to eliminate the effects of contact resistance between the meter probes and 
each of the samples. A schematic of the ASTM four-wire measurement circuit can be found in Figure 3, 
where V represents the voltmeter, I represents the ammeter, and R is resistance measured. 
 
Figure 3: ASTM schematic diagram of four-wire measurement circuit [4] 
 
The measurement circuit must utilize a power supply that has the ability to limit the current to 100 mA 
and the voltage to 20 mV. If a DC power supply is used, it must have the ability to switch the direction of 
the applied current (this occurs naturally in an AC power supply). The supplied current must be variable 
and readily adjustable, and must be measured to an accuracy of ± 1% of the measured value. The 
voltmeter must be able to measure the voltage to an accuracy of ± 1% of the measured value. The 
resistance is to be calculated using Equation 1, where R is the resistance in ohms, Ef is the forward voltage 
drop in volts, Er is the reverse voltage drop in volts, If is the forward current in amps, and Ir is the reverse 
current, in amps. 
 
     𝑅𝑅 = �𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓� + |𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 |�𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓 � + |𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟 |     (Eq. 1) 
 
 
Current Technology 
There are several commercially available tribometers on the market today. Only one commercially 
available option exists which satisfies our customer’s minimum requirements, but it has several unneeded 
functions which drive the cost for this product up. The most comparable tribometers which are 
commercially available today are manufactured by Nanovea, CSM Instruments and CETR. 
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Nanovea [5] has both pin-on-disk and linear reciprocating tribometers commercially available. Although 
both tribometers are arranged in the same test rig, only one type of test can be run at once. Therefore, user 
defined 2D path generation is not available. Figure 4 below shows both tribometers that Nanovea sells. 
The pin-on-disk tribometer meets our customer requirements for environmental control as it is able to 
control temperature and humidity to the ranges specified. The only other specifications Nanovea’s pin-on-
disk tribometer satisfies are requirements for speed, resistance detection, and testing within ASTM 
standards. Some unique concepts employed by their design include using several salt baths with a 
controlled circulating air module to control humidity levels, and a liquid heating module which heats up 
coils in the disk to control temperature. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Nanovea’s Pin-on-Disk (Left) and Linear Reciprocating (Right) Tribometers [5] 
 
The Nanovea reciprocating tribometer also has acceptable environmental control, but fails to meet most 
of the other customer requirements. Both Nanovea tribometers come with a unique software data analysis 
program which provides the user with real-time displays of coefficient of friction, temperature, wear 
depth, and pin-substrate electrical contact information. It includes a set of features to setup the tribometer 
and 3D mechanical scanning software package to analyze surface roughness, critical dimensions, 
topography and a full pre/post test profile. 
 
CSM Instruments [6] offers nano and micro tribometers for both linear reciprocating as well as pin-on-
disk testing. Figure 5 below shows a CSM tribometer with environmental Plexiglas enclosure. Although 
one machine can do both linear and rotational tests, it cannot move in custom 2D paths. They offer ASTM 
compliant tribometers, but the test ranges for normal force and friction force are too low. Options include 
temperature control up to 1000 °C as well as humidity control. Testing with inert gasses is possible due to 
a Plexiglas enclosure. The tribometer has the ability to stop a test once a predefined coefficient of friction 
threshold has been reached. CSM Tribometers can be equipped with a depth measuring sensor for real-
time display of wear properties. 
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Figure 5: CSM Tribometer for linear and Rotational Testing with Environmental Enclosure [6] 
 
The most applicable tribometer on the market which most closely matches our customers’ requirements is 
the Center for Tribology Research’s Universal Micro-Tribometer (CETR-UMT) [7] shown in Figure 6 
below. CETR-UMT currently has nano, micro, and macro testing capabilities. The micro tribometer setup 
can be seen in Figure 6 and is of the same measurement magnitudes that our sponsor has requested. The 
CETR-UMT device can conduct pin on disk, disk on disk, ball on disk, plate on plate, reciprocating and 
fretting, uni-directional and multi-directional wear tests. Among the unique functions of this machine is 
the ability to program any 2D path for wear analysis in any variety of path configurations. While this 
machine meets most of our customers’ requirements, it has a base price around $80,000. This doesn’t 
include the modules necessary to run higher speed linear tests required by our customer. Even with these 
upgrades, speeds won’t be sufficient for testing required by our customer.  
 
 
Figure 6: The most feasible currently available tribometer is the CETR-UMT tribometer capable of 
path generation in any 2D configuration [7] 
 
Proprietary Devices 
There are a variety of unique tribometers which have been designed and built by independent sources. We 
have made a visit to the Ford Research and Innovation Center in Dearborn, MI, where engineers conduct 
wear and friction tests for several automotive applications. They have developed their own tribometers to 
more accurately test different components unique to their studies. We have evaluated two of their linear 
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tribometers and two pin-on-disk tribometer and recognized several design characteristics which may be 
useful in our design of the customer’s tribometer. 
 
All four tribometers we saw were much smaller than that required by our customer. Linear/radial stroke 
length was limited to a few inches or less compared to the 10 inch stroke length required by our customer. 
Movement of the pin/ball on the linear tribometers was controlled by a rotating motor/cam system. This 
allowed the motor to run at a continuous speed without changing direction throughout the test. Motor 
speed was controlled by a closed loop feedback system with a sensor which measured flywheel speed. 
The normal force for one of the linear tribometers was applied via a closed loop spring/lever system. The 
others used a more traditional hanging weight approach. All four tribometers measured friction force by 
measuring deflection of the test rig. A noticeable feature of each test rig was a relatively weak base which 
allowed for larger deflections and more accurate friction force measurements. Strain gauges were hooked 
up to measure these deflections. 
 
Three of the tribometers controlled temperature via a heated metal block element on which the specimen 
rests. Temperature is measured via a thermocouple immersed in the lubrication under test. Temperature 
could not be measured in a dry test. The other tribometer surrounded the sample with heat coils to heat the 
specimen by convective and radiative heat. Very coarse humidity control was used by boiling water in a 
closed environment.  
 
Note: The information included in “Proprietary Devices” is not to be shared with outside sources or 
duplicated for any reason without permission from Ford Motor Co. 
 
Existing Patents 
Existing design patents that correlate with the scope of this project were examined as well. Several 
patents of existing technology were found using patentstorm.us and are presented below. All contain 
aspects of design that may be valuable for the scope of this project. 
 
Patent 1534014 [8], pictured below in Figure 7, describes a basic pin on disk wear device with a spring 
and mechanical measurement device used to measure the lateral frictional force. This is an old, simplistic 
design, but it provides a good starting point to the basic concepts and functions involved when developing 
a tribometer. 
 
 
 
Figure 7: Schematic for Patent 1534014 [8] – Basic pin on disk wear device 
 
Patent 4051713 [9] does not involve a pin apparatus, but instead measures the friction between two pads. 
It does, however, provide a way of specifying the normal force between the surfaces and provides good 
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motor control using an encoder device. While it is not exactly known what this project entails, it does 
contain components that may be transferrable and is shown below in Figure 8. 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Schematic for Patent 4051713 [9] – Wear device utilizing motor and force control 
 
Patent 6401058 [10] also does not use a pin device like this project requires but uses a rotating drum on a 
flat surface. The key features of this design are the data acquisition and control techniques as illustrated in 
Figure 9 below. This design also examines surface characteristics of the test sample which will be 
desirable for this project. 
 
Figure 9: Schematic for Patent 6401058 [10] – Wear device utilizing data acquisition,  
input control, and surface examination 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF TARGET ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS 
 
In order to set quantified targets for our project, we interviewed our sponsor, Prof. Krauss, and 
determined the functionality required of the device in order to meet his research needs. We researched 
wear testing, including a review of ASTM test standards and previous groups’ work, conducted an 
interview with Dr. Arup Gangopadhyay of Ford Motor Company and toured his testing facility. We also 
benchmarked several commercially available tribometers to improve our understanding of the challenges 
of tribology. We then used this information to develop a list of customer requirements which we then 
reviewed with our sponsor to determine the relative importance of the requirements. Next we identified 
quantifiable engineering characteristics of the tribometer that could be used to meet these requirements. 
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We then organized this information in a Quality Function Deployment (QFD) chart which we used to 
correlate the customer requirements to the engineering characteristics that will be used to address them. 
We also used the QFD to identify engineering characteristics that might interact with each other leading 
to the need for tradeoffs or compromises in meeting different customer requirements. In order to develop 
target specification values for each of the characteristics, we tabulated values requested by the sponsor, 
those required by the ASTM standards, and  specifications given for competitive products, which we 
evaluated against our customer requirements to help us identify which aspects of their designs were 
relevant to our efforts. This process is discussed in greater detail in the following sections and the 
resulting target specifications are tabulated in Table 3 on page 16. The QFD used in our analysis can be 
found in Appendix A. 
 
Customer Requirements 
In order to meet the needs of Prof. Krauss’ lab the tribometer must be capable of testing multiple wear 
path configurations under a wide range of environmental and loading conditions for a variety of specimen 
sizes. It must also be able to accurately and precisely control, measure and record the applied normal 
force, relative velocity of the samples, temperature, and humidity, as well as measure and record the 
lateral force generated, wear induced, and contact resistance across the samples and interface in real-time. 
The second column of Table 3 presents the minimum acceptable range for these test parameters as well as 
the required control tolerance, measurement precision, and sampling rate for data collection specified by 
the sponsor. Specifically, the tribometer must be able to conform to the ASTM G99 [1] and G133 [2] 
standards for linear reciprocating and pin-on disk tests, respectively, which are discussed above. It must 
be able to mount both pin and plate type samples of metals, ceramics, and polymers without damaging or 
altering their condition and must perform tests with or without the presence of lubricants or coatings. 
When testing custom 2-D wear paths, the leading point on the pin sample must be maintained in order to 
maintain a constant cross sectional wear profile. In addition to these testing capabilities, the tribometer 
must include features to safeguard the user from debris, moving parts, and high temperatures. It should 
also be designed to minimize maintenance and prevent the machinery from being damaged by moisture, 
temperature extremes, test fluids, material debris, and accidental misuse. The device must be sized to fit 
into the dedicated lab space provided and should allow viewing of the test in progress. Ideally it will also 
be automated to allow test samples to be loaded without the user being present so multiple tests may be 
run in succession without supervision. Finally, these things must be achieved for a significantly reduced 
cost relative to existing commercial products. 
 
These priorities were quantified using a ranking system in which importance of each requirement relative 
to all others was assessed in pairs with a value of one given to the most important. The total score for each 
was tabulated and recorded in the QFD. This knowledge of the relative importance of the customer 
requirements to the customer will be important when two requirements are in conflict such as in the case 
of the requirement of shielding the user from debris and allowing the user to observe the test. Table 2 on 
page 15 summarizes our customer requirements in order of decreasing significance. 
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Table 2: Customer Requirements ranked by relative importance 
 
Critical Important Useful 
1. Meet ASTM standards  
2. Safeguard user and device 
8. Test range of sample sizes 
9. Measure velocity in real time 
16.   Tests wide range of 
environmental conditions 
3. Record forces in real time 
4.  Test variety of materials 
10. Test custom 2D paths 
11. Measure temperature and 
17.   Automated sample loading 
5. Low Cost 
6. Low maintenance 
humidity in real time  
12. Measure contact resistance in  
7. Fits in lab space real time  
13. Measure wear depth   
 14. Constant pin orientation  
 15. Allows viewing of test  
   
 
Engineering Characteristics 
Most of the engineering characteristics we have identified arise from the need to closely control and 
measure the test parameters of normal force, velocity, temperature, and humidity. In order to do this we 
will need to use a feedback system with a sensor capable of detecting these parameters throughout the full 
range of values to which they may be set. The sensor will need to have a resolution that is sufficient to be 
able to detect physically significant variations so that the system can respond to maintain the desired 
setting. Similarly, the data acquisition system will need to be able to sample data at a rate that will allow 
the system to respond to variations before the parameters go out of tolerance. The tolerance itself will also 
have to be specified in order to optimize these resolutions and sampling rates. Similar sensor range, 
resolution, and sampling rate engineering characteristics arise relative to the need to measure the lateral 
force, contact resistance and wear depth outputs of the tests. These characteristics are also related to the 
requirement of meeting the ASTM standards which dictate the necessary tolerances for many of the test 
parameters. 
 
Additional engineering specifications come from the physical requirements for the device and the tests it 
will perform. Overall device dimensions are required to ensure that it will fit in the lab space available. 
The capacity of the sample holders must be specified to ensure that the lab’s specimens can be held 
securely by the tribometer. Similarly the maximum z-axis travel that the device can reach must be set to 
ensure that sufficient testing can be done and thick samples can be tested without damaging the device. 
We must also ensure that the tribometer has a sufficient lateral range of motion for the desired tests and 
that it can achieve the oscillation frequencies required to meet ASTM standards while still operating 
safely. In order to perform tests with custom 2-D wear paths and ensure that each pass overlaps and the 
pin is always oriented lead point first, we must specify the precision with which the device must position 
the specimen. Finally, the perpendicularity of the pin specimen to the plate specimen must be specified to 
conform to the ASTM guidelines.  
 
The engineering characteristics discussed above and summarized in Table 3 on page 16 are by no means 
exhaustive. Additional engineering characteristics that will need to be developed as we continue our 
design efforts, but we believe that these will be the most important for use in evaluating potential working 
principles that we will consider for meeting the customer requirements. Most of them can be used to 
address multiple customer requirements to varying degrees. We have assessed these requirement-
characteristic interactions and indicated their expected strength on the QFD chart using a rating system 
were 9 indicate strong, 3 modest, 1  weak, and no value a null interaction. Using these rankings and the 
weighted importance of the customer requirements, which we determined as discussed above, we were 
able to determine the relative degree of influence afforded by each parameter by summing the products of 
the requirement’s weighted importance and the rating of the strength of the characteristic’s influence on 
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the design’s ability to meet the requirement. We found that the most important design specifications were 
the range of force, temperature, and linear and rotational speeds. This information will be useful in 
identifying which engineering characteristic it is most important to meet as well as what performance 
criteria will be affected if they are changed. Recognizing that many of the characteristics will depend 
upon or be affected by others, we have documented the interactions we expect to see for reference in the 
QFD. The interaction strengths are again ranked on a scale from 0-9. The most significant results from 
this exercise are that we expect to see temperature effects upon the sensor performances and also 
interactions between the control tolerance, sampling rate, and resolution of the measured parameters. The 
QFD can be seen in Appendix A. 
 
Specification Targets 
For each of the engineering characteristics identified we have developed preliminary specification values 
to use as targets during the development of design concepts. To select these targets we considered the 
stated needs of our sponsor, the requirements set forth in the ASTM standards, and the specifications for 
aspects of the tribometers we benchmarked that met our customer requirements. The most rigorous 
requirements were selected to ensure that all customer requirements, as we understand them, would be 
met if these targets are achieved. These target specifications are presented in Table 3. In cases where it is 
desirable to maximize or minimize a specification, this is noted along with the minimum acceptable 
value. The target specification justification for specific characteristics is discussed in more detail in the 
following sections.  
 
Table 3: Target Engineering Specifications and Sponsor Requests 
Engineering Specification Sponsor Request Target Value Control Tolerance 
Normal Forces ≤ 200       N ≤ 200       N 1%  (of nominal) 
Linear Speed 0.01 – 1.0   m/s 0.01 – 1.0   m/s 1%  (of nominal) 
Oscillation Frequency 2-20          Hz 2-20          Hz 1%  (of nominal) 
Rotational Speed 1-600 rpm (maximize) 1-600 rpm (maximize) 1%  (of nominal) 
Temperature 0-150      C 0-150      C 2    C 
Humidity 0-100     % 0-100      % 3    % 
Contact Resistance 0-1000    ohm 0-1000  ohm  (maximize)  
Measurement Resolution 1% (of nominal) 1% (of nominal)  
Data Sampling Rate 20         kHz 20          kHz  
Sample Dimensions:   Pin                                   
Plate/Disk 
1.6 –6.4   mm 
25 – 254   mm 
1-8         mm 
25 – 254 mm  
Specimen Perpendicularity   (90 ± 1)º  
Positioning Precision  ± 0.025 mm  
Z-travel 15          mm 15   mm (maximize)  
Linear Travel 0 – 254   mm 0 – 254   mm  
Dimensions (lxwxh) 91x61x61   cm 91x61x61   cm  
Sample Visibility 100         % 100%  
 
Control parameters: The target ranges for the test conditions of applied normal force, linear and 
rotational speeds, linear oscillation frequency, temperature, and humidity were selected based upon those 
required for the lab’s research. The allowable tolerance for the control of these parameters at constant 
nominal values were chosen based upon the ASTM standards, when specified, and upon the sponsor’s 
experience of the tolerance needed to produce repeatable results.  
 
Data collection and contact resistance range: The targets for the resolution and rate at which the 
normal and lateral forces, relative velocity, temperature, humidity, contact resistance, and wear depth 
were chosen based upon the sponsor’s experience of what is required to produce meaningful results. A 
minimum resolution of 1% of the nominal value was proposed for all measurements. We also took into 
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consideration that the use of a feedback system will be required to achieve the stated control tolerances 
and the resolution of the sensors used must be at least as precise as the control tolerance. Additionally the 
sampling rate must be sufficient to allow the feedback system to respond before going out of tolerance. 
For the contact resistance range we have set the minimum capability based upon the performance of 
competitive products and the sponsor’s minimum requirement with the ultimate goal of maximizing the 
range.  
 
Sample holding and positioning: The capacity of the sample mounts was determined from the stated 
needs of the sponsor’s lab and includes the sample sizes used in the ASTM standardized tests. The 
tolerance for the perpendicularity of the pin specimen to the plate specimen was taken from the ASTM 
G99 [1] standard. We have determined that the linear travel should allow the entire surface of the plate 
specimen to be tested and must therefore be equal to the length of the largest specimen to be tested. The 
oscillation frequency range was selected to allow testing at one half and two times the ASTM standard 
test rates. The z-axis travel was selected to accommodate the thickest samples the lab anticipates testing. 
The precision required for the displacement of the specimens in order to perform custom 2-D wear path 
tests was determined from the specifications for existing devices that meet our requirements.   
 
Physical constraints: We have set limits for the overall dimensions of the tribometer based upon the 
lab space available for it. We have also determined that the design must enable the user to observe the test 
in progress and have set a target of 100% visibility. 
 
 
 
CONCEPT GENERATION 
 
To begin the process of redesigning the tribometer, we broke the device into component subsystems and 
identified the required characteristics of each subsystem which will best meet the functionality demands 
for the overall device. We then further divided the subsystems as necessary and developed working 
principles for each major function. Using the relevant device specifications and additional subsystem 
specific criteria organized in Pugh charts, we identified the most suitable working principles for each 
subsystem and combined them to produce a number of potential concept designs. These designs were 
similarly evaluated and ranked and a preliminary selection was made and modified to include favorable 
aspects of other concepts. The following documents the working principles and concepts generated, as 
well as our selection process and a detailed description of the alpha design concept. 
 
Subsystems 
We began the creative process by generating a function diagram to identify flow of information, material 
and energy through the tribometer and the individual functions performed. The resulting diagram can be 
seen on page 48 of Appendix A.2. The major subsystems identified are given in Table 5 below. 
 
Table 5: Tribometer Subsystem Descriptions 
Subsystem Description 
Motion Control Produces smooth, controllable relative motion between samples at sufficient velocities 
and frequencies. Includes mechanisms for motion generation, transmission, and 
conversion between rotation and translation. 
Force Application Applies constant normal force in required range. Includes generation and transmission 
Environmental 
Control 
Contains and controls temperature and humidity of test environment. Includes heat 
and humidity generation and removal, containment, and delivery mechanisms. 
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Control System Measures and records normal and lateral forces, relative velocity, temperature, 
humidity, wear depth, and contact resistance in real time. Adjusts signal to actuators 
to maintain test parameters. Includes sensors, controllers, and data storage devices. 
Includes a user interface to set test parameters and display results. 
Sample Holding Fixtures and interfaces for the securing of pin and plate type samples. 
 
Working Principles  
For each of the subsystems identified we investigated methods for achieving part level functionality and 
used Pugh selection methods to narrow our focus to the most appropriate options for our application. The 
associated Pugh Charts may be found in Appendices A.3-A.15 on pages 49-62. 
 
Motion control system: The motion control subsystem is further broken down into mechanisms to 
generate mechanical motion, transmit power, convert between rotational and translational motion, and to 
constrain and support those motions. Table on page 19 lists the working principles considered for each of 
these mechanisms. The motion control system must produce smooth motion in two dimensions at the 
specified speeds and frequency. This relative motion of the pin and plate samples can be achieved using a 
combination of translational and rotational motion or dual axis translation of one or both samples. The 
motion must be smooth in order to meet required speed control tolerance and must allow for precise 
positioning to enable 2D paths to be repeatably traced. The components must be able to withstand the 
lateral loads encountered, which are expected to be as much as 600 N, and must be suitable for the 
environment of the tests and require a minimum of maintenance. A detailed description of the most viable 
options identified is provided below.  
Table 6: Motion Control Working Principles 
 
Motion Generation Transmission Conversion Constraint and Support 
DC stepper motor Belt or chain drive Belt and linear stage Bearings 
DC servo motor Gear train Screw and nut Bushings 
AC servo motor Shaft or screw Rack and gear train Rail guide or gantry 
Linear servo motor  Piston Cam and piston Sliding Rods 
Voice-coil actuator Hydraulics  or Pneumatics   
Gravity    
 
 
Motion generation: We have identified linear and traditional DC servo motors as the best option for 
handling the range of motion, speeds, loads, and control precision we require. Due to space restrictions 
we narrowed our attention to methods of generating motion using electric motors. We investigated both 
DC and AC options and determined that due to the need to vary test speeds and the high cost of AC 
controllers, the DC option best met our needs. Stepper motors would be able to provide us with high 
holding torques and precise positioning with the use of a micro-stepping controller and feedback system, 
but would not be able to provide the smooth motion required due to the discrete nature of its movements. 
A commutative, brushless DC motor, or voice-coil actuator, can provide the force, precision, and 
responsiveness we require, but is limited in stroke length. DC servo motors, both linear ServoTube and 
traditional rotational types, however can provide the smooth motion and rapid reversal of direction and 
include closed loop feedback control. They can also achieve the necessary speeds and frequencies in 
combination with appropriate transmission and friction reducing motion supports. These options are 
therefore the best for our application.  Appendix A.3 on page 49 presents the relevant Pugh chart. 
 
Transmission and conversion: We must be able to transmit and condition the output of the motors 
in order to drive the samples in either translation or rotation to achieve the required speeds, forces, and 
paths. We have eliminated hydraulic and pneumatic actuators as options for this application due to the 
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safety hazard associated with working with pressurized fluids and constraints on the size of the system. 
The following describes the options considered and justifies our selection. The relevant Pugh chart is in 
Appendix A.4 on page 60. 
 
Belt and chain drives: These devices use a belt or chain to transmit rotation or convert it to 
translation by driving a stage on a linear guide. They are capable of high speed and high torques 
transmission which can be conditioned by altering the ratio of pulley diameters. However they often 
produce vibrations that would interfere with our sensors and introduce the potential for slipping, 
depending on the specific type chosen, which make them a poor choice for our high precision 
application. Slipping and vibration may be reduced by the use of a toothed timing belt and additional 
devices like belt tensioners, at the cost of increased complexity and maintenance needs. The timing 
belts also introduce backlash when reversing directions which will reduce positioning precision and 
make these drives a poor choice for our application 
 
Gear trains: Gears can be used to transmit rotational motion from a driven pinion or worm to a 
second gear, or to convert to linear motion in the case of racks. They are capable of achieving the 
required speeds and torques and can be used to alter the axis of rotational motion as well. Backlash is 
an issue of concern in gear trains that will affect the responsiveness of the device to controller signals 
and the ability to control position and speed in tolerance. It can be minimized by using precisely 
manufactured herringbone and worm gears or preloaded shafts. Gears also present wear and 
maintenance problems as contaminants and operation at temperature extremes and in moist 
environments can cause deterioration and affect compliance. Gears are a viable option for rotation 
transmission if properly selected and isolated from the test environment. 
 
Screws and shafts: Screws and shafts can be used to transmit rotational motion and screws can be 
used to convert to translation by driving a linear stage along the axis of rotation using a threaded nut. 
They are capable of handling the required speeds, loads, and range of motion and provide sufficient 
positioning precision and responsiveness with proper motor and controller pairing. Similar to gears 
they will require isolation from contaminants and will need to be carefully selected for the operating 
conditions in order to prevent wear and deterioration. Screws are the most favorable option for 
producing linear motion from a standard rotational motor. 
 
Pistons and cams: Pistons can either transmit translational motion directly from a linear motor or 
voice-coil actuator, or produce translation when driven by a cam. The cam and piston system is not 
viable for our application due to the size of the cam that would be required for the stroke length 
desired as well as the inability to achieve various speed and position profiles with a single cam. 
Similarly, the voice coil driven piston is unable to achieve the stroke lengths required. The linear 
motor driven option is the simplest method to produce the required linear reciprocation and would 
eliminate the need for an intermediary conversion step. It is capable of achieving the speeds, loads, 
responsiveness and precise positioning required when paired with a suitable motor and does not 
present the wear and tooth shearing concerns associated with screws and gears. It is therefore the 
optimal method for linear actuation for design. 
 
Constraint and support: It will be necessary to constrain the motion of the samples and minimize 
friction at moving interfaces in order to produce smooth motion within the required control tolerances and 
maximize the life of the device. The particular methods used to achieve this will be determined by the 
actuators chosen, but will include the options of bearings and bushings for friction reduction and sliding 
rods and rails for motion constraint. We will need bearings to support the rotating plate sample holder and 
any rotating or sliding shafts, as well as any translating parts in contact with other surface. We will make 
use of rolling friction as much as possible to improve device life and efficiency and reduce wear and 
vibrations that may interfere with data collection and device control. 
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Best options: We have determined that the ideal method for producing translational motion is the use 
of a linear ServoTube motor to directly drive the sample holder. This method can meet the load, speed, 
and positioning precision requirements and results in a simpler system. It eliminating the need to convert 
from rotational to translational motion and therefore eliminates loss of controllability due to inefficiencies 
and the complications introduced into the design to minimize such losses due to friction of part 
compliance. The next best option would be to use a DC servo motor driven ball or roller screw to drive 
the sample as these are the low friction and backlash devices. This option can also be optimized to meet 
the system requirements, but will introduce more rigorous assembly and manufacturing challenges than 
the prefabricated linear motor system. Depending on the DC servo motor selected it may also be 
necessary to have a separate control and feedback system if it is not included as it is in the ServoTube. 
Rotational motion will be driven by a DC servo motor and a gear train consisting of low backlash 
herringbone and worm gears.  
 
Force application system: As one of the customer requirements, a normal force ranging from 0 – 200 
N with a tolerance of ± 1% of the nominal value must be applied to the samples. This system will consist 
of force actuators and sensors to monitor their performance.  
Force actuators: A normal force must be applied between the pin and plate samples during testing. 
The options considered for this application as well as the selection criteria used to determine the best 
options are presented below. The Pugh selection chart used to evaluate these designs is presented in 
Appendix A. 5 on page 51. 
Screw/Motor Application: This concept, shown in Figure 10 below, would use a motor, with the 
potential use of a gear system, to spin a screw. The screw would move downward onto the pin 
applying a force between the samples. A spring would be added for elasticity to the system between 
the screw and the pin. The motor and gears would be rigidly attached to the linear reciprocating stage 
and the pin would be free to move vertically through a hole in the stage. This will allow the force to be 
transmitted to the pin sample. To measure the applied force a load cell could be used between the 
surface contact of the pin shaft and the spring or a potentiometer could be used to measure the 
displacement of the spring. 
 
Figure 10: Screw actuated motor force application 
 
Spring/Lever System: This concept would utilize spring force to apply the normal load to the pin. 
The lever system would allow this force to be transmitted from the spring to the pin. The idea for this 
concept was derived from the Ford tribology testing facility; however it is unlikely that this concept 
would be feasible in our design due to the size and complexity of the system 
Hydraulic/Pneumatic: This concept, shown in Figure 11 below, would use a working fluid, either 
gas or liquid, to apply the force. The fluid would be regulated and pumped into a chamber to control 
the amount of force applied. The chamber would be secured at one end to the rigid stage with the other 
end free to move vertically, and thus apply a normal force. 
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Figure 11: Hydraulic/pneumatic  Figure 12: Hanging weight force using water 
 
Hanging Weights: The most basic idea is to hang known weights from the device to achieve a 
constant normal force. The weights would hang to the side of the device, connect with a cross plate 
that would lower down onto the pin sample. Again this weight would be only transferred to the pin 
through the use of journal bearings feeding through the rigid stage. We proposed using water buckets 
for the weights so higher accuracy and continuous amounts of force could be achieved as shown in 
Figure 12 on page 21. 
Force Plate: This concept, shown in Figure 13 below, would use contact force between a plate and 
the pin. The plate would be raised or lowered by a motor to control the normal force that is transmitted 
to the samples. The motor will be connected to two screws, one on either end of the device which will 
be spun at the same rate. Friction between the plate and the pin would be minimized by using a rolling 
contact at the contact point. 
  
Figure 13: Force plate Figure 14: Voice coil 
Voice Coil: This concept, shown in Figure 14 above, would use a voice coil, which is essentially a 
high force, low displacement linear motor. It uses magnetic forces to create a displacement which 
could be transferred to the pin shaft through a bearing, thus applying a normal force. The amount of 
force applied could potentially be measured by the amount of current supplied to the voice coil thus 
eliminating the need for a feedback control system. Also the voice coil itself could function as a spring 
eliminating another part and simplifying the design. 
 
Best options: The best options to further consider are the spring application, the force plate, and the 
voice coil. The spring application would be more compact since one small screw and one small motor 
would be needed. Also, the previous team used this idea so it may be easier and more cost effective to 
implement since a motor is already available for use. There are several drawbacks, however. First, is that 
the motor will be held on the gantry so it will move with the pin. This adds weight to the gantry and the 
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motion may cause vibrations that affect the power transmission from the motor to the screw. Also, since 
the motor is on the gantry, the entire gantry will not be able to be inside the environmental chamber due 
to temperature affects on the motor. 
The force plate idea is also a viable option. This may be more expensive since there will be more parts 
involved including a motor. This may also add more weight to the entire device. It may also be difficult to 
achieve the vertical motion with the machining tools available to us. Precision will be critical for this 
idea. This concept will, however, allow the controlling motor to be outside the working area and will 
allow the gantry to be enclosed in the environmental chamber if necessary.  
The voice coil could be a suitable option as well. It eliminates the need for a spring and potentially a 
feedback system. It also would be more accurate than a rotational motor that is used for the other options. 
The voice coil does, however, weight a substantial amount which will again add weight to the system. 
Also, voice coils generate large amounts of heat, so for long testing periods a cooling device may be 
needed for it to function. This would counteract the benefits it would provide. 
Force measurement: Lateral forces between the pin and the plate sample must be measured with high 
precision. To achieve this various ideas were generated and evaluated. The following section describes 
the working principles that could be used to measure the lateral force between the pin and the plate during 
testing. The Pugh selection chart for these principles can be found on page 53 of Appendix A. 6. 
 
Strain gauges: This idea is the most basic and most cost effective. Strain gauges would be mounted 
on the pin shaft to measure the deflection of the pin which would correspond to a specific lateral force. 
The basic strain gauges would be purchased but will be mounted by the team. There is much 
uncertainty in the accuracy and reliability of such implementation and the previous team struggled 
with this concept. Also this idea relies on the deflection of the pin to measure the forces but since 
limiting the deflection to ±1° is a critical engineering specification, the proper material would need to 
be utilized to ensure that we stay within this range. 
 
Professionally installed strain gauges: The idea behind this is the same as the regular strain 
gauges but these will be able to measure the normal force as well. The professional installation, 
however, will add a sufficiently high degree of accuracy but also significant cost which must be 
evaluated by our sponsor. It may be necessary to achieve the engineering specifications, however. 
 
Load cells: This concept, shown in Figure 15 below, will not rely on the displacement of the pin to 
measure the forces. The load cell would be mounted around the pin to measure all the lateral forces. 
Two one directional load cells could be used which would be mounted in box like device around the 
pin. The boxes would be restricted to translation in only one direction which is where the load cell 
would be located. This is also a costly principle that must be evaluated on performance. 
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Figure 15: Load cell configuration 
Best option: The options to further consider are professionally mounted strain gauges and load cells. 
They use different ideas to measure the forces which will be beneficial for our final concepts. The strain 
gauges use the pin deflection and the load cells measure the force directly. Since the amount of pin 
deflection is constrained to ± 1°, strain gauges may not be feasible, depending on the material properties 
used. They are much cheaper though than load cells.  
Environmental control system: This system can be further broken down into the chamber that 
contains the test environment and the devices used to condition the temperature and humidity within the 
chamber. Table 7, below presents a list of the working principles investigated and Appendix A.10-13 on 
pages 57-61 present the Pugh selection chart used to evaluate them. A detailed description of the most 
promising principles follows. 
Table 7: Environmental Control Working Principles 
Heating Cooling Humidify Dehumidify 
Resistive Heating Cold Plate Air Misting Salt Bath 
Hot Plate Evaporative Cooling Heating Water Bath Desiccant 
Heat Pump Refrigeration Cycle Ultrasonic generation Nitrogen gas 
  Water Wheel  
 
Temperature control: We have identified several methods for heating and cooling the test chamber as 
described below.  
Resistive heating: Resistive heating works by passing a current through a resistive material and 
thus generates heat. The temperature of the heating element (usually a conductive wire coil) can be 
changed by controlling the amount of current passing through the coil. A household hairdryer makes 
use of this principle. Potential challenges to this method of heating involve risks involved with 
operating this type of device in a very moist environment. 
Hot Plate Heating: Hot plates make use of resistive heating as well. They are commercially 
available and relatively cheap, but do not transfer heat as efficiently as a wound coil due to the limited 
surface area in contact with the surrounding air. Another option with a hot plate would be to heat the 
sample directly rather than heating the surrounding air. 
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 Evaporative Cooling: Air is pushed through a saturated membrane, creating evaporation. 
Limitations to this design are the inability to function properly in humid conditions because less 
evaporation is possible in high relative humidity conditions. Because of this, evaporative cooling was 
dismissed as a viable option. 
Refrigeration Cycle: By utilizing both heat transfer sections of the refrigeration cycle, we are able 
to generate both cold and hot chambers. We expect that we could reach temperatures at or below 
freezing, but temperatures much above ambient may not be possible. Although this principle may not 
be applicable for heating, we see it as the best option for cooling. 
Humidity control: We have identified several methods for controlling humidity in the test chamber as 
described below.  
Air Misting: Air misting makes use of the same principle that evaporative cooling employs. Water is 
sprayed on a membrane and air is passed through the membrane creating evaporation. Further control 
of evaporation rates can be controlled by setting the water temperature to be sprayed at a specific level. 
Because of the controllability and relative simplicity we see this as the most viable humidifying 
principle. 
Heating Water Bath: Water is heated from a hot plate and air is forced over the surface of the water. 
By controlling both the air flow rate over the water as well as the water temperature itself, we can 
control evaporation rate. 
Ultrasonic Generation: Ultrasonic waves are passed over a bath of water at a specific frequency. 
Water molecules begin to resonate, and vacuum pockets are generated. Vacuum pockets collide with 
one another and water molecules are displaced into the atmosphere. Due to the cost of this system and 
low moisture generation ability, we have dismissed this option. 
Salt Bath: By controlling the concentration of moisture in a salt bath, various condensation rates have 
been observed. An option would be to place a salt bath with specific moisture content in the flow of 
our air recirculation system to decrease humidity.  
Nitrogen: By injecting nitrogen gas into the chamber directly, we are able to displace moist air and 
fill the environmental chamber with mostly dry nitrogen gas. Either a constant supply of nitrogen and 
chamber equipped with a one-way valve would be needed, or a control system to regulate injection of 
nitrogen. This may be a viable option for very dry operating conditions. 
Desiccant: A desiccant sucks moisture out of the air as do salt baths. The desiccant involved does 
eventually become saturated and recharging of the pellet is necessary by drying them out, which may 
delay test schedules. Also there is a limit to how much moisture these pellets are able to pull from 
moist air. 
Best options: We have identified resistive heating in combination with a refrigeration cycle as the best 
methods for achieving the range of temperatures required. The best option for humidity control is the use 
of a misting system.  These systems have the benefit of being relatively simple and readily available. 
They also make controlling humidity and temperature independently easier as they do not use water vapor 
to moderate temperature or heated water to control humidity. 
Data acquisition and control system: One of the largest problems the last team faced while 
working on this project was in implementing a workable data acquisition and control system. The first 
problem they had was that the DAQ wasn’t outputting a large enough voltage to be used by the motor 
controller. We should be able to solve this by implementing a voltage amplifier. The larger issue that we 
will have to design for is processing speed. The previous team claimed that the DAQ and PC-based 
LabVIEW program could not run at a high enough frequency. They believed the DAQ drivers were using 
software that took up too much computer bandwidth, that the software loop timing is insufficient for the 
needs of the motor controllers. With these problems in mind, we have investigated the following feedback 
control options.  
 
PC-based software processing: One option would be to attempt to optimize the previous team’s 
code to run faster. We could petition the help of someone with hardware programming experience to 
teach us how to implement hardware timing. Additionally, we could buy a faster DAQ and look into 
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using a PC with a faster processor. Cursory discussions with some classmates in EECS majors indicates 
that running the controls and data acquisition system off of a standard desktop PC should be entirely 
feasible. 
 
FPGA processing: If the previous team’s assessment is correct a field programmable gate array 
(FPGA) processor could be used. An FPGA is essentially a user-programmable processor. The data 
acquisition and controller logic is written using a hardware programming code (traditionally Verilog), 
which is then compiled onto an FPGA chip. Because this chip exists externally from the PC, it can be 
custom built to work with our system hardware, and it will only be used to handle processes related to the 
tribometer. This custom programming will allow the individual data and control processes in our system 
can run in parallel. This will be faster than a PC-based processor system which executes tasks in series. 
 
Best option: We believe, given the previous team’s concerns, that an FPGA system is the best solution. 
FPGAs clearly offer a decisive advantage in processing speed and given that the functionality of this 
device is highly dependent on the ability to have a responsive feedback system we believe this option will 
best meet our needs. 
 
Sample holding: In order to control the motion of the pin and plate samples it is first necessary to 
secure them to the testing platforms. We have investigated several methods for securing each of the 
samples as discussed below. The Pugh chart used to evaluate these methods can be found in Appendices 
A.8and A.9 on pages 55-57. 
 
Pin sample holder: There are two concepts for securing the pin sample free from rotation and 
translation. Both concepts use an applied normal force to clamp the pin into place. 
 
Threaded clamp: The threaded clamp concept, shown in Figure 16 above, places the ball sample 
into a fitted cap with a hole in the bottom to allow the surface of the ball to contact the plate sample 
without the pin holder interfering. The upper portion of the hole is threaded and fits on the main part of 
the pin holding device. By screwing the two pieces together, the ball sample is held in place securely. 
 
Spring force clamp: The idea behind this concept, shown in Figure 17 above, is similar to the 
previous threaded clamp; however, the securing force is applied via a spring system instead of two 
threaded connectors. This concept may not secure the sample as well but will have the capability of 
measuring the applied normal force as a result of the displacement of the spring. 
 
 
Figure 16: Threaded clamp Figure 17: Spring force clamp 
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Plate sample holder: There are many more concepts for securing the plate samples.  
 
Modified radial clamp: A variant of a radial clamp system can be seen in Figure 18 below. This 
system operates by forcing a metal strip closed around the disk sample with a series of set screws.  
This system differs from a regular radial clamp in that a regular radial clamp has a long band that is 
forced close by one bolt. The problems with a regular radial clamp are that the single closing bolt 
could cause a problematic asymmetrical moment of inertia when the system is at full speed, and there 
is no method for solidly fixing it to the base plate. This variant of the radial clamp attempts to solve 
both of those problems. First, by closing the clamp with a series of set screws, the device is more 
symmetrical, making it more stable at speed. Second, the fixed-size outer ring, through which the set 
screws operate, provides an area which can be solidly bolted to the base plate. 
 
  
Figure 18: Modified radial clamp Figure 19: Spring force clamp 
 
 
Rigid ring clamp: The vertical ring clamp, shown above in Figure 19 above, was designed to be a 
simpler alternative to the modified radial clamp presented above. This solution takes the outer ring 
from the radial clamp and decreases the inner diameter so that it overlaps the disk sample. This overlap 
between the ring plate and sample provides proper constraint on the sample when the ring plate is 
bolted to the base plate. Also, by using the ring plate, the stress concentrations seen in the previous 
team’s solution (bolting the sample itself to the base plate) should be mostly dispersed. 
 
Chuck: This concept will place grooves in the base plate that will allow L-shaped sliders to move 
back and forth to adjust for different sample sizes. Once the sliders are adjusted to the right size, they 
will be tightened down to the base plate. 
 
Large radial clamp with inserts: This concept will use one large radial clamp placed on the 
outside of the base plate. A bolt will be used to tighten the radial clamp. To account for various sample 
sizes and dimensions, inserts of various sizes will be created to fill the space between the clamp and 
the sample and secure the sample into place. 
 
C-clamps: This idea is to use a number of c-clamps around the outer edge of the base plate. These 
will apply concentrated forces between the sample and base plate. 
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Individual bolted clamps: This idea is similar to the rigid ring clamp, but a full ring will not be 
used. Instead, smaller individual clamps representing only a small section of the ring will be created. 
They will be bolted to the base plate, overlapping the sample to secure it. They will allow any size 
sample to be held with one set of clamps 
 
Magnetic: This concept would involve magnets on the top of the sample and underneath the base 
plate. The magnetic forces would hold the sample in place.  
 
Adhesion: For this concept, an adhesive would be applied between the sample and the base plate to 
secure it into place.  
 
Best options: The best options to be further considered are individual bolted clamps, rigid ring clamps, 
and the chuck. The individual clamps would be a set of various sizes that could be mixed and matched 
depending on the sample size. Potential problems with this concept are that the overlap to secure the 
sample may interfere with the test path but it will be minimal. The other concern is that forces may 
become concentrated on the sample, which may affect the local properties in the sample and consequently 
the wear behavior. 
 
The rigid ring clamps are similar to the individual clamps, but they more evenly distribute the securing 
load over the entire outer ring of the sample. They will not be a good option, however, if the samples are 
not circular and since they are of discrete sizes, many will have to be made which will add manufacturing 
time and material cost. 
 
The chuck is another good option. Similarly to the individual clamps, it will be able to secure any size and 
shape sample. The chuck, however, will not interfere with any of the sample surface since the force is 
applied laterally, which is beneficial. The may be more difficult to manufacture with more small parts to 
adequately secure the samples. 
 
Concept Designs 
We developed a number of preliminary concept designs by combining the optimal subsystem working 
principles identified above. Due to modular nature of the device it is convenient to design and optimize 
the tribometer and environmental chamber independently with consideration for the necessary interfaces. 
The concepts for each of these systems are described below and evaluated in the Pugh chart on page 62 of 
Appendix A.14. 
 
Tribometer concepts: The tribometer is the portion of the overall system that generates force and 
relative motion of the samples. It comprises the main structural component and will include interfaces for 
mounting sample holders and an environmental chamber as well as sensors for data collection. 
 
Concept 1: In this design, shown in Figure 20 on page 29, the lower plate type sample is held stationary 
while the pin sample is suspended from a gantry similar to that of a drill press. The pin sample holder is 
mounted to a ServoTube linear motor driven stage. The stage slides along a rail by way of roller bearings. 
The rail itself is mounted to a disk that is rotated by a gear train made up of a set of herringbone gears and 
a spur gear driven by a worm gear mounted to a DC servo motor as shown in the sketch above. By 
controlling translation and rotation independently 2D paths can be generated in a polar coordinate system. 
Normal force is applied by adjusting the height of the gantry using a ball screw driven by a stepper motor. 
The gantry system slides vertically within a supporting column. The stationary plate sample will be 
mounted to a table by bolting down the sample holder. A modular environmental chamber can be placed 
over the plate and secured by clamps (not shown). The interface between the pin sample and 
environmental chamber is discussed with environmental chamber designs. 
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Figure 20: Concept 1: Polar coordinate gantry 
 
The major benefit of this design is that the moving mechanical mechanisms can be completely isolated 
from the test environment which eliminates restrictions on material choice due to extreme temperatures, 
moisture and contaminants generated by the tests. It also reduces concerns raised by thermal expansion 
and its ramifications for compliance of parts. Controlling both rotation and translation within the gantry 
system introduces problems with balancing the system and preventing moments induced on the rails and 
shafts that might cause deflection, thus introducing friction and possibly affecting the ability to accurately 
position the pin. The linear ServoTube motor and DC servo will give us the ability to control the pin 
position to a high degree of accuracy and precision and the use of herringbone (aka double helix) and 
worm gears to transmit rotation will minimize backlash, further improving controllability. The stepper 
motor used to apply force and locate the gantry will provide a high holding torque which will be 
beneficial for maintaining constant pressure. However, micro-stepping and feedback controls will be 
required in order to meet the tolerances for force application. 
 
Concept 2: In this design, shown in Figure 21 on page 30, the lower plate type sample is held stationary 
while the pin sample is suspended on a gantry. The gantry is designed to allow translation along two 
perpendicular axis thus allowing 2D paths to be produced in a Cartesian coordinate system. The pin 
sample holder is mounted to a ServoTube linear motor driven stage. The stage slides along the upper 
gantry rail which is in turn driven by a second ServoTube motor to slide along a set of parallel rails as 
shown. The entire gantry is held at a constant elevation. Force is applied using a voice coil actuator (not 
pictured) to drive the pin sample downward. The plate sample is secured by bolting its holding fixture, 
discussed later, to the table. The pin sample holder mounts into the linear stage and is secured by a shear 
pin passing through the both stage and pin.  
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Figure 21: Concept 2: Dual translation gantry 
 
Similar to Concept 1 the main benefit of this design is the isolation of the mechanical systems from the 
test environment.  The elimination of rotation reduces concerns regarding balancing a spinning gantry and 
the resulting moments and varying inertia as the linear stage translates. The system is device is bulky, 
requiring multiple rail systems with high straightness tolerances. An foreseeable  problem is that the pin 
sample would not maintain a single leading point unless an additional mechanism were implemented to 
rotate the pin as a function of its trajectory, which will significantly increase the difficulty of controls 
programming. The use of an extending pin is also a potential problem as a longer pin will deflect more 
under a given lateral load, which will complicate achieving tolerances on deflection over the full range of 
operation forces. The use of  servo motors provides a high degree of positioning precision and 
controllability, but  in order to take advantage of this it will be necessary to manufacture the gantry to 
high tolerances and use roller bearings to eliminate friction and sticking, thus increasing the complexity of 
the fabrication process.  
 
Concept 3: In this design, shown in Figure 22 on page 31, the lower plate sample is rotated while the 
upper pin sample translates in a single direction. The linear motion is actuated by a DC servo motor 
driven ball screw and a sliding rod supported linear stage mounted to the nut. The rotating plate is driven 
by a second DC servo motor paired with a worm and spur gear. The plate is supported by a ring type ball 
bearing to prevent deflection. Normal force is applied by a screw actuated press that is lowered to come 
into contact with a roller mounted on top of the linear stage. The stage itself is suspended on a free-
floating gantry supported by vertical sliding rods with springs to hold the pin sample off the plate when 
force is not applied.  When force is applied the gantry is lowered until the pin mounted to the linear stage 
comes into contact with the plate sample and the desired normal force is achieved. The screws used to 
lower the plate are driven by a stepper motor and a belt drive in order to ensure both that both are lowered 
at the same rate.  
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Figure 22: Concept 3: Screw actuated linear motion and force application 
 
 
This design’s major strength is that the method of force application does not require the addition of a 
massive force actuator to the linear stage, which would increase the inertia of the system when reversing 
directions, thus increasing the requirements placed on the linear actuator.  The stepper motor used to 
apply the force can provide a high holding torque to maintain constant force.  However, the sliding rod 
suspension introduces the potential for sticking if the rods are not straight enough or a moment is induced 
on the gantry. Similar issues would be encountered with the lead screws controlling the press.  Another 
strength of the design is that the pin sample is held off of the plate when force is not being applied. This 
will reduce the risk of user error when loading the pin holder as the pin cannot crash into and shatter 
brittle plate samples if dropped.  
 
Concept 4: This design, shown in Figure 23 on page 32, is fundamentally unique from all other designs 
because linear motion is achieved by moving the base plate rather than moving the gantry and pin system 
from above. There are several advantages and disadvantages of using this type of approach. By achieving 
all motion (linear and rotational) in the base plate, we are able to hold the pin stationary. This reduces the 
total number of moving parts increasing overall reliability of the system. A nonmoving pin will not 
require a gantry and slide system. Since the pin will remain stationary throughout testing, it may be 
possible to increase accuracy of our lateral force measurements because we could. A moving pin 
introduces inertial forces due to acceleration and mass of the pin, adding error into lateral force 
measurements. 
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Figure 23: Concept 4: Linear and rotational plate with fixed pin 
 
Although this approach reduces total number of moving parts and has potential to increase accuracy of 
lateral force measurement, our engineering team has decided a non-moving pin system is not the best 
approach for several reasons. If the base plate is capable of linear and rotational motion, the motor which 
drives rotation must be movable with the rotating plate. Also driving a rotating plate and motor system 
may be difficult due to its size and weight. It may be difficult to run tests which require high linear speeds 
due to the inertial forces required when accelerating the base plate. Because of this, either a very powerful 
linear motor will be required, or we will limit our high end velocity capability of the system. Although a 
moving pin system will also have inertial forces, we feel they will be negligible compared to lateral forces 
we expect to see don’t foresee any issue by having a moving pin. Based on the above considerations, we 
have decided not to adopt this design concept. 
 
 
Figure 24: Previous team’s final design 
 
Concept 5: This design is based upon the previous team’s prototype, shown above in Figure 24 above, 
which uses a spinning plate sample and translating pin sample. The disk is driven by a DC stepper motor 
and spur gears while the pin is translated on a linear stage and gantry rails using a stepper motor driven 
timing belt drive. Normal force is applied using a stepper motor controlled screw to press the pin holder 
downward into the plate.  We would replace the ring bearing supporting the rotating disk as it is of poor 
quality and also replace the linear bushing on which the stage slides with roller bearings to reduce 
friction. A damper such as a spring or elastic material would be added to the force application system to 
provide a sort of suspension to reduce sensitivity of the applied force to variations in the sample surface. 
We would also have the strain gauges used to measure deflection of the pin sample and thus the lateral 
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force professionally mounted as the previous team was unable to obtain quality data with their gauges. 
Finally, in order to improve the smoothness of motion and positioning precision we will implement 
micro-stepping controllers with the stepper motors. The focus of this design is to use as much of the 
previous team’s work as possible while making slight changes to improve its functionality. It cannot 
provide requested functionality as we believe can be achieved through a complete redesign, but has the 
benefit of being faster and less expensive to develop. 
 
 
Environmental control concepts: Our sponsor has asked that our design have the ability to control 
temperature and humidity over a wide range. Temperatures ranging from 0 - 150 ± 2°C and humidity 
levels ranging from 0- 100 ± 3% relative humidity need to be achievable. To achieve this, we will need an 
environmental chamber which can be controlled by a temperature and humidity system. The following 
presents our concept designs for the chamber and temperature and humidity actuator. 
Environmental chamber: The environmental chamber has several requirements. Its main function is 
to contain and isolate an environment. A secondary function will be to provide a safety mechanism to 
protect the user incase anything within the chamber becomes loose or breaks. To ensure isolation from the 
lab environment, the chamber must be airtight and well insulated. It must also have a window or way for 
the user to see the test being run to ensure everything is operating correctly. Since we have been asked to 
create environments which can potentially be corrosive to electronic and mechanical systems, we have 
restricted our focus chambers which will isolate the environment from the gantry system and house at 
most a rotating disk and sample. The gantry and most electronics will not be inside the chamber. To 
achieve this, some part of the chamber must have an interface which allows for the pin to slide linearly in 
the chamber. Several methods to do this are given below. 
 
Concept 1: Figure 25 on page 34 shows a possible solution that makes use of an accordion type 
interface which is flexible enough to slide with the pin.  This chamber includes ports to allow the flow 
of conditioned air through the system as well as inlets for the application of other gases and lubricants. 
The walls are constructed of two layers of transparent material with a layer of evacuated space in 
between to reduce heat transfer. The front panel is hinged for ease of sample loading. 
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Figure 25: Environmental Chamber with accordion seal 
 
Concept 2: Another method for achieving isolation of the mechanical system from the test 
environment uses a rubber barrier on the chamber along the length of the gantry rail, as can be seen in 
Figure 26 below. This rubber barrier would have a long slit in it which could flex around the pin as it 
traverses the disk. This design poses the problem of leaking from the chamber as well as the potential 
for friction as the pin slides through the seal. 
 
  
Figure 26: Environmental chamber with rubber barrier 
 
 
 
Temperature control: After evaluating modes for heating and cooling, we have generated several 
concepts and selected a best option which is capable of generating temperatures in our required range of 0 
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– 150° C.  This system would require divided forced air system to flow over either a set of cooling coils 
of a refrigeration system or resistive heating coils as seen in Figure 27 below. After heating or cooling the 
air, it would be fed into the environmental chamber. Air would be recirculated and controlled via a 
feedback system. The feedback system will gather temperature data from the chamber as well as 
temperatures from both the hot and cold divided air ducts using thermocouples. A baffle would be used to 
divide the airflow based on set temperature vs. actual condition, also seen in Figure 27 below.  
 
 
Figure 27: Divided flow temperature control Figure 28: Misting humidity control 
Humidity Control Concept: Several humidity control concepts were generated and a best option was 
chosen. Figure 28 above shows a humidity control system which uses a misting system to either increase 
or decrease the relative humidity of the test chamber. The water spray is adjusted to maintain the dew 
point temperature of the targeted condition. As the air passes through the water spray, it is cooled down to 
the temperature of the water and approaches saturation. The saturated air then flows over a heating coil to 
heat the air back up to the desired level. Commercially available systems which employ this technology 
are capable of reaching humidity levels of 22 – 83 ± .5% relative humidity. Temperature can be 
controlled to a range of 8 - 40 ± 0.1° C. One such commercially available system costs upward of 
$35,000. A big part of the cost for these systems is the actual environmental chamber which holds the 
temperature/humidity specific gas. By designing our own chamber which can be catered to our specific 
needs, we hope to purchase systems which create the environment necessary, but don’t have a chamber to 
house it. We will then interface it with our environmental chamber through the necessary number of 
insulated ducts.  
Evaluation: After these concepts were developed, a mode of evaluation was needed to determine which 
design(s) would best fit the engineering specifications. First, a set of evaluation criteria was developed 
pertaining to the various engineering specifications determined previously. These criteria were listed in 
the left side of a table. Then, each of these criteria was given a weight as a percent (totaling 100%) to 
show the overall importance relative to other criteria. This information is placed in the column next to the 
criteria. From that, each design is given a rating between 1 and 5 (1 = worst, 5 = best) to evaluate how 
effectively each design meets the given criteria. These ratings are then multiplied by the importance 
percentage to obtain a weighted value for each criterion. These values are then added to determine the 
final score of each design, the higher the score the better the design. The Pugh chart used to evaluate the 
concept designs is shown on page 61 of Appendix A.10. 
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ALPHA DESIGN 
 
Using what we believe to be the best aspects of the previously described concepts designs, we have 
developed the proposed alpha design shown in Figure 29 below and described bellows. 
 
  Figure 29: Alpha design 
 
 
Motion Actuation 
In this design the lower plate sample is rotated while the upper pin system is translated. The plate is fixed 
to a rotating shaft driven by a herringbone gears and a DC servo motor. The plate is supported by a ring 
bearing mounted to the tribometer base to provide support and prevent bending moments on the shaft and 
displacement of the sample and plate. The pin sample will be mounted within a linear stage that slides 
along a rail gantry on roller bearing. The stage is driven directly by a linear ServoTube motor configured 
as shown in the inset of Figure 29 above. 
 
Force Application 
In this design the normal force is applied using a voice coil actuator to drive the pin sample holder in the 
vertical direction. The voice coil actuator will be mounted on the linear stage as shown in the inset of 
Figure 29 and force applied will be controlled by the current through the voice coil, which determines the 
force exerted by the rod within the coil which is driven downward until it comes into contact with the 
head of the pin sample holder. A cross section view of this setup is shown in Figure 30 on page 37. 
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Figure 30: Voice coil force application Figure 31: Alpha design environmental chamber 
 
Environmental Chamber and Control 
The proposed design will implement a modular environmental chamber shown in Figure 31 above, which 
can be mounted to the tribometer base or removed as required. The pin sample interface will consist of a 
snap fitting ring that attaches to the sample holder. The ring will be located within a moving seal similar 
in appearance to an accordion diaphragm or pleated blinds. This seal will allow the pin to translate while 
still isolating the test environment. The chamber itself will be constructed of transparent material with 
double layer wall with an evacuated gap between them to minimize heat transfer. At the interface with the 
tribometer base a sealing strip similar to weather stripping will be used to minimize leaking. The front 
panel of the box will be hinged to allow sample loading and ports will be placed in the side walls to allow 
conditioned air or other gases to be circulated through the chamber.  We recommend that the devices used 
to condition the temperature and humidity of the chamber be purchased and the interfaces of the chamber 
designed accordingly. 
 
Controlling humidity to a close tolerance is extremely difficult because of its dependence upon 
temperature. For example, a 1°C increase in air temperature at 25°C and 55% relative humidity results in 
an 8% increase in relative humidity [11]. Because of this sensitive dependence of relative humidity on 
temperature, we expect that we will not be able to control relative humidity to our sponsor requirements 
of 0 – 100 ± 3% relative humidity. Currently available commercial systems such as Thunder Scientifics’ 
2500 model have the capability of thermal and humidity control to tolerances within our sponsor’s 
requirements, but not over the temperature or humidity range we have been asked to achieve. The base 
model from Thunder Scientific, the “Model 2500 Two Pressure Humidity Generator” costs $35,000 [12]. 
The complexity needed to control both temperature and humidity over a range of 0 - 150°C and 0 – 100% 
humidity to within such precise tolerances is achieved only at such a great cost commercially that we 
don’t feel we will be able to achieve our sponsors requirements. We do believe that we can create some 
environmental control however, and have generated several working principles which either increase or 
decrease the humidity level. 
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Control System 
We plan to utilize LabVIEW for programming our control logic, sorting and storing measured data, and 
building a user interface. LabVIEW’s graphic programming interface should ease the coding process. We 
plan to buy motors and actuators bundled with appropriate divers and control units in order to avoid 
incompatibilities with the controllers and actuators. Procuring drivers and control units with the motors 
should alleviate the need for an FPGA system and allow us to run all of the control logic with a standard 
PC, but we may need to investigate intermediate solutions to the PC and LPGA, such as higher quality 
DAQ cards or a FPGA-based cRIO, if hardware timing becomes a problem. 
 
Feedback Sensors 
We plan to utilize strain gauges to measure lateral. We will calculate the vertically applied force based on 
the value of the current applied to the voice coil actuator. Measurements of rotational motion of the disk 
should be provided for in the feedback system built into the servo motor we will buy. Likewise, feedback 
system in the linear ServoTube motor should return us information we can use to calculate the linear 
position of the gantry.   
 
Sample Holding 
The proposed design will implement a pin sample holder similar to that used in the past semester’s design 
shown in Figure 32 below. This holder uses a shaft with a threaded end and a threaded cap with a through 
hole smaller of a diameter slightly less than that of the pin sample. The pin is placed inside of the cap and 
screwed onto the shaft such that the ball is held stationary. A set of several plate or disk sample holders 
are being proposed due to the variety of sample geometries encountered. Figure 33 below shows the 
proposed ring clamps, one which applies force horizontally using set screws and a second that applies 
force vertically by clamping the sample between the rotating plate and a ring using bolts. Both of these 
holders mount to bolt holes in the rotating plate and distribute load on the samples to avoid stress 
concentrations. These holders will be made to accommodate the most common sample sizes tested and 
the interface on the tribometer’s spinning plate will be designed for modularity to accommodate custom 
sample holders that may be required for odd sized samples.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 32: Pin sample holder Figure 33: Plate sample holders 
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ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 
 
There will be many engineering fundamentals applied to analyze and optimize the parts of the proposed 
design in order to meet customer requirements and engineering specifications. Here we discuss the 
principles we expect to consider for each of our major applications.  
 
Motion and Force Application 
Motion control and force application are combined because of the large similarities between the two 
systems. The first major engineering fundamental will be motor selection. For the two motion 
requirements the expected loads and maximum speeds set forth in the engineering requirements will need 
to be analyzed. From this the necessary torques needed to be transmitted to the rotating disk, and the 
forces seen by the linear motor can be evaluated. For the rotational disk, a gear train system can be used 
transmit the motion from the actual motor and alter the torque as necessary. For the linear motor, no 
transmission device will be necessary but the forces needed to reciprocate the gantry will need to be 
analyzed to obtain a motor that can meet all of the engineering specifications. For the force application 
using a voice coil, which is essentially a smaller linear motor the same evaluation steps will need to be 
taken. The maximum normal forces needed, 200 N, plus some safety limit will need to be achieved by the 
voice coil over a long period of time.  
 
Heating issues will need to be analyzed as well. The device is intended to run for long periods of time and 
motors running under these conditions will generate a large amount of heat. The amount of heat generated 
in each motor and the voice coil will need to be analyzed to determine if they can withstand the testing 
conditions. Heat sinks may need to be investigated as well to assist in cooling the devices. 
 
Environmental Chamber Engineering Analysis 
Building and controlling an environmental chamber capable of controlling temperature and humidity to 
within 2% and 3% respectively requires thorough understanding of all engineering fundamentals at hand. 
This system will require very accurate modeling of the heat transfer and thermodynamic properties of the 
system. Because temperature will need to be controlled very accurately, we need to design a system 
which is very well insulated. A poorly insulated environmental chamber may limit our upper or lower end 
temperature ranges. Poor insulation may also result in a non-uniform temperature distribution within the 
test chamber due to large wall temperature differences compared to a target air temperature. Condensation 
may become an issue if wall temperatures are significantly lower than interior air temperatures at high 
humidity’s. We plan to optimize our chamber by evaluating thermal properties of all materials which may 
be used to build the chamber and creating a chamber which resists heat flux as much as possible. By 
understanding the maximum heat transfer from the system in worst case scenarios (0°C and 150°C) , we 
will be able to specify a heat pump or refrigeration system that has the power to keep our chamber at any 
temperature within this range. 
Testing will be possible by introducing independent temperature and humidity sensors and placing them 
in the chamber to measure real-time environmental conditions. This will only be possible if our sponsor 
agrees to purchase additional temperature and humidity sensors. Data will be recorded in real time and 
will be monitored to see fluctuations in both temperature and humidity. If temperature and humidity 
remain within design specifications, we will know the chamber works correctly. Other test options 
include hiring a calibrations company which will test our equipment to ensure the systems accuracy. 
Due to humidity’s sensitive dependence on temperature, we perceive that creating a well contained 
environmental chamber will be one of the key challenges in designing a chamber which meets our 
sponsor’s requirements. Other important design drivers are the temperature and humidity actuators, which 
we plan to purchase due to the complexity a highly accurate system has.  
Controller / Data Acquisition 
Signal communication and processing poses as major challenge to our project. In designing a control and 
data acquisition system, we are going to need to learn how to control how a multitude of varying 
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electronic devices sends and receives information. The main requirement we determined during the 
engineering specifications phase was that the data acquisition needs to occur at a rate of 20 kHz. This 
number by itself doesn’t pose too great of a challenge, as the current DAQ card has the capability to 
collect data at this speed. Where the current system ran into problems was outputting signals back into the 
system. They could not output signals fast enough to control their stepper motors. Stepper motors are 
driven by a series of applied pulses. The previous team attempted to control the stepper motors by 
outputting an individual signal from LabVIEW for each pulse. The computer they were using couldn’t run 
the control loop fast enough to output pulses at a high enough rate. Also, the output from the computer 
was at too low a voltage. So, we will need to find some sort of external pulse generator. In order to get the 
system to run fast enough, the computer should only be used to calculate the desired motor speed, which 
should then be sent to a driver whose sole job is to generate stepper motor pulses. 
 
We will need to implement control schemes to determine what speed and force information needs to be 
sent to the motor and force actuators. To do this, we will write PID control loops in LabVIEW that will 
compare the user inputs to the actual system outputs. The PID will output gains that will adjust the 
actuators until the desired speeds and forces are achieved. This poses two additional challenges to the 
design. First, we will need to be able to model the dynamics of the physical system to that we can 
program a quality PID controller, and we will need to learn how to convert the resulting PID gains into 
appropriate signals that can be used by the actuator drivers. 
 
As a matter of safety, the control system will need to have some sort of cutoff switch so that if the gantry 
traverses too far in one direction, the motors will be shutoff to avoid possible system damage or user 
injury. 
 
Lateral Force Measurement 
We will need to determine appropriate sensors to measure the lateral forces generated between the 
samples. Our primary solution is to use strain gauges mounted to the pin. Thus, we will need to carefully 
select the material with which we manufacture the pin. It will need to be elastic enough that it provides a 
measurable deflection when testing lubricated samples under minimal load, but it will need to be inelastic 
enough to deflect less than 1º during an un-lubricated test at maximum load. We will also need to ensure 
that the strain gauges we select will have the range of deflection to measure the load at maximum load 
while retaining the precision to give usable measurements at minimal load. 
 
Sample Holders 
Engineering fundamentals involved in the sample holding system include solid mechanics, material 
properties, and heat transfer. Since both the pin sample and the plate sample will be in the testing area 
inside the environmental chamber, material properties and heat transfer properties of the two will need to 
be heavily considered. Both the pin holder and the plate holder will need to withstand and be able to 
perform under the temperature conditions between 0 and 150 °C. It will be critical that the materials are 
not affected by this range. The opening of the pin holder must not open substantially such that the ball 
bearing falls through or begins to rotate, and it must not shrink such that the ball does not contact the plate 
sample. The bolts must not loosen at all, or tighten more than the sample can typically tolerate. 
 
Solid mechanics will need to be evaluated as well. Since friction forces between the two samples may be 
quite large, in some foreseeable circumstances around 500 N, shear forces in both holders may become 
quite large as well, particularly in the bolts of the sample holder. Bending moments on the pin holder will 
be significant as well, especially where the pin connects to the linear reciprocating gantry. The structure 
of each holder must be evaluated to determine where maximum stress concentrations will be located and 
whether the holders, based on geometry and material properties, will be able to withstand such forces and 
moments to within some factor of safety.  
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ENGINEERING DESIGN PARAMETER ANALYSIS 
 
In this section we present the engineering analysis used to select components and design systems within 
the final prototype design. Each major subsystem is discussed and changes to the design specifications 
made by the sponsor are noted. The environmental chamber and universal sample holder subsystem 
requirements have been eliminated from this iteration of the design, however, sensors for humidity and 
temperature measurement and simple sample holders for proof of concept testing are included here. 
 
Force Application System 
 
The final design of the force application system will utilize a worm gear and worm wheel system 
combined with the motor used by the previous team. This gear system will be used with a threaded bolt to 
apply a normal load to the pin. Gears have been selected and the system analysis is described below. 
 
Motor Selection and Gearing: The motor from the previous design will be utilized for this design as 
well. This motor is a NEMA 17 stepper motor purchased from Keling with a holding torque of 62 oz-in, 
or 0.045 kg·m. The worm gear and worm wheel will be purchased from Quality Transmission 
Components with a gear ratio of 50:1. The worm gear will be mounted on the motor shaft using a set 
screw. To analyze the torque requirements the following equation 2 was used from [14]. In the equation, 
M is the torque on each gear, d is the pitch diameter of each gear, α is the pressure angle, μ is the 
coefficient of friction, and γ is the worm lead angle. The last term accounts for friction essentially and 
calculates to 4.31 when using the data provided from the gear manufacturer, α = 20°, μ = 0.1667, and γ = 
3° 
 
𝑀𝑀2 = 𝑀𝑀1 �𝑑𝑑2𝑑𝑑1� �cos 𝛼𝛼−𝜇𝜇 tan 𝛾𝛾cos 𝛼𝛼 tan 𝛾𝛾+𝜇𝜇�    (Eq. 2) 
     
Using the gear pitch diameters of 40.06 mm and 14 mm for the worm wheel and worm gear, respectively, 
the output torque of the worm wheel is 0.557 kg·m. This torque is enough to apply the maximum 200 N 
load as specified in the engineering specifications. The maximum torque needed is determined using 
equation 3 below, where T is the torque, C is a thread coefficient of steel, D is the diameter of the bolt, 
and F is the maximum normal force.  
 
    T = CDF    (Eq. 3) 
 
The thread coefficient of steel is 0.2, and the worm wheel diameter again is 40.06 mm so the maximum 
torque needed is 0.160 kg·m. This gives a safety factor of 3.5 on the torque needed. 
 
The system is also required to be able to control the amount of linear translation of the screw to 1 micron. 
A micron is equivalent to 39.37 x 10-6 inches. The bolt used has 18 threads per inch therefore for every 
rotation of the bolt, it will translate 0.055 inches. Since the gear ratio of the system is 50:1, one revolution 
of the motor will correspond to 1/50 revolution of the worm wheel and bolt. The stepper motor also 
operates with 200 steps per revolution. Combining these factors yields an output of 5.5 x 10-6 inches per 
step which is 7 times better than the required precision. This also means that motor would not need to be 
microstepped. 
 
Linear Reciprocating Motion System 
 
This section discusses the design and selection of the power transmission mechanism, gantry, and motor 
used to drive the pin sample. In order to select these components we determined the expected loading 
during operation. Based upon the 200 N maximum normal load and a conservative estimated maximum 
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coefficient of friction of 1.5, based upon observed values for metal-on-metal contact, we have established 
a maximum expected loading of 300 N along the axis of translation. These requirements, in addition to 
the 254 mm stroke length and required maximum speed of 1 m/s can be met using a linear motor direct 
drive, a ball screw system. We also consider a belt drive with relaxed load and positioning precision 
requirements as a low cost option for proof-of-concept testing. 
 
Alpha design - Linear servomotor: In accordance with our proposed alpha design, we investigated 
several linear motor options and found that while they provided precise positioning with a repeatability of 
12 microns, the axial load for our application was at the upper limit of linear motor capability. 
Preliminary quotes from Nippon Pulse and Copley Controls indicated prices on the order of $8,000 which 
made this option prohibitively expensive. 
 
Final design - Ball screw: We have determined that a ball screw transmission can meet all 
engineering specifications at a significantly reduced cost form the linear servomotor system. It affords 
precise positioning with a repeatability of 25 microns and can achieve the required speeds and loads. We 
performed an analysis of the motor speed (ω) and torque (T) required to meet our linear speed (v) and 
axial load (F) with different screw configurations using Equation 4, below. Using manufacturer’s data 
provided by Nook Industries provided in Appendix G.2,  regarding the torque required to keep a 1 kN 
load in motion (T1000) for screws of varying geometry and material, we related  driving motor torque in 
Nm to axial  load in N, T1000  in kN, and the screw lead in mm and efficiency (e) using Equation 5. We 
have established that a 25 mm lead precision alloy steel ball screw, which has T1000 of 2.235 kN, e of 0.9, 
and dynamic load rating of 10 kN, would provide the optimal performance by minimizing our motor 
torque and speed requirements.  With this system we would require a driving torque of 2.96 Nm at a 
motor speed of 2400 rpm to achieve a speed of 1 m/s.  
 
𝑣𝑣 = 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔   Eq. 4 𝑇𝑇 = 𝐹𝐹𝜔𝜔𝑇𝑇1000 1000 ∗ 2𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋�   Eq. 5 
In house construction: We have investigated the option of manufacturing and assembling the ball 
screw drive, linear stage and gantry in house, as well as the option of purchasing a prefabricated ball 
screw driven linear actuator.  The parts and estimated cost to fabricate the screw drive ourselves are listed 
in Table 8, below along with the estimated cost of the gantry and stage, the designs of which are 
addressed in a later section. For the loads and speeds required two singular radial bearing mounts will be 
required to support the screw ends. These are rated for a load of 1800 lbs (8 kN).  A motor mount will 
also be needed to interface with the motor. The listed price is quoted by Nook Industries for a mount 
customized to any motor.  
 
 
Table 8: Cost of in house ball screw actuator 
Part Cost 
Ball screw: 25 mm lead x 25 mm diameter , steel $71 
Ball nut: 25mm x 25 mm $384 
End blocks: 25mm bore     (x2) $1428 
Gantry:  $198 
Linear stage:  $50 
Motor mount: $350 
Total $2481 
 
Prefabricated actuator: In order to select a prefabricated linear actuator capable of withstanding the 
expected loading, we calculated the expected bending moments that would be carried by the actuator 
guide rails and stage bearings in both the case of a linear reciprocating test and a rotational test. The 
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resulting maximum bending moments and forces are given in Figure 34 below and illustrated in the 
accompanying diagram. These were calculated assuming that the maximum 300 N lateral loading was 
applied to the tip of a 5 in. pin offset from the center of the linear stage by 2 in. Using coordinate system 
of Figure 34, the point of force application would be at coordinates (0, 5, 2), in inches, since the working 
orientation would be rotated 90 degrees about the x-axis from that shown. The maximum Fx My, and Mz 
will occur during the linear test and the maximum Fz and Mx during the rotational test. We have identified 
the Nook Industries ELK60 linear actuator with 25 mm lead screw option as a suitable system and 
secured a quote for the device of $2,900.00 plus an additional $350.00 for a custom motor mount. 
 
Maximum Loading     
Fx 300 N Mx 40 Nm 
Fy 200 N My 20 Nm 
Fz 300 N Mz 40 Nm 
Figure 34: Linear actuator load diagram and maximum values 
 
Final design – DC servo motor: We have determined that a DC servo motor will provide the best 
performance for the ball screw linear motion system. It provides superior speed control at a lower cost 
compared to AC motors and allows us to take full advantage of the positioning precision of the ball 
screw. We investigated the possibility of using the existing DC stepper motor with the standard 1.8 
degree step size and found it was not able to meet our speed and torque requirements and would reduce 
the ball screw’s resolution since each step would translate to linear movement in increments of 125 µm. 
Microstepping could improve this, but would reduce the maximum motor speed below that required. The 
stepper motor would also reduce the smoothness of motion at low velocities. Using the motor speed and 
torque requirements of 2400 rpm and 2.9 Nm (410 oz-in) determined previously, we have selected an 
Anaheim Automation BLZ482S-160V-3500 model dc servo motor with MDC15-120151 driver. The 
manufacturer’s torque-speed curve is shown below in Figure 35 and indicates that it meets the 
specifications for this system. The curve also shows that the maximum current required for our 
application is 10 A. The cost of the motor is $550 and the driver $296. 
 
Figure 35: Linear motion DC servo motor torque-speed curve 
Ball Screw 
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Prototype design - Belt drive: Due to the expense of the final design’s ball screw system and limited 
funding, our sponsor has requested that a proof-of-concept prototype be designed to modify the belt drive 
from the previous team’s design and allow the device to be updated as funds become available. The 
existing design uses a Gates PowerGrip GT2 series timing belt with a pitch of 5 mm and a width of 25 
mm and Gates GT2 5 mm pitch pulleys with a pitch diameter (dp) of 2.757”. Using Equation 6, below, 
and the expected 300 N load (F) we have determined the belt’s maximum torque load to be 10 Nm, which 
is within the capability quoted by the manufacturer of the existing belt system. The current belt drive is 
also rated for speeds of up to 8 m/s, which is sufficient for our design.  
 
𝑻𝑻𝑳𝑳 = 𝟎𝟎.𝟓𝟓𝒅𝒅𝒑𝒑𝑷𝑷  (Eq. 6) ω = 2/𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝   (Eq. 7) 
 
In order to keep the cost of upgrades minimal, the motor selected for the ball screw system will be used 
for the prototype as well. With this configuration, a motor speed of 735 rpm is required to achieve a 1 m/s 
test speed as calculated using Equation 7, above. At this speed the selected motor can provide 4.1 Nm of 
torque which is sufficient to carry a friction load of 125 N indicating that for materials with friction 
coefficients greater than 0.6, the full normal load range cannot be supported. Furthermore, the belt drive 
reduces the positioning precision of the tribometer to approximately 0.2 mm if the belt is properly 
tensioned. We have determined the optimal tension to be 58-64 lbs of tension using a program provided 
the manufacturer. This worksheet and results may be found in Appendix G1 and the tensioning system is 
described in the following section. This transmission option will be used in combination with a linear 
stage and gantry. 
 
Belt Tensioner: The belt used to translate the linear stage must be tightened to a predetermined load. 
Because of this, we have designed a belt tensioning system which can be adjusted to preload the belt to a 
specific tension. Based on software from Gates, the belt manufacturer, we will require between 58 and 64 
pounds to get the correct power transmission it was designed for. We have decided to use the same belt 
and pulley system previously implemented by last year’s team to reduce cost as it fulfills the requirements 
for speed and power transmission we need. We will modify last year’s teams design by adding bolts 
which allow for variable tension in the belt. The belt tension system we have designed can be seen in 
Figure 36 below. 
 
 
Figure 36: Belt Tensioning System with 2 Bolts for Applying Specific Tension to Belt 
 
The tensioning system is implemented on the idler pulley of the linear system. Two screws, on either the 
top or bottom of the idler pulley, are screwed into the shaft which holds the pulley in place. As the bolts 
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are tightened, the pulley wheel is forced farther from the drive pulley, adding tension to the belt. A self-
locking nut is placed on each bolt to prevent loosening of either bolt during testing. 
 
To achieve a given tension in the belt, Equation 8 below can be used to determine the torque input 
required by the user. In Equation 8, Torque is the input torque required from the user, Fbelt is the tension 
in the belt and Dbolt is the major diameter of the bolt shaft. This relationship is based on the assumption 
that regular series nuts and bolts with rolled threads are used, acting on surfaces without lubrication. To 
ensure the belt is tightened to a tension of 58 – 64 lbs, the user should apply a torque of 4.35 – 4.8 in-lbs 
to each bolt. This torque should be applied to each bolt by use of a torque wrench. Careful consideration 
should be employed when tightening each bolt; the user should alternate which bolt he/she is tightening 
every half-turn to avoid jamming the system. 
 
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝜋𝜋 =  .2𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝜋𝜋𝜔𝜔𝑏𝑏 𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇𝜔𝜔𝑏𝑏      Eq. 8 
 
Linear Motor Drive Shaft: One of the problems we identified in the previous team’s design was in the 
system that transmitted power to the linear stage belt from the motor. In their system, the drive pulley was 
mounted directly to the motor drive shaft (Fig. 37). This will cause off the forces in the belt drive to apply 
a moment to the drive shaft. This moment would have to be supported the internal bearing of the motor. 
This would drastically reduce the usable life of the motor, so we will have to redesign the system.  
 
 
Figure 37: Previous team’s design for transferring motor power to the belt 
 
 
Prototype design: Linear gantry and stage: We have designed a new gantry system for the 
prototype’s belt driven linear motion system that will constrain the pin sample motion. It consists of a 
solid aluminum carriage into which the previously discussed force application system is mounted. The 
timing belt clamps onto the side of the stage, and drives it along 5/8” diameter steel guide rails on a set of 
four linear bearings which are built into the stage body. These parts are summarized in Table 9 below   
 
Table 9: Summary of guide rail and bearing selection 
 
Component Part Number Inner Diameter Outer Diameter Price Quantity 
Linear Bearing 6489K51 0.625” 1.125” $24.78 4 
Shaft 6253K57 - 0.625” $34.11 2 
 
We analyzed this system to determine if it could handle the loads that will be seen during testing. To 
account for a wide range of materials a maximum friction force of 300N was assumed at the tip of the pin. 
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This produces bending moments on the guide rails and linear bearings that must accounted for. The 
diagram that was used is pictured below in Figure 38. Based on our calculations, the maximum moment 
seen by the rails and bearings is 95 lbs if the bearings are perfectly aligned and the forces are assumed to 
be at the center. If the bearings are misaligned slightly however, the forces may be concentrated at the 
inner edge of the bearing which would cause the highest forces. This loading condition results in 189 lbs 
of force. Nonetheless, the linear bearings are rated for 620 lbs of dynamic load which gives a safety factor 
of at least 3.2. 
 
 
Figure 38: Moment diagram used for bearing loading calculations 
 
The shafts will be mounted on the chassis and will run through the linear bearings – two bearings for each 
shaft. The bearings will be mounted in the stage which will linearly constrain the motion of the stage. 
This will ensure all motion provided by the motor and belt system will move the pin in a linear fashion. 
To attach the shafts to the chassis, they will be mounted in the chassis and secured using shaft collars on 
both ends. These collars will be secured using screws which will hold the shafts in place during testing. 
 
Rotational Motion System 
 
The rotational motion system selected for our final design and prototype are the same. It makes use of the 
existing rotating plate driven by spur gears with modifications to the bearings and a more powerful motor. 
This section discusses the analysis performed to select the gears, support bearings, and motor required to 
meet the design specifications on load and speed while making use of the existing structural frame. 
 
Gear selection: In order to confirm that the gears selected by the previous team can be successfully 
implemented in our redesign, we have performed an analysis of the gears’ ability to withstand the 
expected loads and operating conditions. Given a maximum testing radius (r) of 114 mm, or 4.5”, a 
maximum force (F) due to friction of 300 N and a maximum linear speed requirement (v) of 1 m/s, the 
maximum torque and rotational speed on the follower gear (Tf, ωf) and pinion (Tp, ωp) were calculated 
using Equations 9-11 given below, where (k) is the gear ratio of 3:1.  
 
𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 = 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟                          (Eq. 9) 𝜔𝜔𝑓𝑓 = 30𝑣𝑣 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟        [𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀]�                 (Eq. 10) 
 
𝑘𝑘 = 𝑇𝑇𝑝𝑝 𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓� = 𝜔𝜔𝑓𝑓 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝�        (Eq. 11) 𝜎𝜎 =  6𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝐿𝐿 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏2�                                  (Eq. 12) 
Ft =  
44 𝑇𝑇7𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝     [lbf]        (Eq. 13) 
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Using the manufacturer’s specifications for the geometry and properties of the existing steel gears and 
Equation 12, above, we calculated the maximum bending moment induced in the gear teeth based upon 
the Lewis Equation [13]. The tangential force on the gear tooth (Ft) is given by Equation 13 where T and 
dp are in units of lb-in and in, respectively. The results of these analyses and the significant specifications 
used are listed below in Table 10 and indicate that the existing gears are sufficient for out design. 
 
Table 10: Steel gear specifications, torque, speed and tooth stress at maximum load 
 Gear ratio (k): 3:1  Follower Pinion 
G
ea
r P
ro
pe
rti
es
 Pressure angle (φ) 20         deg. 20             deg. 
Diametral pitch (P) 16 16 
Pitch circle diameter           (dp) 5” 1.5” 
Tooth thickness      (b) 0.75” 0.75” 
Tooth height   (L) 0.135” 0.135” 
Tooth root width    (t) 0.135” 0.135” 
Yield stress (S) 50          ksi 50            ksi 
R
es
ul
ts
 
Torque (T) 34.3      Nm 11.4         Nm 
Speed (ω) 84          rpm 250          rpm 
Tooth stress (σ) 8            ksi 9              ksi 
 
Rotational motor selection: In order to meet the speed and load specifications a motor capable of 
outputting 11.4  Nm torque at 250 rpm (1620 oz-in at 4.2 rps) is required. Evaluation of the existing 
motor’s torque speed curve shown in Appendix G.4, indicated that it was not suitable for our design. We 
have investigated DC servo and DC stepper type motors. Given the lower cost of stepper motors and the 
current plan to run the rotating plate in a single direction during testing such that sudden reversal of 
direction will does not pose the potential for step skipping in a stepper motor, we have selected a model 
42Y112S-LW8 DC stepper motor manufactured by Anaheim Automation with MLA10641 driver, which 
is capable of meeting our torque-speed requirements as shown in Figure 39. This figure also indicates a 
maximum power requirement for the motor of 320 W. The cost of this system is $252 for the motor and 
$495 for the driver. 
 
Figure 39: Rotational system DC stepper motor torque-speed curve 
 
  
Requirements 
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Chassis 
 
We plan to reuse some of last semester’s chassis components. They chose aluminum 6061 for all chassis 
components. Aluminum 6061 was chosen for the entire chassis sub system for several reasons. Aluminum 
6061 is relatively cheap, is readily available in a wide variety of shapes and sizes, is easily machineable 
and is strong and stiff enough for our applications. We agree with the previous team’s reasoning and have 
agreed to make all new chassis components out of aluminum 6061 as well. The CES analysis used for this 
selection can be found in Appendix C along with the previous team’s analysis. We do not expect this 
material selection to have a large environmental impact either due to the small production size of this 
product of about 100. A detailed environmental analysis is also in Appendix C. 
 
 
Pin Material Selection and Geometry Analysis  
 
Before we could determine the specific parameters of the pin shaft, we had to first select what material it 
would be made out of. The material selection process was driven by the environmental conditions the 
shaft will be required to perform under as well as the specification that the pin cannot deflect more than 
1° from vertical during any test. The deflection will be greatest when a test is performed with the highest 
normal force applied, 300N, and a coefficient of friction of 1.5. Due to the high temperatures seen by the 
shaft only metals were analyzed as possible options.  
 
The engineering material selection program CES [27] was used to select various materials that could be 
used in our application. Steel was the first metal that was analyzed due to its high availability, high 
strength, and machinability. However, the shaft will be exposed to a relative humidity of up to 100% and 
steel is not corrosion resistant, so it was eliminated. Stainless steel was evaluated next because it is a 
corrosion resistant alloy of steel. Various alloys and grades of stainless steel were analyzed and Stainless 
Steel 303 was initially selected for the pin shaft. Upon further inspection, it was realized that only cold 
drawn 303 would be able to withstand the stresses seen at the highest loads. This variant was not readily 
available to purchase so additional alloys were identified as alternatives. However, the stainless steels that 
were available to purchase and strong enough to withstand the stresses in our application were either very 
difficult or impossible to machine. Threading, cutting, and drilling holes in the pin shaft would require 
special carbide bits and would be a highly tedious task. The difficulties of machining these stainless steels 
led us to search for other possibilities. Bronze was investigated, and eventually a high-strength bronze 
alloy that is corrosion resistant and easily machineable was selected. This alloy is known as Bronze 544. 
The material selection process for the shaft is described in detail in Appendix C. This material will also 
have minimum environmental impact due to the low number of products but it will have more of an 
impact than the Chassis due to the resources it uses and the fact that it will need to be replaced more 
often. A detailed environmental analysis is also in Appendix C 
 
 
After we selected Bronze 544 we could determine the geometry of the pin shaft. The geometry was driven 
by the conditions that the shaft cannot deflect more than 1° from vertical and that the shaft should never 
yield due to stresses induced by the normal and frictional forces applied at the tip. A rod of circular cross-
section was chosen over a rectangular or square cross-section to eliminate stress concentrations that 
would be present in the corners of the beam. A rod of circular cross-section will also be easier to thread at 
one end in order to attach the ball mount. Initial analysis of the shaft led us to change the design of the pin 
gantry system in DR2. Instead of having the spring at the bottom near the ball, we moved the spring to the 
top, closer to the motor. This eliminated the need of having a long hollow shaft to hold the spring and the 
threaded rod, which allows us to use a solid rod. The new design also greatly decreases the length of the 
threaded rod. We feel that this new design is much more robust because it involves fewer parts with more 
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simple geometries. These simpler geometries can be more accurately modeled using beam bending 
equations to predict what the resultant stresses and displacements of the shaft will be.  
 
The deflection of the shaft was analyzed first. A safety factor of two was placed on the deflection because 
we cannot assume that the pin will be completely perpendicular to the disk to begin with. The shaft was 
then modeled as a cantilevered beam with a uniform diameter. To ensure the pin will never deflect more 
than 1°from normal, we modeled the worst case loading scenario (µ=1.5, FB = 300N). The following 
equation was used to determine a minimum shaft diameter needed to ensure bending never exceeds 1° 
from perpendicularity. A safety factor of 2 was used in maximum allowable deflection (.5°). In eq. 14, FB 
is the frictional force acting perpendicular to the pin shaft, L is the exposed length of the pin, E is the 
modulus of elasticity for Bronze 544 (15 MPSI) and r is the shaft radius. 
 
𝜃𝜃 =  2𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿2
𝐸𝐸(𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟4)  (Eq. 14 
 
Using the planned exposed length of pin of 3’’ and maximum bending force of 300 N, we can determine 
that the minimum shaft radius necessary to prevent over-deflection (with a safety factor of 2) is .4. To 
ensure we could find a linear bearing capable of holding our pin secured, we decided to use a .5 inch 
diameter pin. When 0.25 in. is plugged into Equation 14 for r, and 3 in. is used for L, a deflection of .2° is 
observed. This results in a safety factor of 5 against deflecting more that 1° from vertical which will be 
sufficient to compensate for preliminary alignment errors. Because bronze becomes less stiff as 
temperature increases, we also analyzed the deflection at the maximum temperature of 150°C. At this 
temperature the Young’s modulus for Bronze 544 is 14.4 MPSI, and the deflection increases slightly to 
.21°. Therefore, we are confident that the shaft will not deflect more than 1°, even at the most extreme 
temperature. Using these dimensions, the maximum stress from the normal force (Equation 15 where σN 
the stress due to the normal force, FN) and the maximum bending stress (Equation 16 where σB is the 
bending stress due to the frictional force, F,B and r is the radius of the shaft) from the lateral friction force, 
can be determined. The maximum stress that will be seen by the pin is 15 KPSI. This gives a safety factor 
of 3 versus the yield stress of bronze 544 (60 KPSI).  
 
𝜎𝜎𝑁𝑁 =  𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2                (Eq. 15) 𝜎𝜎𝐵𝐵 = 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟                 (Eq. 16) 
 
The chassis that holds all of the Pin Gantry System parts and interfaces with the Linear Motion Control 
system will be made out of Aluminum 6061. Aluminum was selected because it is a strong, lightweight 
material that is easily machinable. Initial fabrication plans and methods for all machined parts are 
discussed in Appendix I1 and I2. 
 
Sensors and Feedback System 
 
Controls System: To design a controls system, we first had to gain some experience in interfacing with 
motors and their associated drivers and power supplies. To do this, we obtained data sheets and wiring 
diagrams for the previous team’s motors and drivers, and we enlisted the assistance of ME 450 Systems 
Engineer John Baker to teach us how to generate the signals needed for motor control. One of the first 
things we learned was that in order to run closed loop control logic and generate output signals fast 
enough to control motors, we need to control the system in “real time”. He advised us that running the 
controller code on a computer’s processor and then sending the output signals through a DAQ card 
(which was the previous team’s solution) does not allow real time control. To achieve real time control, 
we need to compile our control code to an external processor.  
 
Data Acquisition: The system must contain a way to interpret and store force data collected during 
experimentation. This requires that the system be able to convert the voltages received from the strain 
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gauges into units of strain, and then into units of force. This data needs to be stored in a format that can be 
exported to data analysis programs (MATLAB, for example), so our design must contain a system for 
storing the information on a PC. Additionally, vertical force measurement signals must be relayed to both 
the PC for storage and the controls processor for use in a closed loop feedback system. 
 
 
 
Sample Holding 
 
Our system needs to be able to constrain the test samples. Machining the test samples themselves is not an 
option, so the samples must be constrained through a clamping mechanism. The parameters affecting our 
clamp design are: 
 
• Must provide enough constraint to eliminate any slipping 
• Must distribute constraint forces to avoid stress concentrations on the samples 
• Must not interfere with the path of contact between the samples during the test 
• Must be able to accommodate the sample sizes required by our sponsor 
• Must be able to accommodate non standard or awkward sample shapes (disk sample) 
 
 
FINAL DESIGN DESCRIPTION 
 
In this section we present a detailed description of the final recommended tribometer design, assembly 
details, and how the systems achieve the required performance. A full bill of materials with component 
names, vendors, part numbers, and quoted prices is provided in Appendix J along with additional 
dimensioned drawings of individual parts Appendix H. 
 
Normal Force Application System 
 
The normal force application system will utilize a worm gear and worm 
wheel system (as engineered in the previous section) that will drive a 
threaded bolt down to apply the force to the pin. The current motor from the 
previous design will be used to drive the worm gear. As the motor rotates, 
the worm spins, mating with the worm wheel. The worm wheel is fixed 
from translating horizontally and vertically using a radial bearing and a 
thrust bearing. The inside of the worm wheel will be threaded and a bolt will 
thread through the gear. To prevent the bolt from rotating with the worm 
wheel, a hex socket will be secured on the bolt head. This will constrain the 
bolt to vertical motion only. On the tip of the bolt, a cap will be used to 
create a large flat surface to transmit the force. Beneath that, a rubber insert 
will be used to add elasticity to the system to account for small variations in 
alignment and surface roughness. This rubber insert will thread into the top 
of the pin. The pin will then pass through a linear bearing mounted to the 
linear stage. This will align the pin vertically, allow for smooth vertical 
translation, and absorb moments created by the frictional forces. A cross 
sectional view of the system is shown in Figure 40 and detailed descriptions 
and analyses of each component follow. 
  Figure 40: Cross sectional view 
of the normal force application 
system 
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Gear Constraint 
To keep the worm wheel from translating in the horizontal and vertical directions, a radial bearing and a 
thrust bearing will be used, respectively. For the radial bearing, the worm wheel will be press fit into the 
inner race of the bearing to ensure concentricity. The outer race of the bearing will be press fit into an 
aluminum casing in the linear stage. The thrust bearing will be placed on top of the worm wheel and will 
be secured using a Z-clamp that will be bolted to the linear stage. The bolt will go through the bore of the 
bearing, however the bore diameter is larger than the bolt diameter. This is to ensure free rotation of the 
bottom race with the worm wheel. To keep the upper race in place and to maintain concentricity, a 
cylindrical, hollow insert will be placed in the gap between the race and the bolt. The bearings will be 
ordered from McMaster-Carr and have part numbers 6455K88 ($5.55) and 60715K11 ($14.84). 
 
Bolt Application 
A 3/8” diameter bolt with 18 threads per inch will be used to apply the normal force. It will be 3” long to 
ensure that there will always be room for the bolt to translate up or down as needed depending on load 
and sample height. The bolt will pass through the thrust bearing, thread through the worm wheel, and pass 
through the radial bearing. A cap will be secured to the tip of the bolt to create a larger surface area for 
the force application. To ensure that the bolt does not rotate with the worm wheel, a hex socket will be 
welded to the Z-clamp and fit over the head of the bolt. This component will be purchased to the size of 
the bolt head to minimize slop between the hex and the bolt. The socket will also hide the moving bolt 
from the users serving as a safety feature. 
 
Elasticity 
To account for small changes in surface roughness on the samples and slight misalignment, we have 
decided to add rubber inserts between the pin and the normal force applicator. This will dampen the 
effects of any bumps on the sample surface and will reduce the stress on the system if only metal contacts 
were used. This will also absorb some of the additional forces produced which will make controlling the 
applicator motor much easier as well. The rubber stoppers will be purchased from Advanced 
Antivibration Components in New Hyde Park, New York. Since a wide range of normal forces must be 
applied, three different rubber inserts were selected that could handle the entire range. Before testing, the 
correct rubber insert must be selected for the best results. For selection of the three inserts, models were 
selected that would meet a portion of the force requirements while also considering the geometrical 
dimensions of the insert. It was important to select inserts that would be compatible with other parts of the 
system. Performance curves in the form of load vs. deflection were analyzed to ensure adequate 
performance under testing conditions. The three rubber inserts are summarized in the table below. 
 
Table 11: Summary of rubber insert properties 
 
Load Part Number OD (in.) Height (in.) Thread  
 
 
0-10 N V10Z 2-307A 0.750 0.375 ¼” - 20   
10-90N V10Z60MM3U2552 0.625 0.625 ¼” - 20   
90-200N V10Z 2-305B 1.000 0.53125 ¼” - 20   
 
The strain in the rubber needed to be considered as well since it will be under compression during the 
entire test. The manufacturer accounts for this by indenting the side of the rubber face allowing for 
expansion during compression that does not extend past the outer diameter specification under the 
maximum loads. This will allow us to use the outer diameter specifications in our design of the rest of the 
normal force application and pin/gantry system. Strains under the compressive forces range from 0-12% 
of the nominal length for each rubber insert. 
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The selected rubber inserts have male threaded ends on each side of the rubber making attachment easy in 
this application. One end will be threaded directly into the pin while the other end will have a cap to 
increase surface area for the normal force application. 
 
Spring systems were analyzed as well because they could have similar effects and would also allow for 
additional force measurement since the spring displacement and spring constant would be known. 
Springs, however would be less rigid than the rubber stoppers and the benefits can be achieved in other 
features of the design. Springs of different sizes and stiffness would complicate the design and would not 
allow for maximum performance for all testing loads. Securing the spring would be challenging as well. It 
would be difficult to hold the spring in place and constrain the loads to only in the axial direction to 
prevent buckling. 
 
Pin Constraint 
The pin must be kept vertical and must be kept from rotating during testing. To keep the pin from rotating 
during testing shoulder bolts will be used. There are slots machined into the linear stage for these shoulder 
bolts and holes are tapped into the pin for connection. This system was used by the previous team so the 
pin holes are already machined. To keep the pin vertical, a linear bearing will be used that will be 
mounted to the underside of the linear stage and housed inside the linear stage. Moment calculations were 
done on the linear bearing to determine if the pin would be able to slide through the bearing. The 
maximum concentrated forces seen on the bearing assuming a maximum friction force of 300N is 202 lbs. 
This is well within the rated load of 1950 lbs. 
 
Wear Depth Measurement 
To measure the wear of the ball and disk, the number of motor steps will be recorded and will keep track 
of how far the motor has rotated. As the ball wears, the normal force between the pin and disk will 
decrease. In order to maintain the force, the motor will turn the screw to keep the damper compressed a 
fixed amount. By measuring how much the motor rotates, we can find the vertical distance the screw has 
travelled which will equal the amount of wear that has occurred. 
 
 
Linear Motion System 
 
Linear reciprocating motion of the pin sample relative to the plate sample will be achieved using 
prefabricated ball screw driven linear actuator consisting of a linear stage on guide rails and a 25 mm lead 
steel ball screw and nut assembly. This gantry system will be purchased prefabricated from Nook 
Industries. The optimal model for this application is the Nook ELK 60 with 25 mm lead screw shown in 
Figure 41, below. The manufacturer’s specifications for this model can be found in Appendix G3. A 
custom built motor mount will also be required to interface with the Anaheim Automation BLZ482S-
160V-3500 model DC servo motor selected to drive the screw.  This mount will be manufactured by 
Nook Industries upon submission of motor CAD diagrams. The quoted price for the transmission system 
is $2900 for the actuator and $350 for the motor mount. The servo motor will cost $550 plus $296 for the 
accompanying MDC15-120151 driver for a total system cost of $4096.  
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Figure 41: Nook Industries NLK60 ball screw driven linear actuator – cross section view 
 
The actuator will be mounted into the aluminum sidewalls of the tribometer chassis and oriented on its 
side, rotated 90 degrees about the axis of translation. The end mounts will be secured to the sidewalls 
using t-bolts matched to the prefabricated mounting T-slots and bolt holes on the actuator. The previously 
described force application system will then be mounted to face of the linear stage using T-bolts. Finally 
the DC servo motor will be coupled to the ball screw using the motor mount and secured to the tribometer 
chassis’s base plate using bolts. 
 
This linear motion system will provide sufficient torque to perform ASTM standard linear reciprocating 
tests as well as 2D path tests with normal loads of up to 200 N on materials with kinematic coefficients of 
friction as large as 1.5 and can withstand the moments induced on the actuator for all test configurations 
under these loading conditions. Due to the low friction in the ball screw assembly and the use of a dc 
servo motor, smooth translation will be possible throughout the target speed range of 1 cm/s to 1 m/s. 
Positioning precision of  25 µm will be attainable with proper motor control, as discussed in the following 
Controls and Feedback section. This means that for a 300 mm stroke length, after a full cycle, the pin can 
be returned to the same position within 25 µm, which will allow for 2D paths to be reliably retraced.  
 
We have recommended the prefabricated option be taken over in house fabrication, which would provide 
savings of $770, due to the need for precise positioning, which we feel we would be unable to guarantee 
with our limited machining experience. Furthermore, the transition from prototype to final design would 
be significantly easier for a third party to implement in the case that a single module needs to be traded, as 
opposed to requiring the design and fabrication with an internal ball screw nut. Such design would require 
that the stage be either a multiple piece part, which has the potential to reduce performance due to 
loosening of fasteners or misalignment and mismatch, or it would need made from a polymer m, molded  
around the nut, which would be far more expensive than the prefabricated part due to tooling expenses. 
 
 
Rotational Motion System 
 
Rotational motion of the plate sample relative to the pin sample will be achieved using a rotating disk. 
The disk itself will be reused from the previous design iteration and is constructed of 6061-T4 aluminum 
which provides sufficient stiffness at a minimal weight and cost for this application. Motion of the disk 
relative to the base plate of the tribometer chassis will be facilitated by a set of three miniature ball 
transfer units mounted to the base plate at 120 degree intervals and a radius of 5.27” from the center of 
the disk as shown in Figure 42, below and the dimensioned drawings in Appendix H. These units will 
support the disk in the vertical direction and prevent precession of the disk during tests due to moments 
caused by loading in the normal direction, which will be necessary in order to maintain constant normal 
loading and repeatable test results. The disk will constrained from lateral motion by two deep-groove ball 
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bearings spaced on a shaft which is press fit into the follower gear mounted to the rotating plate as shown 
in Figure 42. These bearings will prevent the frictional load on the plate from inducing bending or 
translation.  This bearing configuration was chosen to replace the previous team’s turntable bearing as 
that bearing was not rated for the loads and speeds encountered during testing. Slew and large diameter 
ring bearings were also considered but proved excessively expensive; $600 compared to the $142 for this 
system.  
 
The follower gear mounted to the underside of the aluminum plate will be driven by a pinion gear 
mounted to the shaft of the Anaheim Automation 42Y112S-LW8 model stepper motor using a key shaft. 
This system provides a 3:1 gear ratio in order to reduce the driving torque required to a level achievable 
with a stepper motor. With the $252 the motor, the total cost of the rotational system is $404.  
 
 
 
Figure 42: Motor, gears, and bearings for rotational motion system and dimensioned sketch 
 
The rotational system will be assembled as follows. The ball transfer unit will be screwed into M8 
threaded holes in the base plate and the flanged upper ball bearing will be press fit into the base plate. The 
second ball bearing will the press fit into an aluminum block which will then be attached base plate by 
bolts running though the base plate, test stand, and aluminum bearing block. The follower gear will be 
bolted to the aluminum disk and a steel drive shaft press fit into it. The shaft will then the inserted through 
the two ball bearings and the assembly lowered onto the ball transfer units taking care to properly mesh 
the follower gear with the pinion which protrudes through the base plate from the motor shaft. The motor 
itself will be mounted to the underside of the base plate using bolts. 
 
This rotational system allows ASTM standard pin-on-disk tests at a maximum radius of 4.5” as well as 
2D path tests with normal loads of up to 200 N on materials with kinematic coefficients of friction as 
large as 1.5. It has been designed to achieve speeds of 1 m/s under these loading conditions while 
withstanding the applied load without bending or rotation out if plane. At low speeds there may be some 
roughness due to the discrete steps of the stepper motor and additional micro stepping will be employed if 
necessary as determined by testing once fabrication is completed.  
 
Chassis Design 
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The chassis assembly will consist of a wood base table from IKEA for stability, an aluminum base plate 
mounted to the table, four triangular brackets for stability and alignment, and two side walls that will hold 
the guide rails and linear stage. A CAD model of this setup is shown below in Figure 43. The aluminum 
base plate will be secured to the top of the wood table using 3 bolts. Rubber spacers will be used between 
the two surfaces to maintain a level surface and to allow room for bolt heads on the underside of the base 
plate. The four triangular brackets will be pressed into their corresponding slots and bolted to the base 
plate. It is critical that these brackets be perpendicular to the base plate before continuing with the 
assembly of the side walls. The first side wall will then slide into the slot in the base plate, while also 
sliding along the face of the triangular brackets. Once in place the side wall will be bolted to the brackets. 
This will constrain all motion of the side wall except for in the vertical direction. The other side wall will 
be mounted similarly, however the slots and bolt holes in the side wall will be slightly larger to allow for 
alignment. The linear stage and guide rails will first be secured into the first mounted side wall. The 
second side will then be slid into place. The guide rails will then be inserted through the corresponding 
holes in the second side wall. With the additional space machined out in the slots, the second wall will be 
slid perpendicular to the rails and triangular brackets while a team member simultaneously slides the 
gantry back and forth. Adjustments will be made until there is smooth motion of the gantry with no little 
friction. The second side wall will then be secured in place with bolts to the triangular bracket. 
 
 
Figure 43: Tribometer chassis and stand 
 
This design and alignment strategy will allow us to achieve smooth, precise linear motion that our 
requirements specify. It will also ensure that the guide rails and rotating disk are a constant distance from 
each other within the tolerances of the purchased and pre-manufactured components. The triangular 
brackets will also add stability to the design to maintain this alignment during testing under high speeds 
and high forces. The wood table will stabilize the entire device to minimize vibration of the system during 
testing which would affect the results during a test. 
 
Force Measurement  
 
The purpose of this section is to outline in detail how normal and lateral forces exerted on the pin shaft 
will be measured. Strain will be measured at 4 locations around the pin perimeter using a total of 8 strain 
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gauges. Strain gages measure strain through changes in resistance of a metal wire attached to the surface 
of a specimen. As the specimen is extended or compressed, the metal wire either stretches or compresses. 
This increase/ decrease in wire length increases/ decreases the wires resistance. By knowing the location 
of the strain gages and the material and geometrical properties of the shaft itself, the loads applied to the 
shaft can be determined by measuring these changes in resistance. 
 
Strain Gage Pin Orientation:
 
 To measure the normal force and the frictional force, 8 strain gauges 
will be placed on the shaft. These strain gauges will be placed in pairs in a “T” configuration at four 
locations on the outside of the shaft as seen in figure 44 below. Each strain gauge set will be 90° apart 
from each other and as far up the shaft as possible (approximately .5- 1 inch from the linear bearing 
support depending on sample size). This will allow the gauges to see the maximum possible strain 
experienced in the pin increasing the precision of our measurements.  The 8 strain gauges will be arranged 
according to figure 43. Each pad contains two gauges set perpendicular to each other.  
Figure 44: Strain gauge location on pin will measure normal and lateral forces 
 
 
4 of the strain gauges will be arranged in a full Wheatstone bridge and the 2 gauge sets will be arranged 
on the pin 180° from each other. The remaining 2 sets will be arranged in 2 separate half Wheatstone 
bridges, also 180° from each other. The combination of all four sets allows for equally accurate 
measurement of forces in all directions. The full Wheatstone and half Wheatstone bridges can be seen in 
figure 45 below. For a full bridge configuration, all four resistors in the Wheatstone bridge are active 
strain gauges and are arranged in pairs. For each pair, one gauge measures strain in the axial direction, 
while the other measures poison’s strain (-νε).  The half Wheatstone strain gages that are 180° from each 
other will be used to measure both the normal force and the component of the frictional force along the 
axis of which these gauges are aligned (see eq. 17 – 22).The remaining full Wheatstone strain gages will 
be used to measure the remaining component of the frictional force. By configuring the remaining 2 sets 
in a full Wheatstone bridge, the sensitivity of the output voltage is doubled, increasing our measurement 
precision and accuracy. 
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Figure 45: Full- Bridge (left) and Half- Bridge (right) strain gauge configurations 
 
Each strain gage pair in the half bridge will be in a tee rosette configuration in which strain gages are 
placed perpendicular to one another so that one is strained axially and the other is strained in the opposite 
sign in the Poisson direction.  
 
Equations 17 - 22 show how the strain readings of the two half bridges that are 180 ˚ from each other can 
be used to determine the normal force and lateral force exerted on the shaft. The forces and strain gages 
referred to in these equations are depicted in Figure 45. Equations 17 and 18 show that the strain 
measured is the sum of the strain from the normal force compression and the bending strain from the 
lateral force. The strain from the normal force is equal on all strain gages in both sign and magnitude. The 
strain from the lateral force, however, is equal in magnitude and opposite in sign because this force will 
put one side of the shaft into tension and the other into compression. Because of this, equations 21 and 22 
below can be used to determine the normal force and frictional force. 
 
𝜀𝜀1=𝜀𝜀𝑁𝑁+𝜀𝜀𝐵𝐵               Eq. 17 
 
𝜀𝜀2=𝜀𝜀𝑁𝑁−𝜀𝜀𝐵𝐵              Eq. 18 
 
Using equations 19 and 20 below, the strains measured above can be used to calculate the overall axial 
and bending strains. 
 
𝜀𝜀1+𝜀𝜀22 =  𝜀𝜀𝑁𝑁               Eq. 19 
 
𝜀𝜀1−𝜀𝜀22 =  𝜀𝜀𝐵𝐵               Eq. 20 
These strains can then be used to determine the normal force (Equation 21) and the lateral force along the 
line of the two strain gages being read (Equation 22).  
 
𝐹𝐹𝑁𝑁 =  𝐸𝐸𝜀𝜀𝑁𝑁𝜋𝜋𝐷𝐷24                Eq. 21 
 
𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 =  𝐸𝐸𝜀𝜀𝐵𝐵𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅34𝐿𝐿                  Eq. 22 
Because forces may act on the pin from any direction in a complex 2D path test, two more sets of gauges 
are required to detect strains acting off axis from the two half bridge gauges previously mentioned. The 
remaining two gauges will be mounted 90° from either of the half bridge gauges, and will be wired in a 
full bridge to increase measurement resolution. We will be able to use the strain measurement from these 
gauges to determine lateral forces in this direction by subtracting the strain from axial loads found in eq. 
21 above. Once the lateral forces along two axes are determined, the magnitude of the lateral force can be 
determined using Equation 23 below. |𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹| =  �𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝑥𝑥 2 + 𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝑦𝑦 2          Eq. 23 
Using the equations above, and plugging in the largest and smallest forces that will be seen according to 
the specifications, the minimum (1.49 x 10-6) and maximum (8.96 X 10-4) strain expected to been seen can 
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be determined. Based on these strain ranges, and our required force measurement accuracy, we have 
chosen a suitable strain gauge which meets our sponsors requirements.  
 
Strain Gage Selection:
 
 Typical strain gages are only accurate to 1 micro-strain. This strain resolution 
will not meet our customer’s specifications. Micron Instruments makes semi-conductor strain gages that 
can, “Perform like a foil gage except that the resistive change is 30 to 55 times greater.” When this was 
discussed with their application engineer, he stated that their backed semiconductor strain gage half-
bridge can easily read 1/10 µstrain, and with accurate calibration it is possible to read .004 µstrain. This 
gage, shown in Figure 46, is already configured in a half-bridge. The two gauges are placed perpendicular 
to each other such that one gauge reads axial strain and the other reads strain induced from the Poisson 
effect. Figure 46 also shows a silicone covering over the strain gages in green. This covering will help to 
eliminate damage from contact to the strain gages. It will also stop condensation and oils due to handling 
from changing the resistance of the strain gages. This gage will be used to measure the strain on the four 
locations mentioned previously on the pin.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 46: Micron Instrument SSGH Half-Bridge Gage [19] 
 
If these gages only read 1/10 micro-strain accurately, we expect to be able to read up to .08 N of lateral 
force accurately. If the gages read .004 µstrain accurately, they will read up to .003 N of lateral force 
accurately. This would meet the specified low range measurement of .01N of lateral force. In the 
conversation with their application engineer he also said that the calibration needed to read 1/100 micro-
strain accurately is difficult and reading such a small strain may be impossible because at that level the 
wind from the shaft moving may cause the gauges to show strain. 
 
He also stated that these gauges are not recommended for long term readings as they will see creep over 
time. To alleviate this issue, Micron Instruments has the capability to professionally mount strain gauges 
which do not have creep tendencies. We have looked into this option, but because the lead time required 
to get our pin professionally mounted is too long, we will use the backed strain gauges as a much cheaper 
proof of concept. If we can validate that these strain gauges do indeed work as they say, we will 
recommend that our sponsor send our pin to Micron Instruments to get the gauges professionally mounted 
by their staff. Herb Chelner, Micron’s President, has provided us a quote for this service and details 
regarding the mounting can be found in Appendix F. To professionally mount one pin with 4 gauges, our 
sponsor can expect to pay approximately $650. 
 
Analog to Digital Conversion: The next step in this process is to insure that the output voltage 
measurement can be read and stored by our data collection hardware. This will require that the device can 
correctly convert the analog voltage signal to a digital signal. The range of the voltage signals expected 
from the half bridge and full bridge configurations can be determined using Equations 24 and 25, 
respectively. In this equation the gage factor (GF, the change of a gage’s resistance per unit strain) is 
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determined by equation 26. This equation compensates for the fact that the gage in the Poisson direction 
will only see part of the strain that the gage in the axial direction will see.  
 
𝑉𝑉0 ℎ𝑎𝑎𝜔𝜔𝑓𝑓  𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝜋𝜋 =  𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝜀𝜀2        Eq. 24 
 
𝑉𝑉0 𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔  𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝜋𝜋 =  −𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹𝜀𝜀𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠                      Eq. 25 
 
 
𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹 = 𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹0(1+𝜈𝜈)2               Eq. 26 
 
From the specifications given by Micron Instruments for the strain gage, the gage factor was determined 
to be 97.5. If we use the recommend excitation voltage of 5V and a minimum and maximum strain of 1.5 
µstrain and 1.22 X 10-3 respectively, we can determine that the range of the output voltage will be 3.65 X 
10-4 to .608 V. This low range voltage is well below the A/D converters lower converting range of 37.5 
mV. For this reason, we will need to incorporate an inverting amplifier with a constant gain to amplify the 
signal so that the low end voltage will be high enough that it will be read by the A/D converter. The 
schematic of this circuit is shown in Figure 47 below. The voltage that will be read after gain can be 
calculated using Equation 27 below.  
 
 
Figure 47: Strain Gauge Output (Vo) Amplification Circuit with Fixed Gain. 
 
𝑉𝑉𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 =  −𝑅𝑅2𝑅𝑅1 𝑉𝑉0        Eq. 27 
 
It is important to note that the A/D converter we plan to use will only read up to 20V. Because of this 
restriction, the team will also have to create a way to change the gain of the amplifier. To create a low 
cost system, the supply voltage will be 5V, the same as the excitation voltage for the gages. By changing 
out the resistors, different gains can be achieved. By having many different resistors whose gain is well 
understood, the voltage measured can always be near 5 volts. By always getting close to this voltage, the 
measurement will be converted from analog to digital more accurately. 
 
Pin manufacturing: Because we will be using a previously designed pin with incorrectly mounted 
strain gauges, we must first carefully remove the damaged strain gauges and clean the epoxy off of our 
pin. Once this is done, the strain gages will be bonded onto the shaft using a high temperature bond that 
will ensure that the strain gages will work over the specified temperature range. The procedure that will 
be used is outlined by documents provided by Vishay Micro-Measurements and will be done under the 
supervision of Todd Webber, who has experience mounting strain gages. The procedure that will be used 
can be found in Appendix F. Because last year’s team had difficulty mounting these gauges, we plan to 
discuss in detail with Todd Webber the mounting procedure, and will be present during this operation to 
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minimize mistakes. The operational amplifier needed to boost the output signal from the strain gauges 
was previously made and we plan to use this amplifier. Last year’s team also made use of a 15 pin VGA 
connector to easily disconnect the pin from the tribometer system. We also will use their VGA connector 
so that the pin is easily removable from the tribometer system.  
 
The wires that will be attached to the strain gages will be soldered using solder that will not melt at the 
150°C that the shaft may experience in operation. These wires will also be stressed relieved with tie 
wraps that will not melt at this temperature. 
 
Both of the processes required for completing this system involve the risk of burning skin. This could be 
done with a solder iron needed to apply the solder to complete circuits or on the shaft when the bond is 
cured in an oven. During both of these activities special care will be taken to insure that injury is avoided. 
When soldering, we will be sure to always be aware of the solder iron. 
 
Cost Analysis: A breakdown of the cost for the entire force measurement subsystem can be found in 
Table 12 below. By using several previously purchased components from last year’s team, we plan to 
spend ~$100 for the cost of two additional Micron Instruments strain gauges. We will be able to reuse last 
year’s team’s assembled operational amplifier, 15 pin VGA D-Sub connectors (male and female) and DC 
adapter. The power supply to the operational amplifier and strain gauges (5 V) will be supplied from 
previously purchased power supplies used in our control board. 
 
Table 12: Cost Breakdown of Force Measurement System 
 
Part Supplier Part # Quantity Cost/ Part Total 
Backed Half 
Bridge Strain 
Gauge 
Micron Instrument SS-080-050-1000PB-SSGH 2 46.49 92.98 
    Total 92.98 
 
Data Acquisition and Control System 
 
The controller that we have selected for use in our project is the Arduino Mega (Figure 48). The other 
option real time control option is an FPGA as described in the Concept Generation section of this report. 
Most FPGA’s are expensive (between $1700 and $3000), and require knowledge of Verilog to 
implement, which made them a very undesirable option. An Arduino board is more desirable in the scope 
of this system. Like an FPGA, it has its own processor, which can operate independently of a PC, 
allowing real time control. The computing power of this processor is significantly less than an FPGA, 
which provides a significant price saving (an Arduino Mega costs $64). 
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Figure 48: Arduino Mega control processor 
 
The main drawback to the Arduino board in comparison to an FPGA is that the Arduino board does not 
have the ability to communicate signals to a PC for storage. We will need to use a separate DAQ card to 
collect experimental data and sort it for storage on a PC. The DAQ that we have chosen is a National 
Instruments USB 6009 (Figure 49). The USB 6009 is a simple, low cost device ($280), and at a sampling 
rate of 48 kHz, it exceeds the sponsor’s requirements. The data will be collected and stored via a 
LabVIEW program running on a common PC.  
 
 
Figure 49: NI USB 6009 data acquisition PC card 
 
 
Sample Holding 
 
We have developed fixtures for securing both ball and plate/disk type samples for testing of a range of 
sizes and shapes.  
 
Ball sample: To constrain the ball sample in the pin, we plan to reuse the previous team’s solution, 
which is to create a cup with interior threads which can be screwed on to the end of the pin (Fig. 50). 
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After examining the existing system, we found that this method works well, and it is same method we 
found on most of the commercial pin-on-disk tribometers. Three of these threaded cups will be needed to 
accommodate the various sample sizes specified by our sponsor. 
 
 
Figure 50: Design for ball sample holder 
 
Plate sample: We designed two clamping systems to constrain the plate/disk sample, both of which can 
be used on the plate manufactured by the previous team. The first is a set of two crescent-shaped clamps 
(Fig. 51). These are designed to accommodate large circular samples. The crescents span a large arc 
length with the purpose of distributing the constraining force over a large area. A crescent shape was 
chosen to avoid interference with the pin during rotational tests. Two rows of holes are to be drilled into 
clamps to allow them to be mounted at different locations on the disk corresponding to disk samples of 
different diameters. 
 
 
Figure 51: Disk constraining system based on crescent-shaped clamps 
 
However, there are two drawbacks to the crescent clamps. First, they cannot accommodate small samples. 
At a small enough radius, the crescent clamps will interfere with each other. Second, they may not be 
effective at constraining certain awkwardly shaped samples, as they were designed specifically to 
constrain large circular samples. Because of these drawbacks, we designed a second clamping system 
specifically to constrain small and/or awkwardly shaped samples. This system is a set of four fork-shaped 
clamps (Fig. 52). By using a system of four small clamps instead of two big ones, the clamps can be 
placed closer together, which allows the system to accommodate smaller sample sizes. Each clamp bolts 
to only one row on the plate, as opposed to the crescent solution, which bolted across two rows. This 
allows for greater flexibility in clamp placement, which in turn allows for greater flexibility in sample 
shapes that can be accommodated.  
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Figure 52: Disk constraining system based on fork-shaped clamps 
 
Environmental Control 
 
Based on the scope of our project and strict time requirements, we have agreed with our sponsor that a 
full environmental system is beyond the abilities of our group for this semester. Although we will not be 
creating an environmental system, our final design has the ability to incorporate an environmental system 
in the future. We have designed components which would be exposed to harsh temperature and humidity 
conditions such that they will function correctly in any expected environment.  
 
 
 
Figure 53 Temperature and Humidity Sensor (Omega RH-USB) 
 
Although we do not plan to design/ manufacture a full environmental system, our design will have the 
capability to measure both temperature and humidity. We plan to implement a humidity/ temperature 
probe which will mount to one of our side walls, and will plug directly into the lab computer via a USB 
interface. The sensor (Omega RH-USB) will be capable of measuring temperature in the range of  -40 to 
49 ±1°C and humidity in the range of 2 – 98  ±3%. Initially our sponsor requested that temperature and 
humidity be measured from 0-150 ±.5°C and 0 – 100 ± 1% respectively, however because sensors which 
meet these specifications cost upwards of $1,600 and we will only be measuring atmospheric conditions, 
we have decided to use the Omega RH-USB as a temporary solution. The cost of the Omega RH-USB is 
$145 and can be seen in Figure 53 above. 
 
 
PROTOTYPE DESIGN EXPLANATION 
 
Due to restricted funding it has been requested that our team produce a one-off version of the proposed 
tribometer design for proof-of-concept testing. It incorporates a less expensive linear motion system 
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which reuses the previous design’s timing belt and can be easily updated to the ball screw system due to 
the modular nature of the design. We have added of a belt tensioning system and flexible motor coupling 
to improve performance as well. Additionally, due to time constraints and budget, we have opted to 
mount the strain gauges in house for the prototype and recommend having this done professionally for the 
final product to achieve the necessary force resolution. All other systems will be identical to those of the 
final design as detailed in the previous Final Design Description section. Additional dimensioned 
drawings and CAD renderings of the prototype can be found in Appendix H. 
 
Linear Motion System 
 
The prototype linear motion system will consist of the previous design’s Gates PowerGrip GT2 series 
timing belt with a pitch of 5 mm and a width of 25 mm and Gates GT2 5 mm pitch pulleys with pitch 
diameters of 2.757”.  The drive pulley is driven by the same Anaheim Automation BLZ482S-160V-3500 
model DC servo motor with MDC15-120151 driver as selected for the final design. The drive pulley is 
mounted on a separate shaft that is coupled to the motor shaft through a flexible connector that prevents 
the bending moment induced on the pulley shaft due to tension in the belt from being transmitted to the 
motor, which could severely reduce motor life. We have also designed a system for applying tension to 
the timing belt by adjusting the position of the idler pulley shaft using threaded bolts.  
 
This prototype linear motion system will be capable of operating at the full range of test velocities from 1 
cm/s to 1 m/s so long as proper tension is maintained on the belt. It cannot, however, achieve the specified 
positioning precision or operate under the full range of normal loads. The precision is limited to 0.2 mm 
and for a kinetic coefficient of friction of 1.5 only 120 N of normal force can be applied at full speed.  
This should be sufficient, however to show that this tribometer design implementing a translating gantry 
with a rotating plate is capable of performing the ASTM standard tests and able to repeatably produce 
closed 2D paths. 
 
Flexible motor coupling: As described in the parameter analysis, we needed to redesign the system 
through which motion is transferred to the belt from the motor. In order to eliminate large moments from 
being applied to the internal bearings of the motor, we separated the drive pulley shaft from the motor 
shaft with a flexible coupling (Fig. 53). The flexible coupling consists of two independent hubs. One hub 
is to be rigidly fixed to each of the two sides of the separated shafts. In between the two hubs is a rubber 
spider gear. The torque from the motor is transmitted to the drive shaft through this spider gear. There is 
no rigid connection between either of the hubs or the spider gear, which means that the flexible coupling 
cannot support bending moments, and the internal bearing of the motor will be protected desired. Also, 
because the spider gear is made of a flexible rubber, it allows for a small amount of misalignment 
between the two shafts, which will aid in manufacturing. 
 
By using a flexible coupling, we eliminated the need for the motor to support bending moments. 
However, in doing so we also removed the support for the drive pulley. To support the pulley, we 
designed a simple system that uses radial bearing above and below the drive pulley to secure it to the 
chassis (Fig. 54). The bearing provides a fixed axis about which the drive shaft can spin, and they support 
the horizontal loads imposed on the pulley by the drive belt. 
 
The shaft we chose to use for the drive pulley is a ¾” outer diameter steel shaft with a keyway. We chose 
these dimensions because they will allow us to reuse the previous team’s drive pulley. We are able to do 
this even though the new motor will have a different shaft diameter because we can choose flexible 
coupling hubs to have different inner diameters. In this way, we can step down the shaft diameter without 
any complicated machining. 
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Figure 54: Redesign of linear stage drive shaft with flexible coupling 
 
 
Belt tensioner: The drive pulley of the belt drive will be mounted on a drive shaft that passes through 
pillow block ball bearing mounted to the outer sidewall of the chassis directly above and below the 
pulley. The lower end of the shaft will secure into the upper end of the flexible motor coupling, while the 
motor shaft is secured to the opposite end of the coupling. The motor itself will be mounted to the base 
plate of the chassis using bolts. The idler pulley is mounted on the stationary shaft of the belt tensioner, 
which is in turn bolted to the outside wall of the chassis wall opposite the drive pulley. Once the belt is 
mounted on the pulleys, tension is applied by rotating the bolts of the tensioner to draw the idler shaft 
away from the drive shaft until the desired 58-64 lbs is reached. This device is shown in Figure 55 below. 
 
 
 
Figure 55: Belt tensioning device 
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INITIAL FABRICATION PLAN 
 
Production of the prototype will involve the manufacturing of a number of aluminum pieces, including 
the linear stage, chassis sidewalls, motor mounts, shaft mounts and various spacers. Alterations will also 
be made to the chassis base to employ the updated rotational motion bearing system. These pieces will be 
fabricated using CNC milling in the case of the base plate and linear stage due to the complexity of the 
shapes required and the need to produce high tolerance holes for press fitting of bearings, which cannot be 
achieved by drilling and reaming due to the size of the hole diameters exceeding that of the available 
tooling. End milling on a manual mill will be employed for the motor and shaft mounts as well as the 
rectangular spacers. Holes will be drilled on the mill and reamed to tolerance where necessary. Milling 
has been selected for these processes due to its economy for low production runs. Several circular 
aluminum spacers and a steel drive shaft will be drilled and cut to length using a manual lathe and a steel 
drive shaft will be cut to length using a band saw. Water-jet cutting will also be employed to fabricate the 
plate sample holders due to their thin, re-entrant geometries and curved features, which would be difficult 
to achieve using a mill. All parts will be subsequently deburred and sharp edges removed and a number of 
holes will be threaded using a hand tap. Detailed manufacturing plans indicating the step –by-step 
process, machines and tools used, and relevant speeds and feed rates can be found in Appendix I1. 
 
Assembly will occur as parts become available due to varying lead times on purchased parts. The chassis 
walls and base will be manufactured first in order to allow for the motion systems to be mounted and 
motors secured. The force application system will be assembled separately and mounted on the gantry 
rails once complete. Special consideration will be given to the alignment of the chassis walls in order to 
attain parallel orientation of the gantry rails features have been included in the base plate and walls to a 
proper placement relative one another and the base plate to ensure that the axis of translation runs through 
the center of the rotating disk. Once one wall is in place, the gantry rails secured, and the linear stage 
mounted on the rails, the second wall will be put in place and its position adjusted, while sliding the stage 
along the rails, until the position that minimizes resistance to the motion, indicating optimal alignment, is 
found. A similar process will be followed for the alignment of bearings along the pulley drive shaft and 
rotational disk shaft. For the pulley shaft the lower bearing block will be mounted to the chassis wall and 
the shaft inserted. The upper bearing block will then be adjusted and secured once such that eth shaft 
spins freely.  The dam procedure will be followed for the rotating disk shaft with the lower bearing being 
adjusted. The final assembly steps will be to attach and tension the timing belt, mount gauges and sensors, 
and wire the circuitry for the DAQ and motor controls. Detailed step-by-step assembly plans can be found 
in Appendix I2 along with a full bill of materials in Appendix J and dimensioned drawings of individual 
parts to be manufactured in house in Appendix H.  
 
 
VALIDATION TESTS AND RESULTS 
 
Due to limitations in time and difficulties encountered with the processing unit of our prototype we were 
unable to perform full validation testing. In this section we provide the results of the tests that were 
completed as well as descriptions of the planned tests, which we recommend be carried out once the 
processor issues are resolved.  
 
Force Measurement Validation and Verification 
 
Force measurement was validated to ensure the designed system met our sponsor’s requirements. The 
normal and frictional force measurement system is comprised of 8 strain gauges mounted on the bronze 
pin sample in varying arrangements. Four gauges were mounted 90° from each other around the pin and 
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wired in two half bridge configurations to measure bending in any direction. From measured bending 
strains, friction force and ultimately a coefficient of friction can be determined. The remaining four 
gauges were mounted in one full bridge configuration to measure axial strain and ultimately normal force 
applied to the test sample. This force is required for the closed loop normal force application system as 
well as for test purposes. 
 
Two types of tests were run to validate our measurement system. First, bending was measured by 
applying a known load to the tip of the pin via hanging milk jugs. Known masses of water were added to 
the jugs and then they were hung from the pin tip and strains were measured. From equations derived in 
the Force Measurement section of Parameter Analysis, we were able to determine a measured force and 
compare this force to the actual known load. Figure 56 below shows the results from bending tests.  
 
Figure 56: Measured load from bending test is accurate to within 6% of actual applied load 
 
Varying loads were applied and data was taken for 5 seconds at 500 samples per second. Voltages were 
averaged and a corresponding load was calculated. Each test load was removed from the pin and 
reapplied twice to mitigate any initial force application differences. To account for creep seen in the strain 
gauges, initial offset voltage for the unstrained pin was recorded to increase measurement accuracy. 
Because the pin will experience friction forces in all directions, the pin was rotated in 20° increments and 
tested again to ensure accuracy in all directions. From these tests, a calibration curve was generated to 
directly convert a measured strained voltage to a friction force. The calibration curves for bending strains 
are shown in Figure 57 below. The forces determined from these curves are for on axis bending only. 
Equation 23 from the Parameter Analysis section must be used to calculate off axis bending.  
 
   
Figure 57: Principle axis bending calibration curves for black (left) and green (right) frictional force 
measurement 
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To validate the normal force measurement, a similar technique was used. The pin was oriented vertically 
to allow for axial compression when the same masses of water were hung. For this test, the masses were 
attached to a metal bar and balanced from the top of the pin to compress the pin. Varying loads were 
applied and data was taken for 5 seconds at 500 samples per second. Voltages were averaged and a 
corresponding load was calculated. Each test load was removed from the pin and reapplied twice to 
mitigate any initial force application differences. To account for creep seen in the strain gauges, initial 
offset voltage for the unstrained pin was recorded to increase measurement accuracy. From equations 
derived in section Parameter Analysis, we were able to determine a measured force and compare this 
force to the actual known load. Figures 58 and 59 below show the results from axial tests as well as a 
calibration curve for axial force measurement. 
 
 
Figure 58: Axial Force test measured load compared to actual applied load. 
 
 
Figure 59: Axial force calibration curve for applied axial loads up to 65 N 
 
From Figure 58, it can be seen that initially the measured load underestimates the applied load, but as 
time goes on and more tests are run, the measured load begins to overestimate the applied load. We were 
warned by the strain gauge manufacturer that creep will be an issue in the type of strain gauge used when 
applying gauges ourselves, but not when Micron Instruments applies gauges directly. Because of this, we 
were forced to determine the creep rate of the gauges under a given load to ensure accurate 
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measurements. To determine the creep rate, 65N of water was hung from the top of the pin and allowed to 
sit for one hour. Voltage measurements were measured at 500 samples per second, and the results plotted 
to determine a creep rate. Figure 60 below shows the results from this test. From this figure, the creep of 
the gauges was seen to be linear with a correlation coefficient of .9. With this linear approximation for 
creep rate, a time-varying offset voltage can be determined. Under a 65 N load, creep was determined to 
occur at a rate of approximately 1.2 N per minute. 
 
Figure 60: Normal Force gauges experience creep under applied axial loads in a linear fashion 
 
Further testing is required to fully determine creep rates for all test loads since creep may change 
depending on applied load. Creep tests must also be completed for the gauges which measure bending 
strain. We did not need to determine creep for these tests since we re-measured offset voltage before each 
test. Since we expect frictional forces up to 300N and axial forces up to 200N, further testing must also be 
completed to calibrate the full test envelope of expected forces. 
 
 
Vertical Force Application 
 
Our system has been designed to measure applied vertical force using the strain gauges on the pin. Once 
the strain gauges have been calibrated, they can be used to validate the accuracy of our force application 
system. However, to ensure that there is no error in the strain gauge calibration or in the feedback system 
controlling force application, the applied force should be tested independently of the system. To do this, 
we plan to use a load cell. The load cell will be placed between the ball sample and the disk sample, and 
the force application system will be run with the motion generation systems disabled (Fig 61). The 
readings from the load cell will be compared with the readings from the strain gauges and with the desired 
vertical load to validate the system. 
 
 
Figure 61: Diagram of vertical force validation 
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Friction Force Measurement 
 
Our system is designed to measure lateral friction forces between the two samples using strain gauges 
mounted on the pin. Proper calibration of the strain gauges will ensure that the lateral friction force 
measurements are accurate. To validate the calibration of the strain gauges, we will apply known lateral 
forces to the pin using a tension gauge (Fig. 62) and compare those known forces to the force calculated 
from the readings from the strain gauges. 
 
Figure 62: Diagram of friction force measurement validation 
 
Velocity of Linear Stage 
 
Validation of the velocity of the linear stage will not require any special tests. During operation, our 
system will be constantly performing linear velocity validation. This is part of our design because the DC 
servo motor driving the linear stage must be controlled with a closed loop feedback. To achieve this 
feedback, the drive shaft will be fitted with an optical encoder to constantly monitor the velocity output 
by the motor. 
 
Rotational Velocity of Disk Sample 
 
Validation of the rotational velocity of the disk sample should not require any special tests. This is 
because the motion is generated using a stepper motor. Every time a stepper motor is given a signal, it 
advances one step of known angular displacement. However, we will have to validate that the motor is 
not skipping steps. To do this, we plan to use a stroboscope or similar tachometer to independently 
validate that the rotational velocity profile of the disk sample matches the velocity profile that was input 
to the controller (Fig. 58). 
 
 
Figure 63: Diagram of rotational velocity validation 
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Position Accuracy Validation 
 
In order to produce useful and measureable wear paths, our system must be able to move the pin sample 
across the disk sample in the exact same path throughout an entire test. To validate that our system is 
achieves the precision necessary to accomplish this, we will carry out several wear tests. Lack of 
positioning precision will be indicated by drifting wear paths, as illustrated in Figure 64. 
 
 
Figure 64: Diagram of drifting wear paths that would result from poor positioning precision 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Overall we believe that our final design is of good quality and will be able to meet the sponsor’s 
requirements.  The one-off prototype developed is mechanically sound and demonstrates the feasibility of 
the proposed final design with the exception of the ball screw actuator, which we are confident will 
perform well based upon the success of our prototype gantry system which operate under similar 
principles and the calculations done to confirm the suitability of the selected Nook Industries NLK-60 
ball screw actuator. The current force application system is capable of achieving the required range of 
loads and the rotational motion system has been demonstrated to work as intended, though due to time 
constraints, additional testing is still needed to establish whether the intended maximum speed can be 
safely reached. Furthermore, the pin sample holder design is capable of holding the full requested range 
of sample sizes and to provide the proper range of deflection under the conditions encountered during 
testing to obtain usable strain gage data while remaining within the 1 degree maximum deflection limit. 
The plate/disk sample holders have also been successfully demonstrated and the mounting plate design 
provides the option of easily creating compatible custom clamps for non-standard samples.  
 
The main shortcomings of the current recommended final design as demonstrated by our prototype lie in 
the area of controls and electronics. We found during our testing that an Arduino board may not have 
enough processing power to run 2D wear path tests. Running all three motors at once with two feedback 
loops takes too much time, and the Arduino board cannot repeat the function loops fast enough to control 
the system. We believe that a large part of the problem may lie in the force feedback loop. This loop gets 
analog feedback data from a strain gauge signal amplifier. This process of reading an analog signal takes 
100 microseconds, which is a large amount of processor time in the scope of our controller. The force 
feedback loop must also perform several math functions before the data can be compared with the desired 
force to determine the system response. This feedback loop will undoubtedly interfere with motion 
controlling loops unless the Arduino board can be coded to run in true parallel processing. If that is not 
possible or sufficient, then the use of an FPGA processor will need to be investigated. An additional 
complication was that the strain gage measurements used in the force feedback system were observed to 
contain a problematic amount of noise induced by the power supply as well as drift over long testing 
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periods. The drift is highly predictable and could be accounted for in the controller programming, 
however a filter will be needed to reduce noise in the strain measurements to reach the precision and 
accuracy required for the device. This should also be improved in the final design by the use of 
professionally mounted high resolution gages, but a filter would still be recommended. 
 
Mechanically several issues arose during testing that should be addressed in future design iterations. We 
found that during testing the large DC stepper and DC servo motors became extremely hot during 
operation. In order to ensure that no damage is caused to the motor and that the tests are not affected by 
the increased temperature, we recommend that a heat sink and fan cooling system be considered. We also 
encountered the issue that the rotational system is loud when running at high speeds due to vibrations at 
the steel ball transfer-aluminum plate interface. Application of a masking tape to the bottom of the plate 
reduced this slightly. A more robust solution may be desirable if a wear resistant linear bearing material 
can be found. This may also be of benefit in reducing noise in the strain measurements. Finally, the 
current prototype has expose moving parts which we had intended to build housings for, but were unable 
to due to time constraints. We recommend that this be done as part of any further work. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Based upon the issues identified in the Discussion section above, we have compiled the following list of 
recommendations for future work.  We emphasize the fact that the current mechanical systems are 
mechanically sound and not in need of redesign. Future work would do well to focus on improvement of 
the control, processing, and electronic systems, addition of an environmental chamber and safety features, 
and implementation of a cooling system for the motors. 
 
Controls Recommendations 
 
The main issue currently facing our controls system is processing speed. The Arduino board cannot run 
all of the control code and feedback loops fast enough to drive the motors with the necessary speed or 
precision. There are three things we recommend doing to resolve this issue. 
 
First, we recommend investigating the possibility of coding the Arduino to run processes in parallel. The 
success of this method will depend a lot on whether or not the board is physically capable of running true 
parallel processing. Our current code already uses a series of interrupts for the optical encoder so that 
position feedback is performed in pseudo-parallel with the main motor driver loops. Similar code 
optimization techniques, when coupled with parallel processing, will decrease the processing time. 
 
If it is not possible to code the Arduino board to run in parallel, then we recommend looking into 
physically setting up a parallel processing system. This could be accomplished by using a separate 
Arduino board to run each motor. By delegating the motor running tasks, to other boards, the main 
control board would not need to run with such low processing speeds. The main speed issue currently is 
that the stepper motors require pulse changes every 200 microseconds. By delegating the pulse train 
generation to a separate board, the main control board could send a simple speed command to the sub=-
controller at much larger intervals, which would free up a lot of processing power. 
 
In the event that multiple Arduino boards cannot be tied together to form a parallel processing system, 
then an FPGA will need to be employed. An FPGA can be written so that physical portions of its 
processor are partitioned off to run specific tasks, so it is capable of running a true parallel system. An 
FPGA will definitely be able to run the system, but it is the least desirable option, as it is by far the most 
expensive, and coding is traditionally done in Verilog, which is not something a mechanical engineering 
undergrad can be expected to learn in one semester. 
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Strain Gauge Recommendations 
 
Force measurement was completed using 8 strain gauges purchased from Micron Instruments. Although it 
was recommended to us to have the gauges professionally mounted to achieve the accuracy in force 
measurement we needed, we decided to purchase the gauges and have them shipped to us here in Ann 
Arbor, where we would mount them ourselves. The gauges would be used as a “proof-of-concept” and if 
they could demonstrate the accuracy of a backed semiconductor gauge specified on the company’s 
website, we would recommend that the bronze pin be sent to micron instruments where the same gauge 
configuration could be mounted by a trained professional.  
Because we have been limited by both our data acquisition hardware and Arduino board, we were unable 
to accurately determine the accuracy of the gauges. We feel that the limitation at this point does not come 
from the accuracy or resolution of our strain gauges, but rather in the resolution of our DAQ. We feel this 
way because the best accuracy we were able to achieve was at the same level as our DAQ.  We 
recommend purchasing a better DAQ unit as well as a higher bit arduino board and then re-testing 
according to our testing procedure documented in our validation section.  
We also recommend using the same method of strain gauge application. We used 3 circuits to measure 
bending and axial forces independently. Two of the three circuits involved 2 backed semiconductor strain 
gauges (P/N SS-080-050-1000PB-S2) mounted in series on opposite sides of the pin, to complete half of a 
Wheatstone bridge circuit as seen in Figure X below. The other half of these bridges is completed with 
inactive resistors (R1 and R2 in Figure X), and by wiring them this way, we were able to measure bending 
of the pin in any direction independently of applied axial forces on the pin. The mounting and circuit 
diagram for these half-bridge gauges is shown below in Figure 65. 
 
Figure 65: Recommended mounting (left) and wiring (right) diagrams for half bridge strain gauges 
measuring bending strains only 
 
The Third circuit we implemented is a full-bridge measuring axial strain but not any bending strains. This 
gave us readings for axial forces regardless of any bending moment on the pin. The gauges we used, and 
recommend any future team use, is two backed half bridge strain gauges (P/N SS-080-050-1000PB-
SSGH) wired together to make a full bridge according to Figure 67 below. 
 
 
Figure 67: Recommended mounting (left) and wiring (right) diagrams for full bridge system measuring 
axial pin force only 
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These diagrams were retrieved from the National Instruments website. We have found this website to be 
extremely useful in strain gauge applications, and recommend any future team to first check this website 
to resolve any issues encountered with strain gauges. 
 
Strain Gauge Signal Conditioning Recommendations 
 
In order to accurately measure friction forces on the order of several Newtons, we must amplify the signal 
coming from the strain gauges. To do this, we used a non-inverting amplifier to amplify each half bridge 
by a known amount. Figure 68 below shows the non-inverting amplifier circuit we used in our design. 
 
Figure 68: Non-inverting operational amplifier used to boost strain gauge signals 
 
One issue which arose with amplification was that we were amplifying noise present in the signal, as well 
as the offset voltage present in the gauges. The offset voltage was a result of the strain gauges not being 
exactly equal in initial resistance, creating a difference in voltage drop over the two gauges. Once 
amplified, this offset was also amplified, and drove the signal to be clipped if amplification was too large. 
To alleviate this issue, we recommend adding a voltage divider (a simple potentiometer in parallel with 
the signal prior to the amplifier would work) to tune the offset voltage to be as close to the neutral reading 
of 2.5 V as possible. This would allow for larger amplification without clipping of the signal. 
To reduce noise in the system incurred from fluctuations in the voltage source (wall outlet), we 
recommend adding a low pass filter to the signal before the signal is amplified. We did not do this 
because the magnitude of the noise seen in the signal was smaller than the resolution of the DAQ, and 
therefore was not an issue when paired with our DAQ. Once a better DAQ and FPGA are implemented 
into the system, it will be advantageous to add a filter to reduce signal noise as well as add a 
potentiometer voltage divider to reduce initial offset voltage readings from the gauges.  
 
 
Environmental Chamber Recommendations 
 
Because an environmental chamber is needed eventually, we recommend incorporating this chamber into 
the safety design to minimize design complexity and overall cost. We recommend isolating the 
environmental chamber so that controlled temperature and humidity air is only exposed to the sample, and 
not motors or many moving parts due to the potential hazards and detrimental effects high/low 
temperature and humidity settings may have on motors or moving parts. That being said, we have 
designed the strain gauge/ pin system to be able to withstand temperatures from 0 - 150°C and  humidities 
from 0 – 100%. The gauges on the pin are temperature compensated so changes in temperature do not 
change readings. No other subsystems have been designed with temperature or humidity changes in mind, 
and we do not recommend exposing the entire system to an environmental chamber. 
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Safety Recommendations 
 
There are many moving parts in our tribometer system. Three motor shafts actively spin, and a bulky 
carriage assembly moves at speeds up to 1 m/s. Because of this, we recommend future teams to either add 
a housing for each individual moving piece, or one larger housing encompassing the entire tribometer. 
The housing should be rigid enough to withstand the forces expected if the system or sample were to 
break.  
 
Motor Overheating Recommendations 
 
As we began running our system, we noticed that both the linear motor and rotational motors became very 
hot during just a few minutes of continuous operation. Since our system is required to run tests for several 
hours (up to a full day), we recommend designing/ implementing a cooling system to ensure that 
overheating of the motors is not a problem.  A simple fan system may suffice, as heat sink fans are 
already installed on each motor. 
 
Rotational Bearing System Recommendations 
 
The current rotational bearings are insufficient for the accuracy and speeds required of our system. They 
are loud and do not maintain accurate enough position of the aluminum disk. We chose to go with these 
bearings as a temporary cost savings, as the thrust bearing we recommended cost upwards of $500 and 
did not fit our budget for the semester. We recommend future teams change the rotational bearing and 
upgrade to a sturdier but more expensive model. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Our team was asked to design and fabricate a tribometer, or wear testing device, which had the capability 
to perform not only ASTM standard linear reciprocating and in-on disk wear test, but also two-
dimensional wear path tests for the purpose of approximating actual operational conditions and 
determining the path dependence of wear and friction phenomena. A comprehensive list of customer 
requirements and corresponding engineering specifications may be found in Tables 2 and 3 on pages 17 
and 18 of this report, respectively. The most significant of these are that the device must be able to 
operate at speeds of 0.01 to 1 m/s and apply a normal load of 1to 200 N while collecting speed, force, 
temperature, humidity, and wear depth data in real time (~20 kHz sampling rate). Furthermore, in order to 
repeatably trace complex wear paths, a positioning precision of 25 micrometers is required. The device is 
intended for use within the EAST laboratory of the University of Michigan mechanical Engineering 
Department and must provide a significant savings over those available commercially. 
 
The final design proposal that we have developed to fully meet the sponsor’s requirements is documented 
in detail in the Final Design section of the previous report beginning on page 51. It achieves motion of a 
pin-type sample relative to a flat plate or disk type sample by one of several methods. For all tests the pin 
sample, consisting of a spherical sample, often a ball bearing, is mounted at the end of a vertical rod 
which is attached to the stage of a linear, sliding rod gantry and the flat sample is clamped to a flat disk 
mounting plate. Normal force is applied using a screw actuator driven by a DC stepper motor and worm 
and spur gear train as described on page 51. In the linear reciprocating test configuration, the plate sample 
is held stationary and the pin sample is driven back and forth on the gantry using a DC servo motor using 
a 25 mm lead ball screw. This system was selected due to its ability to precisely and repeatably position 
the samples and achieve the speeds required and is described on page 53. For the pin-on-disk test 
configuration, the pin sample is held stationary at a specific radius relative to the center of the lower 
mounting plate. The plate is then rotated at a constant velocity using a DC stepper motor with a spur gear 
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train with 3:1 gear ratio to step down the torque requirement of the motor. The disk is supported in the 
horizontal direction by radial bearings and in the vertical direction by a series of ball transfer units.  
Additional details are given on page 54. To achieve two dimensional wear path configurations, the two 
previously discussed configurations are run in parallel. Normal and friction force measurements are taken 
by measuring the strain induced in the bronze pin sample holder using professionally mounted strain 
gages. Temperature and humidity data monitored using an Omega RH-USB relative humidity sensor. 
Data acquisition is enabled by an NI USB 6009 DAQ system and control and feedback processing is done 
using an Arduino board, though this recommendation is subject to change pending validation of the 
ability of the board to be retrofit to handle multiple processes at once, which is necessary to run the large 
DC stepper motor controlling the rotating plate with any of the other systems. The body of the device and 
the linear stage itself are constructed of 6061 aluminum to reduce weight and provide stiffness and 
support to the mechanical systems.  
 
At the request of our sponsor and due to budgetary limitation, we have fabricated a one-off prototype 
based upon the proposed final design with several major modifications. This prototype implements a 
timing belt-drive with tensioning system and flexible motor coupling, in place of the ball screw actuator, 
to drive the linear stage.  Additionally, the professionally mounted strain gages have been replaced with 
foil gages mounted by our team. All other aspects of the device are as described for the final design. The 
total cost of the prototype is $2910. The cost to upgrade the linear actuator and strain gages from the 
current prototype is $3150.  
 
Our team was able to conduct limited validation testing due to limitations of the current Arduino 
processor which prevented us from being able to run the rotational DC stepper motor with any additional 
motors due to the demands placed on the processor to send high frequency pulses to control it. We have 
completed calibration of the strain gages and provided the calibration curves in figures 58 and 59 on page 
69. We expect improvement in the resolution of these gages once a suitable filter has been applied to the 
system to reduce noise caused by the power supply. We have also confirmed that the full range of normal 
forces requested can be met by the device.  Testing of the full range of linear and rotational speeds was 
not completed due to time constraints and validation of the ability of the prototype to repeatably trace a 
2D path was not possible due to the aforementioned processing limitations. However, the system has been 
demonstrated to be mechanically sound and we are confident that once the controller and processor 
aspects of the design can be improved, the device will operate as intended based upon the design analyses 
performed. 
 
We have provided a full critique of the final design based upon complications encountered in the 
prototype and made recommendations for changes and additions in future design iterations.  We 
recommend that the bulk of the mechanical design be left unchanged. The majority of work will involve 
the controls and processing of signals and data. To resolve the processing power limitations we have 
recommended that methods for improving the Arduino function or implementation of an FPGA processor 
be considered in future iterations. Other major areas for future work will be the implementation of a 
modular environmental chamber and implementation of additional safety features such as housings for 
moving parts. Details may be found in the Recommendations section of this report on page 73. 
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TEAM MEMBER BIOS 
 
 
Bob Chlum 
 
I grew up in Lockport, Illinois, a suburban town south of Chicago. Throughout 
my childhood and adolescence, I was always fooling about with technical sorts of 
things, starting with Lincoln Logs, Legos, and Erector Sets, and eventually 
worked my way up through bicycles, lawn mowers, and computers. It was in high 
school where my enjoyment of math and physics led me to decide that my future 
was in engineering.  
 
Within a year of starting my studies at Michigan I declared into the mechanical 
engineering program, after briefly considering aerospace and computer science. 
In between classes and studying, I play the trumpet in the marching band.  
 
Between semesters I did odd jobs for a construction company back in Chicago. 
After graduation I plan to gain some engineering industry experience before 
pursuing a master’s degree. 
 
 
 
Kelsey Hanson 
I am a senior undergraduate/1st term SGUS student in Mechanical Engineering. I don’t really have a home 
town since I haven’t lived in the same place for more than a few years since I was little. I have lived in 
Michigan most of my life, barring a few years of high school in Golden, Colorado. I grew up in a family 
dedicated to doing-it-yourself and doing it well. Much of my childhood and adolescence were spent 
helping with home improvement projects, repairing appliances, and figuring out how things worked. 
 I have always enjoyed doing hands on work and building things and I decided to pursue a career in 
engineering to put those skills to use. In addition to my course work at U of M I have had the opportunity 
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to work for the U.S. Navy characterizing explosives. My greatest interest however is in the fields of 
design and manufacturing. One of the most unique experiences I have had was as a guest student at 
CalTech where I worked with a team of students in Guatemala 
to develop equipment to support the growing honey business in 
the impoverished rural communities. 
When I am not studying I am most likely participating in some 
sort of sport or photography. I spend as much time as possible 
rock climbing, surfing, snowboarding and playing sports. I am 
eternally grateful that I have an aptitude for math and science 
since I would probably end up spending my life as a surf bum 
otherwise.  It is my ultimate goal to combine my engineering 
background with my love of sports to pursue a career in sports 
equipment design. Someday I hope to build my own company 
to produce snowboards and surfboards that are completely 
designed and manufactured in the U.S. 
 
 
Stephen Lindsay 
 
I grew up in a small town on the west side of the state called Ludington. I always liked building things 
and getting my hands dirty so it seemed interesting to me that I could make it my profession by becoming 
a mechanical engineer. My parents run a furniture store in Ludington, and seeing the stresses they have 
gone through by owning a small business has helped lead me away from following in their footsteps and 
into something completely different and new. 
I have worked for about 1.5 years in the “real world” working for Toyota as a design engineering intern in 
their Instrument Panel group as well as a Powertrain 
Controls intern this past semester. I spent the past summer 
working for the Air Force at Edwards Air Force Base in 
their Electronic Warfare Group as a test engineering 
intern. I have a big interest in aircraft (especially military 
aircraft) and I found this internship to be a great 
experience and will probably go back this summer to 
intern again. 
When not in school or working, I spend my time playing 
sports and hanging out with friends. I play indoor and 
intramural soccer, but I think my favorite sport is football. 
I also enjoy traveling and try to spend as much time 
outdoors as possible. As much as I LOVE school, I am looking forward to graduating in December and 
(hopefully) entering the real world with a job I enjoy.  
 
Ben Pascoe 
 
I’m a senior from Saline, MI, which is located just a 
stone’s throw away from Ann Arbor. Growing up so close 
to Ann Arbor, I always knew I would come to the 
University of Michigan. My interest in mechanical 
engineering began in high school as I always gravitated 
toward math and science and wanted to know how things 
worked. My dad, uncle, and grandpa are all engineers as 
well so being around them definitely contributed to my 
interest too.   
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After undergrad, I plan on getting my Master’s degree in Mechanical Engineering and graduating next 
year. I’m still keeping my options open for future jobs but I’m interested in design, sustainability, and 
making things more efficient. My only requirement is that the job’s located in a warm climate. 
 
Outside of schoolwork and engineering, I enjoy playing and watching sports, especially football and 
basketball. On the weekends you can find me at the gym or in front of the television watching the Detroit 
Lions lose yet another game. I also like to travel and I spent 2 months studying abroad in Shanghai, China 
during the summer after my 2nd year here.  
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APPENDIX A: DESIGN TOOLS 
 
 
A.1: QFD 
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A.2: Function Diagram 
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A.3: Motion Generation Pugh Chart 
 
      DC Step  DC Servo  AC Servo  Linear Motor  
Voice Coil 
Actuator  
Selection 
Criteria  
Weight 
[%] Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  
Speed range  14  1  0.14  5  0.7  1  0.14  5  0.7  5  0.7  
Torque/Force  19  4  0.76  4  0.76  4  0.76  4  0.76  5  0.95  
Positioning 
precision  24  4  0.96  4  0.96  4  0.96  5  1.2  5  1.2  
Responsiveness  14  3  0.42  5  0.7  4  0.56  5  0.7  4  0.56  
Motion Range  10  5  0.5  5  0.5  5  0.5  5  0.5  1  0.1  
Smoothness  19  1  0.19  5  0.95  4  0.76  5  0.95  4  0.76  
       Total Score     2.97  4.57  3.68  4.81  4.27  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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A.4: Motion Transmission Pugh Chart 
 
      Belt Drive  Screw  Gear Train  Cam  Linear Motor  
Selection 
Criteria  
Weight 
[%] Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  
Smooth motion  25  1  0.25  5  1.25  4  1  4  1  5  1.25  
Precise 
positioning/ 
responsiveness  15  1  0.15  4  0.6  3  0.45  3  0.45  5  0.75  
Sufficient speed  15  5  0.75  4  0.6  4  0.6  4  0.6  5  0.75  
Range of 
Motion  20  5  0.75  5  0.75  3  0.45  1  0.15  4  0.6  
Load Capacity  15  3  0.45  5  0.75  5  0.75  5  0.75  4  0.6  
Low 
Maintenance  10  3  0.3  3  0.3  3  0.3  4  0.4  5  0.5  
       Total Score     2.65  4.25  3.55  3.35  4.45  
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A.5: Force Application Pugh Chart 
      Voice Coil  
Screw 
Application  Plate Clamp  
Selection Criteria  Weight [%]  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  
Accuracy  15  5  0.75  4  0.6  3  0.45  
Reliability  18  4  0.72  3  0.54  3  0.54  
Long Lifetime  5  3  0.15  4  0.2  5  0.25  
Low Cost  15  1  0.15  3  0.45  4  0.6  
Size  10  3  0.3  4  0.4  2  0.2  
Safety  10  4  0.4  3  0.3  3  0.3  
Setup time  2  4  0.08  4  0.08  3  0.06  
Manufactuability  10  4  0.4  5  0.5  4  0.4  
Applies adequate 
range  15  5  0.75  4  0.6  5  0.75  
     Total Score     3.85  3.87  3.75  
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A.5: Force Application Pugh Chart (Continued) 
      Hanging Weight  
Spring/Lever 
Arm  
Hydraulic/ 
Pneumatic  
Selection Criteria  Weight [%]  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  
Accuracy  15  2  0.3  3  0.45  3  0.45  
Reliability  18  1  0.18  4  0.72  3  0.54  
Long Lifetime  5  5  0.25  4  0.2  4  0.2  
Low Cost  15  5  0.75  4  0.6  3  0.45  
Size  10  2  0.2  4  0.4  2  0.2  
Safety  10  2  0.2  3  0.3  2  0.2  
Setup time  2  4  0.08  2  0.04  2  0.04  
Manufacturability  10  4  0.4  3  0.3  3  0.3  
Applies adequate 
range  15  4  0.6  3  0.45  5  0.75  
     Total Score     3.16  3.66  3.18  
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A.6: Force Measurement Pugh 
      
Micron Instruments 
Gauged Pin  
Glued on strain 
gauge rosette  Load Cells  
Selection Criteria  
Weight 
[%]  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  
Accuracy  20  5  1  3  0.6  5  1  
Reliability  18  5  0.9  3  0.54  5  0.9  
Long Lifetime  5  4  0.2  4  0.2  4  0.2  
Low Cost  15  1  0.15  5  0.75  1  0.15  
Size  10  4  0.4  4  0.4  2  0.2  
Setup time  2  3  0.06  4  0.08  2  0.04  
Manufacturability  15  4  0.6  5  0.75  3  0.45  
Measures adequate 
range  15  5  0.75  4  0.6  5  0.75  
Low Maintenance  5  3  0.15  4  0.2  3  0.15  
     Total Score     4.21  4.12  3.84  
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A.7: Data/Control Pugh Chart 
  
DAQ/PC  FPGA  
Selection Criteria  Weight [%]  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  
High Cycle Speed  0.5  1  0.5  5  2.5  
Low Cost  0.3  5  1.5  1  0.3  
Ease of programming  0.2  2  0.4  1  0.2  
      Total Score  
  
2.4  
 
3  
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A.8: Plate Sample Holding Pugh Chart 
      
Individual 
Clamp  Ring Clamp  Chuck  Adhesion  
Selection Criteria  
Weight 
[%] Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score 
Reliability  20  4  0.8  4  0.8  5  1  2  0.4  
Low Cost  10  5  0.5  4  0.4  3  0.3  4  0.4  
No interference  15  4  0.6  3  0.45  5  0.75  5  0.75  
Safety  10  4  0.4  5  0.5  3  0.3  3  0.3  
Setup time  10  4  0.4  4  0.4  3  0.3  2  0.2  
Manufacturability  15  4  0.6  4  0.6  3  0.45  4  0.6  
Accommodates 
all sample sizes  20  5  1  2  0.4  5  1  5  1  
Low Maintenance  5  4  0.2  4  0.2  4  0.2  1  0.05  
      Total Score     4.5  3.75  4.3  3.7  
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A.8: Plate Sample Holding Pugh Chart (Continued) 
      
Perpendicular 
Bolts  
Radial Clamp 
w/inserts  C-Clamps  Magnetic  
Selection Criteria  
Weight 
[%] Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score 
Reliability  20  4  0.8  3  0.6  3  0.6  2  0.4  
Low Cost  10  2  0.2  4  0.4  5  0.5  3  0.3  
No interference  15  5  0.75  5  0.75  3  0.45  3  0.45  
Safety  10  3  0.3  3  0.3  3  0.3  3  0.3  
Setup time  10  3  0.3  2  0.2  4  0.4  4  0.4  
Manufacturability  15  2  0.3  3  0.45  4  0.6  5  0.75  
Accommodates 
all sample sizes  20  3  0.6  4  0.8  2  0.4  4  0.8  
Low Maintenance  5  3  0.15  4  0.2  5  0.25  3  0.15  
      Total Score     3.4  3.7  3.5  3.55  
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A.9 Pin Sample Holding Pugh Chart 
      Spring Force  Threaded Clamp  
Selection Criteria  Weight [%]  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  
Reliability  20  3  0.6  4  0.8  
Low Cost  10  3  0.3  3  0.3  
No interference  15  4  0.6  4  0.6  
Safety  10  4  0.4  4  0.4  
Setup time  10  3  0.3  5  0.5  
Manufacturability  15  4  0.6  4  0.6  
Accommodates all 
sample sizes  20  5  1  5  1  
Low Maintenance  5  4  0.2  4  0.2  
    Total Score     4.0  4.4  
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A.10: Humidification Pugh Chart 
  
Divided Air 
Mist  
Hot Plate and 
Water  
Ultrasonic 
Generation  Water Wheel  
Selection 
Criteria  
Weight 
[%]  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  
Controllable  30  5  1.5  4  1.2  4  1.2  4  1.2  
Able to Achieve 
Temperature 
and Humidity 
Range  35  4  1.4  4  1.4  3  1.05  3  1.05  
Accurate to 
within required 
test tolerances  20  3  0.6  3  0.6  3  0.6  3  0.6  
Minimize Parts  5  2  0.1  3  0.15  2  0.1  4  0.2  
Low 
Maintenance  10  3  0.3  4  0.4  4  0.4  4  0.4  
      
Total Score  
 
3.9  3.75  3.35  3.45  
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A.11: Dehumidification Pugh Chart 
      
Divided Air 
Mist  Salt Bath  
Condensation 
Plate  Desiccant  Nitrogen  
Selection Criteria  
Weight 
[%] Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score 
Controllable  30  5  1.5  1  0.3  5  1.5  3  0.9  3  0.9  
Able to Achieve 
Temperature and 
Humidity Range  35  4  1.4  2  0.7  4  1.4  3  1.05  5  1.75  
Accurate to 
within required 
test tolerances  20  3  0.6  2  0.4  3  0.6  3  0.6  4  0.8  
Minimize Parts  5  2  0.1  5  0.25  5  0.25  5  0.25  3  0.15  
Low Maintenance  10  3  0.3  5  0.5  4  0.4  4  0.4  3  0.3  
       Total Score     3.9  2.15  4.15  3.2  3.9  
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A.12: Heating Pugh Chart 
  
Resistive Heating Hot Plate 
Selection Criteria  
Weight 
[%]  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  
Controllable 30 5 1.5 5 1.5 
Able to Achieve Heating 
Temp 35 5 1.75 4 1.4 
Accurate to within required 
test tolerances 20 5 1 4 0.8 
Minimize Parts 5 4 0.2 3 0.15 
Low Maintenance 10 4 0.4 4 0.4 
      Total Score 
  
4.85  
 
4.25  
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A.13 Cooling Pugh Chart 
      
Refrigeration 
Cycle  
Compressed 
air expansion  Ice Block  
Evaporative 
Cooling  
Selection Criteria  
Weight 
[%] Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score Grade Score 
Controllable  30  5  1.5  3  0.9  3  0.9  4  1.2  
Able to Cool to 
Desired Temp  35  5  1.75  4  1.4  3  1.05  3  1.05  
Accurate to within 
required test 
tolerances  20  5  1  3  0.6  3  0.6  3  0.6  
Minimize Parts  5  3  0.15  3  0.15  5  0.25  4  0.2  
Low Maintenance  10  4  0.4  3  0.3  4  0.4  4  0.4  
      
Total Score     4.8  3.35  3.2  3.45  
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A.14: Full Tribometer Concept Pugh Chart 
      
Low Cost 
Retro Fit  Polar Pin  Alpha Design X-Y Axes  
Screw 
Application  
Selection Criteria  
Weight 
[%] Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  Grade  Score  
Motion:                       
Smooth motion 9 1 0.09 3 0.27 5 0.45 5 0.45 4 0.36 
Precise positioning 10 1 0.1 3 0.3 5 0.5 5 0.5 4 0.4 
Sufficient speed 8 4 0.32 2 0.16 5 0.4 4 0.32 4 0.32 
Load capacity 7 3 0.21 3 0.21 5 0.35 3 0.21 5 0.35 
Force 
           Accuracy of measurement 10 2 0.2 3 0.3 5 0.5 5 0.5 5 0.5 
Accuracy of application 5 2 0.1 4 0.2 5 0.25 5 0.25 2 0.1 
Range of force 9 3 0.27 5 0.45 3 0.27 2 0.18 5 0.45 
Overall: 
           Low maintenance 5 5 0.25 3 0.15 4 0.2 3 0.15 2 0.1 
Low cost 4 5 0.2 1 0.04 1 0.04 1 0.04 3 0.12 
Reliability 6 2 0.12 2 0.12 4 0.24 4 0.24 2 0.12 
Longevity 5 2 0.1 2 0.1 4 0.2 3 0.15 3 0.15 
Manufacturability 8 5 0.4 1 0.08 5 0.4 2 0.16 1 0.08 
Set-up time 2 5 0.1 4 0.08 2 0.04 2 0.04 3 0.06 
Safety 9 3 0.27 2 0.18 3 0.27 2 0.18 2 0.18 
Size 3 5 0.15 3 0.09 2 0.06 1 0.03 1 0.03 
Total Score     2.88  2.73  4.17  3.4  3.32  
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APPENDIX B: DESCRIPTION OF ENGINEERING CHANGES 
 
1. What has changed? Instead of using the purchased linear bearing for the pin to travel through 
we will now be manufacturing our own sleeve bearing to serve the same function. There was too 
much play in the purchased bearing that allowed the pin to deviate more than 1° from vertical. 
The new design keeps the pin alignment within the engineering specifications. 
 
What is impacted? The normal force application system will be improved and the lateral force 
measuring will be improved as well since there is more rigidity in the system now. The pin will 
still be able to translate vertically but there will be more friction than using the purchased bearing. 
This will not significantly affect the system, however.  
 
Who made the change? Steve Lindsay 
 
Who authorized the change? Gordon Krauss 
 
 
2. What has changed? Limit switches will be added to the linear motion system. They will be 
mounted on the chassis side wall and will cut power from to the motor when tripped to stop the 
system if there is any malfunction in the programming or operation of the DC servo motor. 
Bumps will be added onto the belt to trip the switch at a specific location. 
 
What is impacted? The linear system will be safer with the limit switches. They will also 
prevent damage to the chassis if there are any malfunctions. 
 
Who made the change? Bob Chlum 
 
Who authorized the change? Gordon Krauss 
 
 
3. What has changed? A bearing has been placed on the belt tensioner to constrain the vertical 
motion of the pulley. This will keep the belt system aligned and will allow for smooth motion of 
the idler pulley. 
 
What is impacted? The linear system will be improved again and the belt will be constrained to 
one operating location which is desired. 
 
Who made the change? Ben Pascoe 
 
Who authorized the change? Gordon Krauss 
 
 
4. What has changed? We will now be using 6 ball transfer units instead of the 3 that were initially 
in the design. The reason for the change was that the manufacturer shipped more than were 
ordered. 
 
What is impacted? The rotational motion system will be more stable with 6 units instead of 3. 
This will also expand the maximum radius that the force can be applied at which benefits the 
entire system 
 
Who made the change? Kelsey Hanson 
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Who authorized the change? Gordon Krauss 
 
 
5. What has changed? We will be adding a motor mounting block to the rotational system. The 
block will be mounted under the base plate and secured to the top of the motor. This block with 
keep the motor more stable and ensure that the shaft is perpendicular to the base plate. 
 
What is impacted? The rotational motion system will be improved because the motor will be 
more stable. There will be less chance of failure of the system and more consistency in the 
motion. 
 
Who made the change? Ben Pascoe 
 
Who authorized the change? Gordon Krauss 
 
 
6. What has changed? We will be water jet cutting a hex socket instead of using the purchased hex 
socket from the design. The purchased hex socket did not allow for the travel distance we thought 
it would need. Also there was more play in the socket than was expected. The water jet hex 
socket gives us adequate travel distance and more constraint on the bolt. 
 
What is impacted? The normal force application system is improved with this piece. The bolt 
will be constrained from rotating and will be able to travel the necessary distance. 
 
Who made the change? Steve Lindsay 
 
Who authorized the change? Gordon Krauss 
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APPENDIX C: DESIGN ANALYSIS ASSIGNMENT 
 
Chassis Material Selection 
 
 
Figure C1: Full Chassis with aluminum side walls and rib supports 
 
These sides are used to support the linear rails that the pin-gantry system is mounted to. These sides also 
support the motor, belt drive, and idler that are used to create the required linear motion. The sides must 
be able to withstand the cyclic forces that will be applied because of the force application performed by 
the pin-gantry system and the reciprocating motion. The sides must also be as light weight as possible so 
that the device is portable. These pieces also have many holes and slots that require the selected material 
to be machinable to high tolerances. These parts must also have a high stiffness and low cost. Finally, the 
sides must be able to withstand temperatures up to 150°C and high humidity. The first step that was taken 
to find the optimal material was to create a material indice. This is a process by which we create a 
parameter that consists of material properties that we want to maximize. In this case, we can start by using 
a parameter that is used to find the ratio of stiffness of a material to the density and cost of a material. The 
indice used is shown in the equation below where E is the Young’s modulus, Cm is the cost of the 
material, and ρ is the density of the material.  
𝑀𝑀 =  𝐸𝐸 .5
𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝜌𝜌
       Eq. C1 
By plotting this indice’s denominator versus its numerator for several materials, we can determine how 
different materials compare to each other based on this parameter. The following figure shows a 
logarithmic graph of wide range of materials plotted against each other. The materials in the upper left 
corner of the graph are rated the highest on this parameter, while the materials in the lower right corner 
are the materials that rate the lowest.  
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Figure C2: Comparison of Various Materials based on Material Indice 
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Figure C3: Comparison of Materials that can withstand the Expected Conditions Based on Material 
Index 
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From this process we can select five materials that have met the requirements that we have specified so 
far. These materials are Aluminum 6061, Copper-Cadmium, Alumina 85, Lead, and Concrete. We can 
then further analyze these materials based on some of the material properties already discussed as well as 
others. Significant properties are listed for these materials in Table C1. 
 
Table C1: Comparison of Selected Materials 
 
Properties  Concrete  Cu-Cd  Alum 6061  Lead  Alumina 85  
Yield 
Strength 
(KSI)  
.0145  49.3  28  .87  24.8  
Young’s 
Modulus 
(MPSI)  
.087  48.3  9.86  1.89  35.4  
Fatigue 
Strength at 
10^7 Cycles 
(KSI in1/2)  
.0218  32.6  30  .725  21.1  
Price ($/lb)  .0188  1.45  .713  .438  .752  
Density 
(lb/in3)  
.0325  .323  .0965  .409  .125  
Notes  Low Wear 
Resistance  
Not resistant 
to Acids  
Used for 
Heavy Duty 
Structures  
Poisonous  Only 
Machined by 
Water Jets  
 
Using the information in Table C1, we decided that aluminum 6061-T4 is the best material to make the 
sides out of. This material maximizes stiffness to cost and density. It also has high fatigue strength and 
Young’s modulus, while being able to withstand the expected conditions. Concrete was eliminated 
because of its low fatigue strength and its susceptibility to wear. Copper-cadmium was eliminated due to 
its not being able to withstand acids which may be used as lubricants and its high price. Lead was 
eliminated because it is poisonous to humans. Alumina was eliminated because it cannot be machined 
with mills as would be required for us to machine. 
 
Chassis Sides Mass Production  
Due to the small demand for tribometers, we expect that only 100 of these devices would be sold if the 
device was made commercially available. This means that only 200 sides would be made in mass 
production. Due to a low amount of parts being made and the requirement for high tolerances, mass 
production of the sides would most likely be done on a CNC Mill. According to CES[16], aluminum 6061 
can be easily machined on a mill. The process by which this would be done can be found in Appendix I. 
All required machining could be performed on this CNC Mill and would only require that the part be 
mounted in the mill twice. Once a program is written to do the machining, this part will require limited 
attention by an employee. For this reason, and the fact that most companies already own a CNC Mill, we 
believe this is the best option for mass producing this part. 
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Pin Shaft Material Selection 
 
This section will discuss, in detail, how the material was selected for the pin shaft of the pin gantry 
system. The shaft is pictured in the figure below. 
 
Figure C4: Pin Shaft 
The pin shaft of the tribometer performs multiple functions and is one of the most important parts of the 
design. The primary purpose of the shaft is to transmit a constant normal force between the ball at the tip 
of the shaft and the disk. It must also withstand the forces seen due to friction without deflecting more 
than 1° from vertical. The highest normal load that the shaft must be able to achieve is 200N, and the 
highest coefficient of friction applied is specified to be 1.5. Therefore, the shaft must be sufficiently 
strong to withstand these maximum specified loads. However, the pin shaft is also used to measure the 
forces by using strain gauges attached directly to the surface. Because strain gauges measure the forces by 
displacements on the surface, the shaft must be flexible enough to allow the measurement of very low 
normal and frictional loads. The tip of the shaft will also be exposed to the extreme environmental 
conditions of the environmental control box, so it must also be able to withstand temperatures from 0° - 
150° C and 100% RH. 
 
 Appropriate material indices were derived by first determining which objectives and constraints were 
driving the design of the pin shaft. The shaft is subjected to both compressive and bending forces, 
however, the stresses due to bending are much greater than those seen from compression, so the pin was 
assumed to function as a beam. It was also assumed to have a circular cross-section because circular 
shafts can be evaluated quite easily and are commonly manufactured and sold in nearly all materials.  
 
The objective was to minimize the weight of the beam because a light-weight pin gantry system will be 
less difficult to move in a linear reciprocating test. Two constraints were looked at – strength prescribed 
and stiffness prescribed. The pin beam must never plastically deform as this would ruin the alignment, 
force application, and force measurement aspects of the design. Therefore, a material index for a beam 
with minimum weight and strength prescribed, as given in Ashby’s Materials Basics is: 
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𝑀𝑀 =  𝜎𝜎𝑌𝑌23
𝜌𝜌
       Eq. C2 
Where σy is the yield stress and ρ is the material density. This index should be maximized to give the 
strongest, lightest beam possible. By plotting the numerator vs the denominator with CES, we are able to 
observe how different materials compare to each other with respect to strength and density. A plot of the 
graph is shown below. 
 
 
FIGURE C5: GRAPH COMPARING MATERIAL INDEX 
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corrosion resistance, and stiffness. A graph showing a reduced sample of suitable materials is shown 
below. 
 
 
Figure C6: Comparison of suitable materials 
 
 
After identifying which materials would be strong enough for the pin shaft, we then looked at the stiffness 
requirement. We did not want a beam that was too stiff and would not deflect enough, but it had to be stiff 
enough to achieve the specification of not deflecting more than 1° from vertical. By taking a safety factor 
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of 2 into account, we determined the minimum value of Young’s Modulus, E, that would allow the pin to 
deflect no more than 0.5° from vertical at the highest normal and frictional loads. The materials that had 
been previously identified for their high strength to weight ratios were then examined for their stiffness 
properties. A strong material with a Young’s Modulus that was as low as possible without deflecting too 
much was desired. The top five materials identified using the CES software are displayed below. 
 
Table C2: Comparison of top 5 materials for pin 
Properties  Bronze Alloy 
544  
Manganese 
Bronze, 
C86500  
Aluminum 
Bronze E, 
forged  
Naval Brass  Silicon 
Bronze 
CuSi3Mn1  
Yield 
Strength 
(KSI)  
60  24.9  36.3  10.2  65.3  
Young’s 
Modulus 
(MPSI)  
15  14.9  16.7  13.8  14.8  
Fatigue 
Strength at 
10^7 Cycles 
(KSI in1/2)  
34.5  21.8  35.1  18.9  33.4  
Price ($/lb)  1.62  1.04  1.57  1.15  1.43  
Density 
(lb/in3)  
.321  .299  .275  .292  .308  
Notes  Easily 
machinable.  
Parts in 
contact w/ salt 
and fresh 
water  
Used in 
marine shafts  
Sand cast  Hard 
(wrought)  
 
The final choice for the pin shaft was Bronze Alloy 544. It was chosen because it was strong enough to 
withstand the highest loads seen in our application, while also deflecting enough to allow the 
measurement of very low loads. It is also corrosion resistant and able to function in the temperature 
ranges that it will be exposed to in our device. What sets it apart from the other materials in the table is 
that it is readily available, and highly machinable. It is a little more expensive than the other materials, but 
less than 0.5 lbs of the material is required for the shaft in our design. 
 
Pin Shaft Mass Production  
Due to the small demand for tribometers, we expect that only 100 of these devices would be sold if the 
device was made commercially available. This means that only 100 pin shafts would be made in mass 
production. Due to the low amount of parts being made and the requirement for high tolerances, mass 
production of the shafts would most likely be done on a lathe and CNC Mill.   
 
According to both the CES[16] software and the supplier’s website [15], bronze 544 can be easily 
machined. The process by which this would be done can be found in Appendix I. The machining to be 
performed on the lathe would be performed first, and then the part would be finished on a CNC Mill, in a 
rotational chuck. Once a program is written to do the machining, this part will require limited attention by 
an employee. For this reason, and the fact that most companies already own lathes and CNC Mills, we 
believe this is the best option for mass producing this part. 
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Environmental Performance 
 
To analyze the environmental impact of the selected materials we used a program called SimaPro. This 
program allows you to select materials, put in the weight of those materials, and it gives you the ways that 
those materials impact the environment and how much of an impact they have.  
 
The first thing we did was to see how much air emissions, water emissions, raw materials, and solid waste 
would be created by each part. A graph logarithmic graph showing this can be found below. This graph 
indicates that the aluminum sides create a lot of damage to the environment, most significantly in raw 
materials. Most of the mass in the raw materials section is the water that is used in making the materials.  
 
 
We then graphed E199 impact categories. This graph shows how the two materials compare in these 
categories. The material with the most impact is shown as 100% and the other material is shown in 
percentage of the one with the most impact. This graph shows that again the aluminum sides will make 
more of an environmental impact than the bronze shaft. This is true in every category except for minerals. 
This graph is shown on the next page.  
 
We also create a graph that shows the normalized “meta-categories.” These categories include the impact 
on human health, the ecosystem, and resources. The categories are plotted versus the percentage of 
damaged caused by an average European in one year. This graph, on Pg. 103 shows that the resources 
used to make both parts are more significant than the damage caused to human health or ecosystem 
quality and even this impact is significantly less than 1%.  
 
Lastly, we made a chart showing how each material scores in total E199 points. This chart is shown on 
Page 104 and indicates that the bronze shaft has more of an environmental impact due to its use of 
resources.  
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After considering all the things, we can still consider what will happen to the device over its life cycle. 
For both of these products, a long life time is expected, with the shaft having a lesser life time. This is 
because it will see large cyclic loading and eventually break. When this happens, the shaft will need to be 
replaced, but the old shaft can be melted down and recycled. The same can be done with the aluminum 
sides when the tribometer will no longer be used. Because the shaft will most likely need to be replaced 
several times over the lifetime of a tribometer, we have determined it will have more of an environmental 
impact; however, overall, neither material will make a significant impact to the environment because very 
few tribometers are expected to be built. 
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APPENDIX D: MOTOR CONTROL CODE 
 
CONTROLLER LOGIC 
 
This section will explain the mechanisms and logic used to control the motion and force generation of our 
tribometer. 
 
Running the Stepper Motors 
 
A stepper motor is driven by rapidly changing the polarity of the steps within the motor. Both of the 
stepper motors we used were supplied with drivers that expect digital pulse input to dictate the rate of step 
polarity change. That means that in order to make the motor advance one step, the pulse input on the 
driver must receive one rising edge (0 to 5 V change) followed by one falling edge (5 V to 0 change). The 
speed of the motor is determined by rapidly this digital input changes.  
 
In addition to pulse commands, the stepper motor drivers expect two other digital control inputs: direction 
and enable. “Direction” simply controls which way the motor rotates. A digital “HIGH” value will cause 
rotation in one direction while a digital “LOW” value will cause rotation in the other direction. “Enable” 
controls whether or not the motor will accept inputs. If the motor is not given an “Enable” command, it 
should not spin. It should be noted, however, that the proper “Enable” command is not always the digital 
“HIGH” state. It will depend on whether or not the input signals are set up to source current or to sink 
current. The wiring diagrams supplied with each driver will specify how to set up both sinking and 
sourcing configurations. Caution should be exercised if the motor is wired such that it is enabled with a 
digital “LOW” input. 
 
A simple code to drive one of our stepper motors with an Arduino board is shown in Figure D1. This code 
also contains logic to reverse the direction of motion after 800 steps. This corresponds to two revolutions, 
as we had our 200 steps/rev motors driven by ½ step microstepping. 
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Figure D1: Basic stepper motor control code 
 
The main problem with the code in Figure D1 above is that it uses “delay” commands. These become 
very problematic in larger programs, as delays cause the processor to do nothing during the specified time 
of the delay. In order to execute code that can do more than drive one open-loop stepper motor, the 
processor will need to be able to execute other operations during the pause between pulse changes. The 
code in Figure D2 below drives a stepper motor with exactly the same motion as Figure X above, but 
without use of any “delay” commands. 
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Figure D2: Stepper control without delay commands 
 
Another challenge in controlling stepper motors is that they cannot snap to desired speeds. The motor 
needs to be able to physically advance to the desired step before the next pulse change occurs, otherwise 
the motor may stall. If a motor is connected to a system with too much friction or inertia, the time it takes 
to accelerate will be slower, and so the motor will need to be “ramped up” to the desired speed so that 
pulse changes do not out-accelerate the motor rotor. Figure D3 below provides coding which gradually 
ramps of the speed of a stepper motor. This code was successfully implements on our disk-sample-driving 
motor while it was attached to its gear train and the disk. 
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Figure D3: Stepper motor ramp program 
 
A disadvantage of all of the code that has been presented thus far is that it executes as soon as it is 
finished compiling on the Arduino board. Figure D4 below shows a way to run the ramp program from 
Figure D3 above only when a specific command is entered into a connected laptop. 
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Figure D4: Stepper ramp program with serial user input 
 
 
Normal Force Motor with Feedback 
 
The code shown in Figure D5 below is the logic developed to provide feedback control for the normal 
force applied to the pin. This code is quite crude due to the high levels of noise we were getting from the 
strain gauges. Before this code can be tuned, the strain gauges measuring the pin compression (or, more 
accurately, the Op Amps processing the signal from said strain gauges) must be fine tuned to produce 
steady and readable outputs. Additionally, there should to be a way to average the inputs from the strain 
gauges to condition out noise, where this code only takes random samples at 100 millisecond intervals. 
However, this code does work, if roughly.  
 
It should be noted that the normal force calculation and feedback logic can severely hinder the 
performance of the Arduino board.. The “analogRead()” command takes about 100 microseconds to 
execute, which is a huge amount of time in the scope stepper motor control. This doesn’t cause a huge 
problem in the code in Figure D5, but when the Arduino needs to control multiple motors, this time loss 
will cause large problems. 
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Figure D5: Normal force motor feedback control 
 
Running the DC Motor 
 
Similar to the stepper motors, the DC motor was supplied with a driver that powers the motor based on 
simplified inputs. There are four main inputs to be concerned with for control programming: speed, 
direction, freewheel, and enable (marked “run-stop” on the driver). 
 
The driver expects the speed input to come in the form of a 10 kilo-Ohm potentiometer connected to three 
“Pot” pins. We planned send speed inputs to the driver using a pulse-width modulated (PWM) output pin 
on the Arduino board, along with an optical isolator and a low-pass filter, as shown in the schematic in 
Figure D6. However, we had trouble getting the isolator to work properly, so we conducted the bulk of 
our testing by plugging a physical 10K potentiometer into the driver “Pot” pins. 
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Figure D6: Schematic diagram of opto-isolator circuit to join controller PWM to driver “Pot” 
 
The direction input works the same as it did on the stepper motor driver. A digital “HIGH” value causes 
the motor to rotate counter-clockwise and a digital “LOW” value causes the motor to rotate clockwise. 
 
The freewheel input provides for the ability for the motor to coast. When a digital “HIGH” value is 
passed to this input, the motor will no longer accept speed input and will coast. The driver documentation 
warns that it is bad to change the direction variable during motor operation. This is because at high 
speeds, the inertia of the motor is large enough that the resulting back-EMF sudden direction changes 
could damage the circuitry of the driver. To account for this issue, we used the freewheel option 
extensively to bring the motor to a low speed before switching the direction. 
 
The enable (run-stop) input works the same as it did on the stepper motor drivers. The driver will run the 
motor when passed a digital “HIGH” value, and it will stop the motor when passed a digital “LOW” 
value. It should be noted that changing the enable state to “LOW” during operation does not produce the 
same result as using the freewheel function. Changing the enable state to low will cause the motor to stop 
very rapidly. When operating at high speeds, the freewheel function should be used to bleed off speed 
before the enable state is changed to “LOW”. 
 
Figure D7 below shows the code we used to verify the functionality of the DC motor and driver. It 
contains a serial switch case which allows the user to specify several different options. The user can 
choose to run the motor at constant speed, coast and then stop the motor, and change the direction of 
rotation of the motor. 
 
6N137 
PWM output Pot + 
Pot w 
Pot - R1 
R2 
C1 
Low-pass 
R1 – Matched to 6N137 LED 
R2 – 10 K-Ohms 
C1 – 0.1 μF 
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Figure D7: Code for testing the DC motor (without speed control) 
 
Reading the Optical Encoder 
 
In order to have position control over a DC motor, we need to have a position feedback mechanism. We 
implemented a 1000 ppr (pulses per revolution) two channel optical encoder to provide this feedback. The 
code we used to read the encoder can be seen in Figure D8 below. The code is based on interrupts. By 
using interrupts, the code to calculate and update position only runs when the input from one of the 
encoder changes. This increases the processing efficiency of the board, because the encoder functions stay 
hidden except for when the encoder signals actually change. The code in Figure D8 was provided for us 
by Professor Brent Gillespie. We tested this code by running the DC motor for a specific number of 
revolutions and then calling for the encoder position through the serial monitor. This test produced no 
discernable errors in the encoder measurement. 
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Figure D8: Code to read the optical encoder 
 
Running a Linear-Reciprocating Pattern with the DC Motor 
 
After successfully implementing code to run the DC motor and to read the optical encoder, we then 
combined the two to create a code that could run a repeating pattern upon to form the basis of a linear 
reciprocating test. This code can be seen in Figures X and X below. 
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Figure D9: Linear reciprocating motion code, Part 1 of 2 (cont’d ) 
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Figure D10: Linear reciprocating motion code, Part 2 of 2 
 
Generating 2D Paths 
 
We attempted to combine the control coding for all three motors to try to generate two-dimensional wear 
paths, but the Arduino board could not execute the code fast enough. The time required for all of the 
individual tasks was greater than the time delay between pulse changes for the stepper motors, and as a 
result the stepper motors could not spin at the desired speeds. During our test, the disk sample motor 
stalled completely, as the timing problems severely threw off the ramp program. As a reference, the 
combined code that we attempted to execute is included here as Figure X. 
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Figure D11: Code attempting to generate 2D paths, Part 1 of 3 (cont’d ) 
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Figure D12: Code attempting to generate 2D paths, Part 2 of 3 (cont’d ) 
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Figure D13: Code attempting to generate 2D paths, Part 3 of 3 
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APPENDIX E: MICRON INSTRUMENTS DESIGN FOR FORCE MEASUREMENT 
 
This appendix describes the force measurement system that could be built by Micron Instruments to 
improve the accuracy of the tribometer.  
This system will use semi conductor bar gages and will be arranged similarly to the system described in 
the report. These strain gages would be arranged in a tee rosette and wired in both a half bridge and full 
bridge to amplify the signal and to compensate for temperature. We have selected a bar gage unit (part# 
SS-060-033-1000P) which will meet the requirements. This unit is pictured in Figure E.1, below. For the 
unit selected the dimension for X is .06”, for Y is .033”, and for Z is .008”. 
 
 
Figure E1: Micron Instruments Bar Gauge 
The strain gages will need to be placed and bonded to the outside of the shaft and wired in the correct 
bridges by Micron Instruments. This should be done by Micron Instruments because of the accuracy 
required and the size of the gages that we have selected. It has been advised that the gages be bonded on , 
placed in the Wheatstone bridges and balanced by someone with experience, to achieve the accuracy 
required. It has been determined that the money needed to have Micron Instruments perform these tasks is 
well worth the price. A cost break down given to us by Micron can be found in on the next page.  
 
This price also shows a silicone covering for the strain gages. This covering will help to eliminate damage 
from contact to the strain gages. It will also stop condensation and oils from handing from changing the 
resistance of the strain gages. Lastly, this covering will help to keep thermal gradients from changing the 
resistance of the strain gages from the lights. (Herb Chelner) This price also includes putting the wires on 
that we will use to read the output from the bridges and apply the excitation voltage.  
 
If this strain gage system is used in an ensuing project, Herb Chelner at Micron Instruments should be 
contacted. He is the President at Micron Instruments and has been very helpful in suggesting this design. 
He is also the one who created the quote listed. His contact information is as follows: phone: 805-522-
1468 email: hchelner@microninstruments.com. It should be noted that this process would require a detail 
drawing be made of the system and that when the shaft is delivered to Micron Instruments it will take an 
estimated three weeks for them to return a finished product. 
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Figure E2: Cost Quote from Micron Instruments 
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APPENDIX F: STRAIN GAUGE BONDING PROCEDURE 
 
The following procedure for mounting strain gauges will be used to mount any strain gauge used in our 
design: 
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APPENDIX G: PARAMETER VALIDATION SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
 
Figure G.1: Gates Design Pro Flex belt selection criteria and results 
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Figure G.2: Nook Industries Ball Screw Specifications
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Figure G.3: Nook Industries ELK 60 Linear Actuator 
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Figure G.3: Nook Industries ELK 60 Linear Actuator (Cont.) 
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Figure G.4: Previous Year’s Motor Curves 
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APPENDIX H: MANUFACTURING DRAWINGS AND PROCEDURE 
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APPENDIX I: FABRICATION DETAILS 
 
I.1 Manufacturing Plan 
 
Part ID C1 - Idler Side Wall QTY: 1 
  Material 6061 T4 Aluminum 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 Cut to size (rough) Band saw 
 
high 
 2 Clamp to mill Mill 
  
clamp 
3 Mill Edges to final dimensions Mill .5" edge mill 800 rpm 
 4 zero Mill edge finder 500 rpm 
 5 Mill slots Mill 3/8" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 6 Mill thru slots Mill 3/4" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 7 drill rail holes Mill 39/64" drill 1000 rpm 
 8 ream rail holes Mill 5/8" ream rpm 
 9 drill bolt holes Mill D drill 1000 rpm 
 10 ream holes Mill 1/4" ream rpm 
 
      Part ID Wall Ribs QTY: 4 
  Material 6061 T4 Aluminum 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 Rough cut band saw band saw High 
 2 Secure in mill mill 
  
clamp 
3 Zero mill edge finder  500 rpm 
 4 Mill edges mill 1/2" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 
      Part ID: C3 - Base Plate Qty 1 
  Material: 6061-T4 Aluminum 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 Secure in mill CNC mill 
  
clamp 
2 Zero CNC mill 
  
(modifying 
3 Cut bearing mount CNC mill 1/2" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm existing 
4 Drill ball transfer holes (3) CNC mill ISO 6.75 mm drill 1000 rpm part) 
5 Drill motor mount holes CNC mill T drill 1000 rpm 
 6 Tap b.t. holes by hand M8x1.25 tap 
  
      Part ID: C4 - Motor Connector Qty 1 
  Material: 6061-T4 Aluminum 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 Cut stock to length band saw 
 
high 
 2 secure in mill mill 
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3 Plane faces mill 1/2" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 4 Zero 
    5 Drill holes mill  ISO 8.9 drill 
  6 Ream holes mill ISO 9 mm ream 
  
      Part ID: G1 Linear Stage Qty 1 
  Material: 6061-T4 Aluminum 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 Rough cut band saw band saw high 
 2 secure in mill cnc mill 
   3 Mill top faces CNC mill 0.5" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 4 rotate and secure cnc mill 
   5 Mill bottom faces CNC mill 0.5" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 6 rotate and secure cnc mill 
   7 Mill front faces CNC mill 0.5" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 8 rotate and secure cnc mill 
   9 Mill back faces CNC mill 0.5" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 10 rotate and secure cnc mill 
   11 Mill left faces CNC mill 0.5" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 12 rotate and secure cnc mill 
   13 mill right faces CNC mill 0.5" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 
 
Back side features 
    14 secure in mill CNC mill 
   15 Mill stepped hole CNC mill 1/4" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 16 drill screw holes(6) CNC mill 1/4" drill 1000 rpm 
 
 
front side features 
    17 secure in mill CNC mill 
   18 Mill stepped hole CNC mill 1/4" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 19 drill screw holes (4) CNC mill 1/4" drill 1000 rpm 
 
 
right side features 
    20 drill screw holes (2) CNC mill 1/4" drill 1000 rpm 
 
 
top side features 
    21 mill slot CNC mill 1/4" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 
 
bottom side features 
    22 mill slot CNC mill 1/4" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 23 tap holes (10) by hand 1/4-20 tap 
  
      Part ID: G4 Motor Mount Qty 1 
  Material: 6061-T4 Aluminum 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 rough cut band saw band saw high begin with  
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2 secure in mill mill 
  
L shaped 
3 cut edges mill 1/2" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm stock 
3 drill holes (4) mill ANSI 40 drill 1000 rpm 
 4 rotate and secure  mill 
   5 drill holes (4) mill 1/4" drill 1000 rpm 
 6 Countersink holes mill ANSI 62 mill 1000 rpm 
 
      Part ID: G5 Screw End Cap Qty 1 
  Material: 6061-T4 Aluminum 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 mount in lathe lathe 
  
begin with  
2 cut to diameter lathe  cutter 
 
1.25" stock 
3 drill center hole lathe 3/8" drill 1000 rpm 
 4 cut to length lathe  cutter 1000 rpm 
 5 tap by hand 3/8" -20 
  
      Part ID: G6 Damper End Cap Qty 1 
  Material: 6061-T4 Aluminum 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 mount in lathe lathe 
  
begin with 
2 cut to diameter lathe  cutter 
 
1.25" stock 
3 drill center hole lathe 3/8" drill 1000 rpm 
 4 cut to length lathe  cutter 1000 rpm 
 5 tap by hand 3/8" -20 
  
      Part ID: R1 Fork Clamp Qty 4 
  Material: 6061-T4 Aluminum 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 rough cut  band saw band saw 
  2 cut profile waterjet abrasive water jet 
 3 sand/file hand file 
  
      Part ID: R2 Rotational shaft Qty 1 
  Material: Alloy steel 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
1 cut  band saw band saw low 3/4" drive 
2 file ends hand file 
 
 shaft stock 
      Part ID: L1 top Idler mount Qty 1 
  Material: 6061-T4 Aluminum 
    Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed Notes 
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1 rough cut band saw band saw high 
 2 secure in mill mill 
   3 cut edges mill 1/2" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 4 cut slit mill 1/2" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 5 rotate and secure mill 
   6 drill holes (4) mill 1/4" drill 1000 rpm 
 7 tap holes (4) by hand 1/4"-20 tap 
  
      Part ID: L2 bottom Idler mount Qty 1 
  Material: 6061-T4 Aluminum 
   
Notes 
Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed 
 1 rough cut band saw band saw high 
 2 secure in mill mill 
   3 cut edges mill 1/2" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 4 cut slit mill 1/2" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 5 rotate and secure mill 
   6 drill holes (4) mill 1/4" drill 1000 rpm 
 7 tap holes (4) by hand 1/4"-20 tap 
  Part ID: L3 Top Gap Spacer Qty 1 
  Material: 6061-T4 Aluminum 
   
Notes 
Step  Operation Machine Cutting Tool Cutting Speed 
 1 rough cut band saw band saw high 
 2 secure in mill mill 
   3 cut edges mill 1/2" end mill 350 fpm, 800 rpm 
 4 drill holes mill 1/4" drill 1000 rpm 
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I.2: Detailed Assembly 
Chassis Sub Assembly 
 
The Chassis sub system consists of the base plate and wall structure which serves as a rigid structure for 
all other subsystems and assemblies to be mounted to. Figure 6.1 below shows a CAD model of the 
Chassis sub assembly. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Chassis Sub Assembly 
 
This sub assembly will be put together in the following steps: 
 
1. Lower the idler side wall onto the base plate and align bolt holes from base plate to lower surface 
of side wall as seen in Figure 6.2 below. Once aligned, bolt in place with 4 ¼- 20 bolts. 
 
Figure 6.2: Side wall assembly for left and right walls 
 
2. Fit both side rib attachments in the groves that are manufactured into both the base plate and side 
wall as seen in Figure 6.3 below. Once in place, align both the bolt holes on the bottom and side 
faces of the attachment rib. Put all bolts in place and slowly tighten each one twist at a time until 
tight.  
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Figure 6.3: Side Reinforcement Assembly 
 
3. With the main structure for the chassis in place, bolt on the upper and lower idler pulley mounts. 
Align the ¼’’ holes on the chassis wall to the corresponding holes on both idler pulley mounts 
and insert all 4 1/4’’ bolts into the threaded holes on the mounts as seen in Figure X below. Once 
the top and bottom mounts are bolted to the side wall slide the idler pulley wheel onto the 1’’ 
pulley shaft and place the belt over the pulley before sliding it into the pulley mount as seen in 
Figure 6.4 below.  
 
 
Figure 6.4: Idler Mount Assembly 
 
4.  Once the pulley and mounts are in place, place a nut on each of the tensioner bolts and thread 
onto the pulley shaft. Once both bolts have threaded onto the shaft enough to be touching the 
back wall of the mount, slowly tighten each bolt in unison to the desired torque. The full 
assembly for the belt tensioner system can be seen on the next page in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5: Assembly of bolt tensioners onto pulley shaft 
 
Rotation System Sub Assembly 
 
The rotation system sub assembly is made up of the rotational motor/ gear system and rotation plate/ 
bearing system and sample holding system. Figure 6.6 below shows the full rotation sub assembly. 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Rotation system sub assembly 
 
This sub assembly will be put together in the following steps: 
 
1. Mount the drive gear onto the motor shaft. Align the keyway of the gear with that of the motor 
shaft and insert the keyway as shown in Figure 6.7 on the next page. 
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Figure 6.7: Drive gear mounting onto Rotational Motor with keyway alignment 
 
2. Mount the motor to the base plate with four ¼’’ bolts and secure with ¼’’ nuts on top of base 
plate. 
3. Press fit each ball transfer into the three base plate holes as shown in Figure 6.8. Also press fit the 
radial bearing into the hole located in the center of the base plate as shown. 
 
 
Figure 6.8: Ball transfer and radial bearing assembly 
 
4. Press fit the steel rotational shaft into the center hole of the gear/ rotational plate assembly. The 
gear and rotational plate have already been assembled so no assembly is needed for these two 
parts. Once the shaft has been press fit into the follower gear on the underside of the rotating 
plate, insert it into the center shaft hole as shown in Figure 6.9 on the next page. 
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Figure 6.9: Rotational Shaft and Plate Assembly 
 
Gantry Subassembly 
 
The gantry subassembly consists of the normal force application system and the linear sliding system. 
These are all housed in the linear stage. The following steps outline the assembly of this subassembly and 
the overall final assembly is shown in Figure 6.10. 
 
 
Figure 6.10: Full assembly of the gantry system 
 
This sub assembly will be put together in the following steps. 
 
1. Press fit the four linear bearings into the linear stage. Two bearings are inserted into each face. 
Align flush with face of the linear stage. The outer diameter of the bearings is 1.125”. The 
location of the bearings is shown in Figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.11: Press fit linear bearings into stage 
 
2. Press fit the 1” diameter worm wheel into the radial bearing and press the spacer, 3/8” ID, into the 
upper race of the thrust bearing, ½” diameter. This is shown below in Figure 6.12. 
 
 
Figure 6.12: Press fit worm wheel and radial bearing 
 
3. Slide the 3/8” diameter bolt through the thrust bearing with spacer (3/8” ID), thread through the 
worm wheel (and through the radial bearing connected in step 2) until about 0.75” of threads are 
exposed. Next thread on the cap to the bolt, 1” OD. This is shown in Figure 6.13. 
 
 
Figure 6.13: Bolt, gear, and bearing connection 
 
4. Press fit the 1.625” OD radial bearing into the housing in the linear stage. It will sit on a flat 
surface in the housing with a depth of 0.25” which is half the height of the bearing. The cap and 
tip of the bolt will fit through the inner diameter in the linear stage. This is shown in Figure 6.14. 
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Figure 6.14: Securing the radial bearing into the linear stage 
 
5. Slide 0.5” diameter pin through the bottom linear bearing. Then screw in appropriate rubber insert 
to the top of the pin. Screw on cap to the rubber insert. Make sure all connections are tight and 
secure. All threads are ¼-20. Attach pin tip with appropriate ball sample inserted. This is shown 
in Figure 6.15. 
 
 
Figure 6.15: Pin connections 
 
6. Slide pin and linear bearing, 1.25” OD, into the linear stage and secure the linear bearing to the 
bottom of the linear stage using 3/16” diameter bolts. The rubber insert and cap will fit into the 
inner through hole. This is shown in Figure 6.16. 
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Figure 6.16: Connection of pin and linear bearing into linear stage 
 
7. Use hand to rotate the pin until shoulder bolt holes are exposed. Thread shoulder bolts into the 
pin, through the groove in the side of the linear stage, to prevent rotation of the pin. 
 
8. Bolt motor mount to the top of the linear stage using bolts using ¼-20, 0.5” bolts. The bolt heads 
will be recessed into the mount giving clearance for the motor to be on top of the bolted area. 
This is shown in Figure 6.17. 
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Figure 6.17: Connection of the motor mount 
 
9. Slide 0.5” OD guide rails though linear bearings that were press fit into the linear stage in step 1 
and then through corresponding mount holes in the side walls. First slide the rails through one of 
the side walls, then through the linear stage, and finally through the other wall. Secure the guide 
rails on both walls with the provided shaft collars. These should be flush with the walls to prevent 
translation. This is shown in Figure 6.18. 
 
 
Figure 6.18: Secure gantry to guide rails and side walls 
 
10. Bolt motor to the motor mount aligning with the bolt holes and then secure the worm gear to the 
motor shaft using the set screw. Align the worm gear so there is a good connection between the 
gear and the worm wheel. This is shown in Figure 6.19. 
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Figure 6.19: Connection of the motor and worm gear 
 
11. Weld hex socket cap to Z-clamp connector using the welding tools in the machine shop. 
 
12. Turn the application bolt so it slides smoothly into the 9/16” hex socket. Secure the z-clamp and 
hex socket weld to the top of the linear stage using ¼-20, 0.5” long bolts. This will complete the 
assembly of the gantry system. This is shown in Figure 6.20. 
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Figure 6.20: Connection of the hex socket and z-clamp 
Linear Drive Shaft Sub-Assembly 
 
The linear drive shaft assembly consists of a DC servo motor and all of the components needed to 
transmit power from the shaft of the motor to the drive belt. This assembly is shown in Figure 6.21. 
 
 
Figure 6.21: Linear drive shaft sub-assembly 
 
This sub assembly will be put together in the following steps. 
 
1. Mount one of the coupling hubs to the motor shaft (Figure 6.22) by inserting a key into the 
keyway of each the hub and shaft.  This is the first portion of the flexible shaft coupling, which 
protects the motor shaft from bending moments. The connection should be snug. 
 
 
Figure 6.22: Flexible coupling hub mounting onto DC motor with keyway alignment 
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2. Bolt the motor to the base plate as shown in Figure 6.23 with ¼” bolts and secure with ¼” nuts. 
 
 
Figure 6.23: Motor mounting onto the base plate 
 
3. Bolt the bearing spacer blocks to the side wall with ¼”-20 bolts as shown in Figure 6.24. 
 
 
Figure 6.24: Mounting the spacers to the side wall 
 
4. Mount the remaining coupling hub to the end of the ¾” shaft in the same way that the first 
coupling hub was mounted to the motor shaft. 
5. Slide the first radial bearing onto the ¾” shaft. Then mount the drive pulley to the ¾” shaft so that 
the bottom of the pulley is 3.1 inches from the top of the flex coupling hub. The pulley should be 
rigidly fixed to the ¾” shaft by inserting a key into the keyways. Then slide the second radial 
bearing onto the ¾” shaft. This process is illustrated in Figure 6.25. 
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Figure 6.25: Mounting the drive pulley and bearings to the drive shaft 
 
6. Place the spider gear in the coupling hub on the motor. Then place the shaft assembled in the 
previous two steps on the spider gear so that the two halves of the coupling mesh. This is shown 
in Figure 6.26. Start bolting the radial bearings to the spacer blocks, but do not tighten them yet. 
 
 
Figure 6.26: Mounting assembled drive shaft to motor and chassis 
 
7. While ensuring that the radial bearings remain aligned with the ¾” shaft, tighten the bolts 
connecting the bearings to the spacer blocks. The bolts should not be tightened all at once. 
Rather, tighten one bolt one half turn, then tighten the next bolt one half turn, and so on until the 
bolts are securing the radial bearings snuggly to the spacer blocks. 
 
Motor Setup 
 
All of the motors used will have to be wired to their respective drivers. To do this we have included the 
wiring diagrams for the motors we will purchase. The following Figures 6.27 and 6.28 show the wiring 
diagrams of the Rotational Stepper Motor and the DC Linear Motion Motor, respectively. 
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Figure 6.27: Stepper motor wiring diagram 
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APPENDIX J: BILL OF MATERIALS 
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APPENDIX K: PROJECT GANNT CHART 
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